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A Few Things People Had to Say About This Book… 

 
“I’ve been telling my husband all weekend… I’ve NEVER read a book like this! 
 
How are babies made?” is a similar question to “How can I find happiness?”  
My philosophy is this: If you’re old enough to ask the question, then you’re old enough 
to get an honest answer.  
 
Brace yourself for this BOLD, in-your-face, but HONEST introspective book. It will 
challenge everything you think you believe to be true and will leave you living life more 
freely, loving more freely, and enjoying every blissful moment.  
 
I have personally found more happiness having read this book. If you are ready for the 
true answers, You Will, Too!  
 
Melina Montelongo - Mother. Lover. Real Estate Entrepreneur, & Star of A&E’s Flip 
This House 
 
 
“From the first page, you’re hooked into this book. Brian has managed to poke you in the 
chest at every paragraph and make you re-think pretty much everything you thought to be 
true about your beliefs, society, and more importantly yourself. 
 
Be warned. This book will shock you, and it will ruffle some feathers, but that’s what 
makes The Happiness Bible so refreshing and so difficult to put down. Prepare to have 
your version of what you think makes you happy de-constructed and rebuilt into a far 
clearer and better-understood happiness, a real happiness.  
 
I have read many books on self-development by many top authors over the years, and I 
can honestly say with my hand on my heart that Brian's Happiness Bible is ahead of its 
time. This book will change the way you look at life forever.” 
 
Lee Brooker 
www.digitalmarketingonline.co.uk 
 
 
"Happiness is fleeting for too many of us and is the cornerstone of true health. Prepare to 
have your core beliefs, which govern your happiness, reviewed and challenged.  Then 
receive the principles, concepts, and tools to effectively build a much happier you.  This 
is a meaty work, not meant to be speed read, yet it's an easy, enjoyable read. As a "bible" 
it is also meant to remain close at hand for a re-read or reference whenever required as 
happiness can be quite the moving target. Very thought provoking and a must-read.  
Digest it, and apply it often for maximum results!" 
 
Steven A. Vasilev, M.D. 
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www.cureology.com  
 
 
"I have to admit, I DID judge this book by its cover.  Well, it's title anyway.  'The 
Happiness Bible' was something I expected to be a light, feel-good read that would 
probably offer me a few tips and tricks on staying happy and positive... NOPE!  Even 
venturing to the Table of Contents, I could tell this book was something totally different.  
With chapters and sections like Lies We Tell Ourselves, Why You Have A Physical 
Body, Romantic Relationships, I could tell this book had quite loftier goals in mind than I 
originally gave it credit for. 
 
But does it deliver?  It does, and in more ways than you’d expect.  Prepare to be surprised 
and challenged. My only advice would be to do what I did not: Approach it with an open 
mind - no expectations at all, and see where it takes you.  It doesn't attack, but it will 
definitely cause you to re-think your beliefs about many things.  Some of them you may 
keep the same, some may actually change, but you'll know that they all 'belong' now, are 
where they should be, and are there for a reason! 
 
Hard to categorize this one!  In the sense that it's VERY wide-ranging, complete, and 
well thought out, then yes, 'bible' is what we can call it.  But to limit its scope to just 
'Happiness?'  Hmmm -- that's a hard one -- it really is so much more than that.  Please get 
it, and read it for yourself, for something that I'll bet is different than most anything 
you've ever even heard of. 
 
Great job, Brian -- Thank you!" 
 
Dan Spingola 
 
 
“If you want to understand the true meaning of happiness, here is the playbook. 
There are so many wonderful and thought-provoking elements inside of The Happiness 
Bible.  
 
Pay close attention as Brian takes you on a personal development journey that will inspire 
you and reveal lessons that will teach us all to be happier people.” 
 
Lonnie Robinson 
Robinson Info Media Inc. 
www.robinsoninfomediainc.com 
 
 
"The Happiness Bible was very easy to read and even easier to implement into everyday, 
real life situations. The way Brian words, relates, and explains how to implement his 
ideas into the readers' lives makes this a great read, and one that I see myself referring to 
daily! I expect to see The Happiness Bible on the "Top Seller" list!  
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Well done, Brian, well done!" 
 
Larry Riedl 
 
 
“I found this book to be extremely eye opening and thought provoking to say the least. I 
was pleasantly surprised that it is in total alignment with many of my core beliefs. There 
are many things that I am aligned with that I also needed to be reminded of, and I’m 
happy to say that this was just the ticket. Open your mind, grab yourself a copy, and be 
prepared for your happiness transformation!” 
 
Sally Cevasco 
Online Profit Tools 
www.onlineprofittools.com	  
	  
	  
"How refreshing to read something that's exceptionally perceptive at questioning the 
whole fabric of the human state and the society within which we operate. 
 
Your mind will be opened, your limitations explored, and you'll be forced to consider if 
the path you tread is leading toward happiness, or away from it. 
 
Brian has created an experience that's not a snack, nor a meal, but a whole banquet of 
delicious morsels that will tantalize your thought-buds.  This is one that you'll want to 
enjoy time and time again." 
 
Simon Crabb 
simoncrabb.com 
 
 
“The Happiness Bible is unlike any other self-help book you may have encountered. It's 
devoid of sugar coated placebos, will drag you kicking and screaming from the safety of 
your current perceptions, and shatter the illusory world we have been programmed to 
believe is reality. 
 
Every pillar we have built our beliefs on, from religion to money and everything in 
between will be systematically dismantled before your very eyes in the most beautifully 
devastating fashion. However, this book is not just about smashing the glass you're 
looking through. Throughout the book, Brian presents practical examples and genuinely 
usable tools for rewiring your current thought processes. Happiness and freedom are 
definitely to be found in the pages of Brian's courageous new work, but nobody said it 
was going to be an easy transition. Better buckle up! It's about to get bumpy...” 
 
Jules Gregory 
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My Personal Handshake Guarantee To You 
 
I fully recognize that buying a book, sight unseen, over the web or at first glance in the 
bookstore, requires trust. I also recognize that sometimes we buy books and don’t get to 
actually read them until long after the return period has lapsed. 
 
This book took nearly two years to complete, and I know it can change your life (no hype 
about it). I don't want anything to stop you from buying this book, so I want to take all of 
the risk. 
 
If you don’t like the book (or me) for any reason within 1 year of your purchase, just mail 
the book and your receipt to me at the address below, and I’ll give you a full refund of 
what you paid. 
 
Enjoy the book. I know you will. 
 
To Your Happiness, 
 
 
Brian Bagnall 
Bagnall & Associates, LLC 
340 S. Lemon Ave. 
Suite 2241 
Walnut, CA 91789 
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The Happiness Coin 
 
If you ordered this book directly from my website, a Happiness Coin has been included 
with your order. If you didn’t, no worries, there’s still a way to get one. 
 
What is a Happiness Coin? I’m glad you asked.  J 
Happiness Coins are token reminders to perform random acts of kindness for others. 
Every act of kindness has a ripple effect.   
 
Where they came from: Inspired by our own book, Tiffany (editor) and I, have been 
hitting the streets in cities all around the United States with a goal of starting a contagion 
of smiles. 
 
Here’s how it works: If you ordered a coin, you get to start a new chain of happiness! If 
you have been given a coin, someone probably just made your day a little brighter, and 
you are encouraged to pay that happiness forward. Think of a way to make someone 
else's day. Some simple ideas can be found at the website below. When you pass on the 
happiness, you pass on the coin, too, encouraging the receiver of your good deed to “pay 
it forward.” The cycle then continues. 
 
Believe or not, most people do pay it forward. Even if they don’t, you get to feel warm 
and fuzzy for making someone smile! 
 
Get more Happiness Coins: Would you like to help spread maximum happiness in your 
hometown? We’re giving away Happiness Coins so you can do just that! 
 
Go to www.TheHappinessCoin.com to get yours. 
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Happiness Quiz 
 
Put a checkmark next to any undesirable feeling that you’ve felt in the past week.  
 
Sometimes when we take a quiz we try to "beat the quiz" by answering questions in the 
way that we think we are supposed to or in a way that will make us look good. Don't do 
that here. There are no right answers, and it’s important that you be honest with yourself 
as you go through this process and this book. It will allow you to get the most out of it. 
 

__ Abandoned __ Fearful __ Plagued 
__ Abused __ Fed-up __ Rage 
__ Accused __ Flat __ Redundant 
__ Afraid __ Foolish __ Regret 
__ Aggressive __ Forced __ Rejected 
__ Agitated __ Forlorn __ Refused 
__ Alarmed __ Forsaken __ Remorse 
__ Angry __ Frightened __ Resentful 
__ Anguish __ Fuming __ Restless 
__ Annoyed __ Furious __ Restricted 
__ Apprehensive __ Gloomy __ Ridiculed 
__ Ashamed __ Grief-Stricken __ Rundown 
__ At Fault __ Guilt-ridden __ Sad 
__ Attacked __ Guilty __ Scared 
__ Anxious __ Harassed __ Scorned 
__ Betrayed __ Hassled __ Shaken 
__ Bitter __ Hated __ Shame 
__ Blamed __ Hatred __ Shamed 
__ Bothered __ Heartbroken __ Shocked 
__ Burdened __ Heavy __ Snowed-under 
__ Cast-off __ Helpless __ Snubbed 
__ Chaotic __ Hopeless __ Sorrow 
__ Cheated __ Horrified __ Sorry for yourself 
__ Conflicted __ Humiliated __ Startled 
__ Concerned __ Hurt __ Stressed 
__ Confused __ Imperfect __ Struggling 
__ Constrained __ Inadequate __ Tense 
__ Contempt __ Incapable __ Terrified 
__ Compelled __ Incensed __ Tested 
__ Criticized __ Incomplete __ Threatened 
__ Deceived __ Infuriated __ Tormented 
__ Defective __ Insecure __ Trapped 
__ Defenseless __ In-shock __ Troubled 
__ Defensive __ Insulted __ Turmoil 
__ Dejected __ Intimidated __ Unbalanced 
__ Demoralized __ Inundated __ Uncomfortable 
__ Depressed __ Irate __ Under-pressure 
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__ Deprived __ Irritated __ Under-privileged 
__ Deserted __ Isolated __ Uneasy 
__ Despair __ Let Down __ Unhappy 
__ Desperate __ Limited __ Unloved 
__ Destitute __ Longing __ Unprotected 
__ Disadvantaged __ Looked Down Upon __ Unsupported 
__ Disappointed __ Low __ Unwanted 
__ Discarded __ Mad __ Upheaval 
__ Discontented __ Melancholic __ Upset 
__ Discouraged __ Miserable __ Uptight 
__ Disgraced __ Misjudged __ Used 
__ Disgusted __ Mistreated __ Useless 
__ Disheartened __ Misunderstood __ Violated 
__ Dishonored __ Negative __ Vulnerable 
__ Dismal __ Neglected __ Weighed-down 
__ Dismayed __ Nervous __ Worn 
__ Distraught __ Obliged __ Worn-out 
__ Distressed __ Offended __ Worried 
__ Disturbed __ On-edge  
__ Doubted __ Oppressed  
__ Down __ Outraged  
__ Downhearted __ Overwhelmed  
__ Edgy __ Panicky  
__ Embarrassed __ Panic-stricken  
__ Empty __ Pessimistic  
__ Enraged __ Petrified  
__ Exposed __ Pissed Off  
   

 
This list is by no means complete. If you can’t find a matching label for an undesirable 
feeling or emotion you’ve been feeling, then just make one up.  J After all, you’re 
unique, and it’s your feelings and emotions that matter to you. 
 
Count up the number of checkmarks you have. There are 185 total feelings and emotions 
listed. 
 
If you have 0 – 10, you’re doing great, and this book will likely just provide you with 
reinforcement for the kind of life you're already living. Maybe you'll also get a new 
perspective on a few things. Keep up the good work! 
 
If you have 11 – 30, you’re still doing great, but some life-changing information and a 
new perspective could greatly improve your level of happiness. You will benefit from 
what this book has to offer. 
 
If you have 31-60, you fall into the average category. The average person needs a lot of 
help in the happiness department, so this book can benefit you greatly.  
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If you have over 60, don’t worry. You’ll get that number down shortly after reading this 
book. Just stick with it until the end, and don’t give up! Your happiness overhaul will be 
well worth it.  
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Introduction 
 
Is This Book for Me? 
 
A common question I get is, “Can your information make anybody happy?” And the 
answer is two-fold. The short answer is yes, the information presented in this book can 
make you happier. If the information that I’m about to present to you is applied in your 
life, it will make you a happier person. The only caveat is that you must be ready to be 
happy. It sounds silly, but most people aren’t really ready to be happy. 
 
For example, let’s say you offer a smoker the latest, greatest, foolproof way to quit 
smoking. He’s not going to put it into action if he’s really not ready to quit smoking. 
Therefore, if you’re really ready to stop the suffering and finally be happy, then yes, the 
methods I will detail in this book will be able to make you a much happier person and 
may even bring you true and lasting happiness. 
 
To sum it up, if you’re truly ready to be happy, then come join me on a wild ride that 
you’ll never forget. I promise that it will change your life forever. 
 
How This Book Came to Fruition 
 
Most would jump at the chance to start a successful company at the age of 20. For me, 
that wasn’t just a dream but a reality. I’ve had successful companies in the technology, 
real estate, and marketing niches. The dream lifestyle continued as I became an in-
demand adviser for major corporations. Other entrepreneurs, by the thousands, sought 
advice from me on their own small business start-ups. My marketing campaigns have 
made tens of millions of dollars for them, quickly turning many of my private clients into 
millionaires and multimillionaires. To most onlookers, it would seem that I had it made. 
 
But, I had a dark secret that I kept from everyone. It was a secret that was eating away at 
my very soul. Young, successful, influential, financially well off, lots of friends – none of 
it made me truly happy. I kept thinking to myself, “There has to be more to life than just 
this.” I was a serial entrepreneur, turning out one successful business after another, but 
never really finding true fulfillment with any of them. I never really fit the traditional 
mold that society has defined—that if you work really hard you will be successful, and if 
you are successful, then you’ll be happy. 
 
It was then that I began the earnest quest to find and define true happiness. What I found 
was our most commonly held formula for happiness is broken. Conventional wisdom 
holds, if we can just find that great job, win that next promotion, lose those five pounds, 
make more money, happiness will follow. Happiness just seems to be so elusive and 
arbitrary—something all too often just out of reach. I went on to discover that society’s 
standard of what happiness is, is actually backward: Happiness fuels success, not the 
other way around. 
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It was not long before I found that I wasn’t the only one who was successful in the 
public’s eye but unhappy on the inside. That was when I switched my focus and found 
my true passion of helping others to find inner peace, while obtaining success in business 
and life. True happiness for me is now found by speaking, teaching, and writing about my 
insights that can help anyone learn to find true and lasting mega-happiness within 
themselves. 
 
That’s why I decided to compile my discoveries about happiness into this book. I’ll not 
only teach you how to be happy, but how to live the way you were designed to live, with 
fulfillment and purpose. It is my discoveries and my personal journey to happiness that 
formed the basis of The Happiness Bible and represent principles that you can learn in 
order to take control of your life and discover your true calling. Many people follow a 
career path defined by others or one designed simply to accumulate wealth, only to find 
that they’re miserable.   
 
This book provides information to assist you with determining your strengths and 
interests. The Happiness Bible will provide you with an insightful blueprint to happiness 
that will work for anyone who has ever questioned his happiness, financial status, or 
success level. I bring more than 10 years of experience in the business world to 
demonstrate why money can’t buy happiness, how happy people attract wealth, and how 
to work smart, not hard. In this book, I will show you how to train your mind for success, 
eliminate the fear of failure, and rid yourself of behavioral patterns that can negatively 
influence your decisions throughout your personal and professional life. 
 
I’m no stranger to stress. In the following chapters, I will offer you information on 
reducing stress that I’ve taught to some of the most successful and powerful people in the 
world. Reducing your stress level will place you in a healthier frame of mind, allowing 
you to deal with anxiety, worry, and painful feelings in a more effective manner, or even 
eliminate those feelings all together. 
 
I put this book together so that anyone with the desire to learn how to find happiness can 
do it quickly and easily. The Happiness Bible offers stories from my own personal 
experiences as well as a blend of spiritual approaches from Eastern traditions. This book 
is the product of following my own advice on my own path to happiness. I’ve only 
included the methods that work in this book. 
 

Don't forget to grab your Free Happiness Toolkit with over $85.00 worth of 
free worksheets, interviews, and videos to help you on your happiness journey. 
You’ll also get free updates to the book. Just head over to 
www.HappinessBookBonus.com, and get it now. 

 
How to Read this Book 
 
Many of us read just for the sake of reading or being able to say that we have read a 
certain book. Some of us like to brag about how many books we’ve read or how many 
books we have in our library. None of that means that we actually understood what we 
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read. To fully comprehend, we need to read slowly and allow our brains to digest the 
information. 
 
What’s important is not how fast we read the book but how much information we retain. 
And what’s even more important is how much of the information we use to change our 
lives in a positive way. I want to cover how to actually read this book and devour the 
information in a way that is going to be most beneficial to you. It's not just about reading, 
it's about reading, understanding, and putting things into action. When reading this book, 
read it extremely slowly, reflecting on every sentence. Make sure that you understand the 
meaning of the sentence before proceeding to the next sentence. 
 
In his book The Success System that Never Fails, W. Clement Stone writes about 
something called inspirational dissatisfaction. He says that you must be extremely 
dissatisfied with your present circumstances to actually be motivated enough to make a 
change. Imagine that your head is being forcibly held under water. Your desire for 
happiness must be as intense as your desire for air. If the extremely intense desire for 
happiness is not present, you will always find a way to avoid growing and finding true 
happiness. 
 
I’ve always found that the times when I’ve made the most progress in my life 
(relationships, money, spirituality, happiness, etc.) were the times when I found myself in 
a desperate situation. I’ve also found that anger over my present situation has proven to 
be one of the most powerful motivators. Those who will get the most out of this book are 
those who are at rock bottom right now. This is because there are fewer (or no) barriers to 
being happy for them. Those people can only go up, and they’re willing to try anything to 
make it happen. 
 
If a friend recommended this book to you, this is a leisure read for you, or you're really 
not desperate to find happiness, you're going to need to do a little extra work to get 
yourself motivated to really understand the information that's being presented to you. 
You're going to need more motivation to take action. Don’t worry, I’ll teach you a 
technique that will help your brain understand the urgency of this information. 
 
I recommend reading this book at least once a year. Every time you read it, you will get 
more things out of it that will improve your life. If there are 1,000 stages to learning in 
the human life, and let's say you're at 200, you can really only comprehend information 
that's around that number and below. When your life experiences are at the 200 level, you 
won't be able to comprehend or absorb things that are in the 500 range or the 900 range. 
Information on that level just isn’t going to click for you. Every time you read this book, 
even if you read it every few months or every month, you're going to absorb a lot of new 
information. You're going to get a lot of those, "How did I not see that before?" moments. 
It's amazing. 
 
As you go through this book, keep in mind that my intention is not to get you to believe 
what I believe. Unlike what institutions like religion and government try to get you to 
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believe, nothing bad will happen to you if you don’t believe what I present to you. You 
won’t go to Hell. It won’t make you a bad person. You aren’t wrong, and I’m not right. 
 
If you choose not to try out what is written here, there is no harm in that. The world 
won’t end tomorrow or anything like that. Please do me a favor though; promise me that 
you won’t give up. You’re most likely reading this information because you feel 
something is missing in your life. If you decide not to try out the advice presented here, 
please seek other happiness advice elsewhere until you find something that you feel more 
comfortable trying. 
 
I do, however, hope that you at least give the information that I’m presenting to you a 
chance. Keep in mind that when the brain receives new information that is in conflict 
with the information that it already believes to be true, it does everything possible to 
discredit the new information. It’s called cognitive rigidity. Don’t let your brain do that. 
Weigh the new information that is presented in this book against the old information that 
you already believe to be true and use your heart, not your brain, to make the decision of 
whether you want to believe the new information. 
 
It would also help to recognize that you are reading this book for a reason. Specifically, 
you aren’t as happy as you think you can be. To become happier, something needs to 
change. If you keep doing the things that you’re doing and believing the things you 
believe about happiness, you’re not going to get any happier. To get happier, you’re 
going to need to take a leap of faith and try out some new information (either mine or 
someone else’s). The most important thing is that you do something different than what 
you’ve been doing. 
 
The most effective means of achieving happiness in your life is to turn your attention 
away from your thoughts, body, world, people, places, things, experiences, etc., and turn 
your attention towards experiencing the present moment and nothing else. I must tell you 
that I don’t have all of the answers, and I don’t present this information to you from my 
ivory tower. I’m not perfect, and I, too, am still working to make the advice in this book a 
permanent part of my life. That doesn’t mean that I don’t know what I’m talking about. It 
just means that we’ve been taught to live life a certain way, and it takes time to change 
those habits. I can tell you this, whenever I follow the advice that’s presented in this 
book, I find myself feeling a level of happiness I’ve never experienced before. When I 
find myself being complacent and slipping back into my old habits, the happiness is 
replaced by suffering. 
 
Before we delve into specifics, I do want to bring a few things to your attention. This 
book is mainly going to focus on principles, not on techniques.  A principle is something 
that’s pretty much universally true. It’s something that transcends specific situations, 
people, places, and times. Techniques are tricks, tools, and tactics that you use in a 
specific situation to produce a specific result. The thing about techniques is that they 
change with time. A technique is something that may work for a couple of months or 
years, and then it won’t work anymore, or you’ll need to tweak it. Techniques also don’t 
work for every person in every situation. Techniques can be helpful, but they shouldn’t 
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be relied upon. You certainly don’t want to build the foundation of your happiness on 
techniques because when the techniques no longer work, your happiness will fall apart, 
too. 
 
I repeat myself in different ways throughout the book. This is intentional. When we read 
a book, we don’t remember most of what we read. If I feel something is important, I 
mention it several times throughout the book in different ways to make sure that it sticks. 
 
I use “he" and "him” to describe both sexes throughout this book. It’s not because I feel 
men are superior to women or anything like that. I just think “he” flows better than 
saying “he or she.” Please don’t let this take away from the huge benefits you can gain 
from this book. I also use words of duality in this book such as bad and good, negative 
and positive, even though I explain that we shouldn’t label things as such. I do this to 
make it easier to explain concepts because that’s the language that most people are used 
to communicating in. So while I’m being hypocritical, it’s for a purpose. J 
 
Now settle down in a quiet place and a comfy chair. Do yourself a favor, and don’t read 
this around other people or where you can be distracted. Grab your markers, pens, paper 
clips, and begin to study. Don’t hesitate to write on the pages or make notes to yourself.  
Also, don’t hesitate to photocopy pages and tape them to your computer for quick 
reference. I also recommend that you not try to read this book in one or two sittings.  
Read a chapter at a time. Then take a break, let the information sink in, and give yourself 
time to implement. You’ll thank me later. 
 
I truly hope you use this book to increase your happiness. It will do so if you let it. When 
you’re finished reading, pass the book on to someone who might need it (we all know 
many people that could use information like this). Even share it with people whom you 
already view as “happy.” There’s always room for more happiness. Use it in good health. 
 
Before we get started, I’d like to share a poem written by a young man I know.  It’s a 
great segue into our first chapter. 
 

Purpose 
By Matthew Brunelli 

 
Our purpose in life is hard to find 

Too young and too old, too scared to cross that line. 
 

We search everywhere looking for clues, 
but there will always be one of which to choose. 

 
We may chase the world looking for that one thing, 

But, of course, what do bees do after they sting? 
 

Few people have their purpose in view, 
And all should live their lives the way they want to. 
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My point is clear, no matter how vague. 

The next chapter is waiting, just turn the page. 
 
 
Here’s to your next chapter. 
 
To Your Happiness, 

 
Brian Bagnall 
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Part One: 
Road to Frustration 
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Chapter 1: Long-Standing Lies 
 
For you to get the most out of this book, we first need to debunk some lies that you've 
been taught. Some of the lies are fairly modern. Others have been perpetuated for 
centuries. In this chapter, we will examine some of the long-standing lies that affect the 
way we live, the way we think, and our core beliefs. I'm going to be honest with you and 
give you a fair warning that this might be a very painful experience for you. In fact, when 
reading this book myself, I realized that the first one-third doesn’t live up to the 
happiness that the title of this book promises. Questioning people's current beliefs is often 
first received as offensive. However, I promise that it’s a necessary evil. It challenges you 
to do one of the following for each thing you believe to be true: come up with an 
excellent defense, reconcile the belief with new information, or take on a new perspective 
altogether. No matter what, these next chapters will be a catalyst to get you to really 
think, discover truth, identify your morals, and create a reality that is in accordance. We 
will get to the happy stuff later in the book.  
 
Illusions, Truth, & Reality 
 
When I started to realize some of the things I’m going to present to you, I went into a  
deep funk, almost a depression. It was a huge shock to me when I actually realized how 
much of the world that we live in is really an illusion that's not based on any kind of 
truth. We throw around the word truth as if we really know what it is, but most people 
don't have the slightest idea. 
 
Truth, as we've defined it as a society, is just what the majority of people believe to be 
true. Truth has become nothing more than a popularity contest. We tend to make the 
assumption that the older we are, the more answers we have and the closer to truth we 
get. We believe that with age comes wisdom. If that were the case, we would have an 
older population that is extremely happy and has figured out the answer to what we’re 
supposed to be doing here.  
 
No matter your age, if you take a look at your years on this planet, you'll discover that 
your version of the truth has already changed many times, and it will continue to change. 
New information comes from schools, media, what you personally experience, and what 
others tell you. Your idea of the truth has been updated and tweaked many times. 
Inevitably, somewhere down the line, a new piece of information comes along and 
changes our idea of what we believe to be the truth. Your current truth is the result of 
leaving behind an old truth and replacing it with a new one, many times over. But keep in 
mind that “new” information doesn’t always mean “better” information. 
 
Most likely, what you consider to be “truth” has deep roots in what your parents and 
family believe. In general, you probably picked up many of the core beliefs of those 
people with whom you spent the most time. You've basically become a culmination of 
their beliefs, good and bad. Each of us is simply a product of his environment. 
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Many of us make the assumption that our parents and family members know the real 
truth and would never steer us wrong. Of course, they would never intentionally steer us 
wrong. But what if, even though your family had the best of intentions, they depended on 
what their parents believed, and their parents trusted what their parents believed, and 
somewhere down the line, everything went awry? 
 
Everybody has a different set of beliefs. This is why, if you look at the world today, 
there's so much disagreement. Everybody has their own set of beliefs, reality, and version 
of the truth. If we all received the same information, we would all think and act the same. 
We fight wars over what each side believes to be the “truth” and what each side believes 
to be “right.” We believe the other side is wrong and we are right. This has been going on 
throughout history. As human beings, we’ve killed each other over religion, politics, 
morals, whether the world was flat or round, whether the earth revolved around the sun or 
the sun revolved around the earth, and a host of other ridiculous reasons.   
 
At this early point in the book, I would ask that you at least be open to the idea that what 
you believe to be true may not actually be the truth. Just because a majority of people 
accept something as true doesn’t make it the truth. Truth isn’t democratic. 
 
I came to a big realization when I asked myself this simple question, "What one idea can 
everybody on this planet agree on?” I couldn’t find one. There wasn’t one single idea that 
we could agree on as a planet. Then I asked myself, what one thing can everyone in my 
entire country (The United States) agree on? The answer was still the same. Nothing.  
 
Go ahead. Give it a try for yourself. Ask yourself what idea everyone in the world can 
agree on. You can even use gravity as an example. Most people agree that gravity exists. 
However, there is a group of scientists that makes a very-compelling case that gravity 
doesn’t exist, at least not as we know it or currently define it. It’s also interesting to note 
that it’s not called gravity; it’s called the theory of gravity. It’s just a theory. However, 
we’ve been taught as if it’s the fact of gravity. 
 
The most important example I tested was the idea of human life. Some people believe 
that you should be able to kill a person based on their religion or lack of religion. Some 
people believe it's acceptable to kill people in war. Other people believe it's acceptable to 
kill people if they killed somebody else (e.g. supporters of the death penalty). Some 
people believe that abortions are acceptable. Other people believe that abortions are only 
acceptable if they happen before a certain time during pregnancy. Some people believe 
that if somebody trespasses on their land that they have the right to kill him.  I could go 
on, but I think you get the idea. We can’t agree on anything. We can't even come to an 
agreement on the sanctity of life. 
 
We need to realize that everybody has their own version of truth, and we either need to 
accept that or continue killing each other in an attempt to add more validity to our own 
version of the truth. What you'll discover later in this book is that virtually all of the 
things you thought were truths, really aren’t truths at all. 
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What is the real definition of truth you might ask? The Merriam-Webster Dictionary 
defines truth as “a judgment, proposition, or idea that is true or accepted as true.”  Notice 
the part that says, "or accepted as true." The definition of truth itself recognizes that truth 
has been democratized. How are you feeling about truth now? The best definition of truth 
that I’ve been able to come up with that makes sense is: 
 

 
“Truth is that which is true now, has always been true, and will 
always be true.” 
 
-- Brian Bagnall 
 

 
Basically, truth is that which has never changed and never will change. Using this 
definition of truth, things like science, religion, and laws are eliminated from real truth. 
Those things aren’t truth because they all change with time. It is often said that,  “human 
beings have come so far.” We assume that we are “better off” and “know more” than the 
people who lived 100 years before us. We also make the assumption that the people who 
live 100 years after us will be “better off” and “know more” than us.  That's strictly an 
assumption. The success of humans depends a lot on what each generation values. Are 
we better off technologically than our ancestors? Absolutely. Have we sacrificed things 
as a result of that? Absolutely. Our priorities are much different than those of the people 
who lived 100 years ago. 
 
A lot of what we call truth is merely based on assumptions. If you don’t believe me, ask 
yourself the question, “How do we know that we have, as human beings, continued and 
will continue to progress?” We only believe that to be true, because that’s what we were 
told was true. We believe that to be true because we put certain progress, such as 
technology, on a pedestal. Yes, we have come a long way in the technology department. 
But is that what we’re supposed to be doing here? Is life about making things more 
efficient?  If you put technological advancement high on the pedestal of things we’re 
supposed to be doing here, we’re doing a fantastic job, and we are certainly “better off” 
than our ancestors. If you put peace, love, relationships, and happiness on a pedestal, are 
we still better off? 
 
A large chunk of people bases their idea of truth on science. Science isn’t truth either.  
Science is about discovering that which is relatively truer. Science is not for the purpose 
of experiencing the absolute truth that has never changed and never will change in all 
eternity. Science itself is constantly changing. 
 
Science assumes that it’s getting closer to the truth. In reality, it may be getting closer to 
the truth, or it may be getting further away. We don’t know. Remember, at one point it 
was “scientifically proven” that all planets revolved around the Earth. People were 
actually killing each other based on their belief of whether this was true or not. 
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Science can only determine that which is true or not true as of this present moment, given 
the tools that we have at this present moment. Sometimes science even gets that wrong. 
Who's to say that in the future scientists aren’t going to discover something to disprove 
our current beliefs? That's really what science is. 
 
The scientists that “proved” that the world was flat thought that they had it all figured 
out. There was nothing that could change their minds. Most of us are living our lives right 
now believing that the Earth is spherical. Maybe we'll find out in a million years that it is 
pear-shaped. 
 
Remember, much of our lives is based on perception. If we are conducting an experiment 
and have a predisposed opinion of how it’s going to turn out, we’re likely to see evidence 
that proves our hypothesis. This is why you receive an endless stream of misleading 
information. Milk is good for you one week but not the next. Meat is good because it 
provides you with much needed protein, but the next week it causes cancer. For almost 
any topic, there is just as much evidence proving that it’s true as there is proving that it’s 
false. 
 
As human beings, we tend to view the world through various windows. Just picture a 
house with thousands of small windows. We usually view things from the perspective of 
looking out one of those windows. This is what creates every person’s unique viewpoint. 
Just like looking out from different windows of your house can provide different 
viewpoints, so can looking at life from different windows.  
 
There are many different windows from which we can choose to view life through. These 
windows usually relate back to what we find important or what we were taught was 
important. Some people view life looking out of a scientific window. These people run all 
of their beliefs through a scientific approach. Other people view life looking out through 
a logical window. Yet other people look out of a selfish window. Others view life looking 
out from an emotional or humanitarian window. Other groups of people view life looking 
out through a spiritual window or even a survival window. We need to learn to stop 
viewing life from specific windows and start looking at things from outside of the house. 
Look at life as a whole. If not, we will always be missing the big picture. 
 
The quality of your life is determined by the questions that you ask. The best way to find 
out if the beliefs you hold are true is to pick a belief and ask yourself "How do I know 
this to be true?" Let's assume that you believe that the Earth revolves around the sun 
along with the other planets. Ask yourself, “How do I know that the planets revolve 
around the sun?” 
 
Your first answer might be, "Everybody knows that." That’s not good enough. Ask 
yourself the question again. You might then say, “That's what I learned in school. That's 
what everyone was taught. That's what science has… Aahhh, I see what you're doing 
here.” Keep asking yourself the question, and what you’ll discover is that most of the 
time, your beliefs aren't based on any reliable information. 
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Exercise: Spend the next ten minutes thinking of your strongest beliefs about things like 
family, life, government, economics, history, religion, etc. For each of those beliefs, ask 
yourself the question, “How do I know this to be true?”  
 
If you are honest with yourself and keep asking yourself the question until you get to the 
bottom of your belief on each subject, a lot of your answers will be, “I don’t know if most 
of this stuff is really true.”  You’ll watch everything you thought you believed in fall like 
a house of cards. That’s because it's all based on what you were taught from other people. 
It was based on you putting somebody on a pedestal and saying, "He knows more than 
me, so I'm going to believe him." Almost everything, if not everything, you know is 
based on you trusting that somebody else had the proper knowledge. You'll discover that 
very little of what you know is based on first-hand experience. 
 
If you look at a country like the United States, you’ll find that many Americans have very 
specific opinions on various topics. For example, citizens of the United States tend to 
believe that the U.S. is a model country and that everyone else should be like them. They 
go around the world forcing people to model their country through wars under the guise 
of bringing democracy to other countries. There are 2 things that the U.S. leads the world 
in: number of people incarcerated per capita and defense spending. 
 
This perception of superiority is false. Many countries don’t look up to the U.S. and don’t 
believe that it’s a model for democracy. Other countries choose to do things differently 
and that’s their choice to do so. I'm not saying the United States is wrong or right in the 
way it does things. Nor am I saying that other countries are wrong or right either. The 
point is, people in the United States believe that their way is the right way just as strongly 
as people in other parts of the world believe that their way is the right way. 
 
Our beliefs of what is true and what is possible make up our individual realities. Just as 
beliefs are relative to perspective, there are no well-defined edges of real reality. By the 
time you finish reading this book, one of my hopes is that you start questioning what 
reality really is. Reality is very subjective, and everyone has a different version.  
 
Let’s say that ten people witness a car accident. Each witness will tell you at least a 
slightly different version of events. Each of the passengers of the vehicles will tell you a 
different version of the events, too. Guess what? None of them are lying. They all really 
believe their versions of the story. This exact scenario happens all of the time. 
 
Now let’s say two of your friends have a fight, and both of them come to you to tell you 
the story of what happened. You’ll most likely find out that their stories are radically 
different. Sometimes, the parties involved will be lying to bring you to "their side," but 
most of the time, a lot more is going on. Each friend is viewing the argument through his 
own lens or window.  Everyone’s brain processes information in a different way. Just 
because two people view a fight with their eyes doesn’t mean that they perceived the 
same thing. In fact, most of the time they won’t perceive the same thing. 
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So how do you know what’s real and what’s not?  As I discussed earlier, one way is to 
ask yourself if it has always been and always will be the same. When it comes to physical 
things, if it has atoms, it isn’t real. This is because atoms and the energy that makes them 
up can be manipulated. They are manipulated to create the book you are reading right 
now. They are manipulated to create the chair or couch that you are sitting on right now. 
The only thing that makes this a book is that most people agree on the meaning of the 
word “book” and the energy is currently assembled that way. Our brains have come up 
with ways to categorize and label that which we can perceive. That doesn't mean, though, 
that we are getting an accurate idea of reality. 
 
There are plenty of things that humans can’t perceive. There are sounds outside of our 
range of hearing. There are light waves that we can’t see. Who knows what else might be 
hiding from us. We can only describe things within our frame of reference. In other 
words, we can only describe those things and ideas that we've been given the tools and 
beliefs to discover thus far. We tend to make the assumption that because we can’t 
perceive it, it doesn’t exist. Perception is not a reliable tool for discovering reality. 
 
Exercise:  Here's a popular thought experiment to try. Imagine that at this very moment 
you are actually just a brain floating around in a jar. You have been hooked up to a 
supercomputer that can transmit to your brain the exact electrical impulses needed to 
perfectly simulate experiences of the outside world. Tell me now, how do you know you 
are not a brain in a vat somewhere? If you cannot be sure that you are not a brain in a vat, 
then you cannot rule out the possibility that all of your beliefs about the external world 
are false.  
 
Reality is relative. Never accept that you are the one that will validate or invalidate 
somebody else's reality. That's not your job. Ignore anybody who attempts to invalidate 
your reality. Reality isn't necessarily going to be the way you wish things to be or the 
way you think things should be. Denying truth for any reason only leads to stress and 
frustration. 
 
To see true reality, your mind needs to be quiet. It must be clear on all levels. You must 
not be influenced by your desires, fears, ideas and opinions; these can all distort reality. 
You must find a way to finally step away from your specific windows and view things 
from outside the house of society. 
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History 
 
We base a lot of our beliefs, thoughts, and actions on our view of history. I was on stage 
speaking at a conference recently, and I asked for six volunteers to come on stage.  I had 
them line up in a straight line. I gave the first person in the line a four-sentence story to 
whisper in the ear of person next to him. It was an adult game of Telephone.  
 
What we found was that by the time the story was relayed to the last person, he only was 
able to recite half of the first sentence of the story. That was it. They completely forgot 
about the three sentences beyond it and screwed up the last half of the first sentence. 
Amazing. 
 

You can download footage of this experiment along with your Free Happiness 
Toolkit with over $85.00 worth of free worksheets, interviews, and videos to 
help you on your happiness journey. You’ll also get free updates to the book. 
Just head over to www.HappinessBookBonus.com, and grab it now. 

 
I did this demonstration to teach people about history and how we rely on a lot of 
information that has a good chance of being construed. Any information that isn’t 
obtained from one’s own personal experience should be questioned. Honestly, even if the 
information was obtained from your own personal experience, you still have to contend 
with the subjective nature of your perception. 
 
If we can't get history right in a five-minute span that contains four sentences, imagine 
how much history that we believe from tens or hundreds of years ago is complete and 
utter nonsense. That’s not even taking into account history that spans thousands of years. 
History is relative and can be changed to suit the needs of a political party or the person 
relaying history. 
 
People make stuff up, fill in the blanks, and make assumptions, just like you and I do. 
Stories get changed or exaggerated. If you can’t have any faith in a group of people 
witnessing an accident and telling the same version of events ten minutes after it 
happened, how can we rely on history? 
 
Don’t rely on history or what other people say happened. History is nothing more than a 
story agreed upon by those who are still around to share it. Rely on what you feel and 
what you believe, and make sure that it’s not tainted by an outside influence, even one 
that was instilled in you a long time ago. 
 
It’s always preferable to rely on events that you have personally experienced.  That’s the 
information that you want to use most often to navigate life. From there, let in select 
things that you believe to be true from trusted sources. A trusted source isn’t necessarily 
trusted because most members of society trust it either. Be very cautious about what 
information you let into your belief system. Make sure it is a trusted source that doesn’t 
have any motivation of gain, financial or otherwise. 
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Here are a few information sources to ignore that have ulterior motives: government 
officials, schools, people who are trying to sell you something, advertisements, news 
channels, and parents (I’ll cover this later in the book). Most of the information that you 
use to determine your actions should be from your own personal experience and not 
because somebody else experienced it and told you about it, or because people thousands 
of years ago experienced it and supposedly wrote about it, and definitely not because a 
majority of people believe something to be true. Use your own personal experiences to 
run your life. Trust yourself before you trust someone else’s words. 
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Organized Religion & Religion 
 
If you consider yourself a religious person, this section might be an eye opener for you.  
If you’ve practiced a certain religion for a long time, this section might be downright 
offensive to your current beliefs. That doesn’t mean you shouldn’t read this chapter. If 
you’re afraid of information that might break your beliefs in religion, then how confident 
are you in your beliefs in the first place? I encourage you to read this information with an 
open mind and to put it's content up against some of your current beliefs.   
 
All religious teachings have two components: history and decisions by man. We’ve 
already talked about history and how it’s unreliable at best. Let's talk about man's role in 
the distortion. No matter what religion you practice, if it has been around long enough, 
man has manipulated it. Some of the spiritual teachings of the past were authentic 
spiritual teachings given by awakened sages. However, the moment an awakened sage 
speaks, the ego in the listener begins to distort the teachings. This happens because the 
listener is perceiving the information while looking out of one of his windows in the 
house. 
 
Man created the Bible. Now, Judeo-Christianity tells us that people, who were divinely 
inspired by God himself, wrote the Bible. But who tells us this? Oh, that’s right. Man. 
People just like you and me. Let’s take out the ultimate truth detector and ask ourselves, 
the question, "How do we know this to be true?  How do we know they were divinely 
inspired?" The bottom line is that we don’t. 
 
The Bible has been transcribed, rewritten, edited, and translated. Human error inevitably 
occurred. The meaning of some text was surely lost in translation. Some ideas and words 
simply do not translate verbatim from one language to the next. Language is another lie 
that we’ll cover in detail later in the book, but it specifically relates to teachings of 
religion so we’ll discuss it briefly here. The meanings of words have changed over time. 
The meanings of words change when a certain percentage of society decides to change 
them, consciously or unconsciously, by simply using the word in a new context.  
 
A word's meaning can change because people don't know the real meaning. The meaning 
of words also change when we develop slang meanings for words that later become the 
accepted meaning. An example of a word that has changed in meaning is the word “sin.”  
The original meaning of the word sin was “to miss the target.” The current meaning of 
sin is "an offense against moral or religious law." Or, as some organized religions may 
insinuate, "you’ve done something horrible, so unless you've been granted forgiveness, 
you’re going to burn in Hell with the devil."   
 
Here are a few more examples of words that have drastically changed their meanings 
over time. Awful once meant “full of awe” (i.e. something wonderful, delightful, 
amazing). Today it means quite the opposite. Counterfeit once denoted a perfect copy. 
Gay, until fairly recently, used to mean "merry, happy, carefree." Guess used to mean to 
"take aim, as with a weapon." An inmate was originally someone who shared a house or 
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who was a lodger or tenant in someone’s house. I could literally go on for many more 
pages.  
 
Even if everything written in The Bible was perfectly true, the interpretation by mankind 
has very much changed since it’s writing. Frankly, it doesn’t matter what’s written in The 
Bible if the interpretation is off. Human beings have become experts at interpreting things 
in a way that suits our needs. 
 
Man also manipulated the Ten Commandments. It’s even told in the Bible that Moses 
destroyed the original commandments and came down the mountain with a new set of 
commandments. If the 10 commandments were “divinely inspired” what happened to the 
first set? 
 
In fact, there were guidelines to live by that came prior to the Ten Commandments. 
Unlike the Ten Commandments, nobody commanded you to follow them, and there 
weren’t any direct negative consequences for not following them except for an 
unbalance. I have included those “guidelines to live by.”  
 

Each advice and guidance is of equal importance. No one is more or less 
important than the other. Living by these guidelines will alleviate disturbance in 
the body, and will bring balance and harmony. Not living by these guidelines will 
lead to other disturbances, and other disturbances will lead to greater chaos in 
the body and spirit. Chaos and disturbance only mean something will change. An 
example is taking a life for self-defense would mean forevermore you would know 
you did it, and that would be a great disturbance. 
 
1.   The taking of a life for other than food will cause a great disturbance. 
2.   The taking of property without the consent of the other will cause a great 

disturbance. 
3.   The desire or thought to have something of another and the other to have it 

not will cause a great disturbance. 
4.   The desire or thought to control another's destiny and activities is disturbing 

to the soul of both. 
5.   The forceful control of the action of another will disturb the spirit of both. 
6.   The desire to have more than you need at the expense of one who needs is 

disturbing. 
7.   The accumulation of material wealth for the sake of accumulating material 

wealth is disturbing. 
8.   The consumption of more than one reasonably needs is disturbing. 
9.   In all things act as you would have others react to you. 
10.   Know that over-indulgence in anything will cause disturbance. 
11.   Know that gossip is disturbing to all involved. 
12.   Know that to listen in harmony to your fellow man as he speaks from the 

soul is important to both you and he, but that to take the place or the 
stresses of your fellow man, and to help him solve his problems is disturbing 
to you, and must be done with caution and patience. 
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13.   Know that there will be time of group chaos for which a leader will be 
required to restore balance. If the leader is not in harmony with these 
guidelines, other forms of chaos may result. 

14.   Know that when a group thinks of like mind, and this like mind is in chaos, 
that it will disturb larger groups. These guidelines apply to the group as 
they do to the individual. 

15.   Know that as the individual is disturbed by the taking of life except for food, 
so is the group disturbed as at the taking of the life of another. 

 
These are good guidelines to follow in your life. Once again, there are no imminent 
negative consequences if you don’t. Most importantly, there is no gain for me if you do 
choose to follow them. 
 
For reference purposes, here are 10 Native American guidelines: 

1. Treat the Earth and all that dwells thereon with respect. 
2. Remain close to the Great Spirit. 
3. Show great respect for your fellow beings. 
4. Work together for the benefit of all humankind. 
5. Give assistance and kindness wherever needed. 
6. Do what you know to be right. 
7. Look after the well being of mind and body. 
8. Dedicate a share of your efforts to the greater good. 
9. Be truthful and honest at all times. 
10. Take full responsibility for your actions. 

Notice the similarities? I love how the Native Americans credit the power of the 
individual by including number 6: “Do what you know to be right.” 
 
The documentary Zeitgeist points out something very interesting with regard to 
similarities in the world's religions. You can watch this documentary at http://brian-
bagnall.com/links/zeitgeist/. Most religions have strikingly similar stories and numerous 
things in common. Religions, as it seems, are more alike, than different. For some, the 
main difference hangs on the chain of events, which in the end, doesn’t matter. Jesus, 
Yahweh, Allah, Yogananda, Krishna, share more than each organized religion lets on. 
These religious organizations that emphasize difference and one right and true god have 
done more to tear people apart than anything else.  
 
We have the free will to do whatever we want to do. As a result, every human being has 
been granted the power, if he so desires, to seek and find freedom. By freedom, I mean 
happiness. Uncertainty is your path to freedom. Most people want to know the exact 
route that they're going to take, and if it deviates in any way from what they originally 
thought, they get scared, give up, and go on a different path. Or worse yet, return to the 
same path they’ve always been on because it’s comfortable and familiar to them. 
 
All anyone ever wants is unlimited freedom. Every thought, decision, and action moves 
you closer to or further from your goals. That's part of free will. Listening to your own 
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speech, reflecting on your own thoughts, and looking at your own actions are all part of 
the process by which you master your self. When you subscribe to organized religion, 
you are saying that someone else or some institution here on Earth is more powerful than 
you. You’re giving away your power and free will to someone else. 
 
The top leadership position in most organized religions is an elected position, much like 
in politics. Of course, religions like to call it divine appointment rather than an election.  
Slapping whatever label you choose on it doesn’t change the fact that it’s a popularity 
contest. That means that the same structure that was setup to govern you is also used in 
religion. How is religion different from government? Both organizations have “leaders” 
who will do anything to retain their power once put into office. Neither organization can 
continue to exist without convincing the people that they serve a purpose and that they 
are "needed." Think about it. We’re all the same here, and there’s nobody who’s “above” 
another person. The idea that we’re different or that some of us have special privileges 
granted by God is silly. It’s just more of man’s created nonsense to have control over 
someone else.  
 
When someone or some institution wants to control you, they need to threaten you with 
something you fear as a consequence of not obeying. That is something religions have 
been doing since their creation. The idea of a heaven or hell was created to instill fear. "If 
you don't do this, you're going to go to Hell. If you do this, you're going to go to Heaven. 
If you give us 10% of your earnings, you're going to go to Heaven. If you give us 'X' 
amount of money, your sins will be forgiven." 
 
Isn't that quite convenient? Surely you've caught on to the secret. Anyone who is trying to 
teach you anything, but is proclaiming that there is some kind of punishment for not 
listening, isn’t real and neither are his teachings. For example, I'm presenting these 
teachings to you in this book. You can take them or leave them. You can decide to 
implement them or not. You can live by them or not. You can take a portion of them and 
live by them and forget the rest. There are no consequences either way. I think you’ll find 
more happiness if you follow these teachings, but if you choose not to follow them, there 
won’t be any consequences. You're not going to Hell or anything like that. (Unless you 
write a bad review—then I may have to reserve your visit with Lucifer.) 
 
There really are no heavens or hells. Just endless worlds that you create until you think 
you've got it right. You make the choice every day whether you live in Heaven or Hell. 
The fiery place located miles below Earth's crust is called the mantle. I looked it up. It is 
not a destination. There's no blissful place in the clouds either unless you really enjoy 
flying. You create a heaven or a hell on Earth in your own mind. You create your own 
happiness. 
 
Remember, there are no punishments for your actions on Earth waiting at your demise. 
The idea that you will be punished for your actions is a man-made idea perpetuated 
through religion. The idea that religion tries to portray of “God” is always an interesting 
one. Supposedly God loves you and has forgiven your sins, but He’s also sitting “up 
there” watching every move you make, taking note of everything you do, and He will 
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punish you later. Remember to be careful when anyone tells you that you must do things 
a certain way or else you’ll be punished. That’s a good indication that the person is 
pushing an agenda and is not necessarily concerned with the truth. 
 
Let’s talk about the act of worshipping God. Any principle that requires admiration isn't 
real, and any God who requires worship doesn't exist. A real principle will stand on its 
own. The hour that Christians spend worshipping God in church every Sunday would be 
much better spent actually helping people, and putting the real teachings of God into 
practice.  
 
I was an active Catholic in my teens. I went to Catholic schools all of my life, including 
college. In fact, I even wanted to be a priest for a few years when I was younger. I 
became an altar boy in fourth grade, too. My parents and I went to church as a family 
through my eighth grade year. After eighth grade my parents stopped going to church. 
They said, “We gave you a good base. You can continue going to church if you want.” I 
still continued to go for the next four or five years. During that time, I transitioned from 
being an altar boy to a lector. Basically, I would read a few bible passages during mass. 
 
I was a freshman in college, sitting in church one day, doing my normal routine, which 
consisted of reading the bulletin throughout mass and robotically reciting everything by 
memory. In that moment, I realized that I wasn’t really present. I wasn’t paying attention, 
nor was I getting anything out of it. I thought to myself, “If God is up there taking note of 
my every move, I’m probably insulting Him more than anything by being here, not 
paying attention.” I figured I might as well be doing something else. I said to myself, “If I 
ever become more serious about this, I can always come back.” I never did. Except, of 
course, for the few random funerals and weddings I’ve attended.	  
	  
The idea that a god would want you to worship and bow to him just doesn't fit into what I 
believe a creator or god would be. That would mean that the god has a very big ego. Egos 
are only present in those that require a body to exist. It doesn’t pass my litmus test. You 
should have a litmus test of your own as well. My God would much rather have me 
helping those in need than sitting in church robotically reciting passages for an hour 
every Sunday. 
 
If God is real, He doesn't need to be worshipped. A real God would not want power over 
you. A real God would be all-powerful anyway, so why would He need power by way of 
admiration from you? Also, remember that worship power is only something that is 
needed by the ego and the ego is only present in human beings. I'm not going to sit here 
and argue about whether there is a God or not, what His or Her name is, or how He or 
She came about. That isn't important. If you believe there is a God, there is a God. If you 
believe there isn't a God, that's great, too. 
 
Let’s talk about talking to God. Many religions insist that the best way to communicate 
with God about important matters is to go through some type of priest or elder. These are 
the same people who always want you to donate money to stay in God's favor. There is 
no reason to believe that God should maintain a direct line with these people but not with 
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you. The idea that one must go to a special building or confess sins to a middleman has 
no basis. 
 
While the benefit of organized religion is questionable, having religion, being spiritual, or 
just believing in something greater can be quite good for the soul. Start really believing in 
whatever you say you believe in. If you believe in a merciful God, who cares about the 
suffering of humans, live as though you do. Many of us talk privately to God and call it 
prayer. It's interesting that an answer directly from Him seems so farfetched, especially if 
we believe that there is some universal intelligence out there to whom we are addressing. 
So we pray, but we never really expect to hear an answer? If you're going to take time to 
ask, you should be open to a possible answer. 
 
If and when we get an answer from God, that answer most likely won’t come in a way in 
which we would expect it. It might come in the form of a gentle nudge from the Universe 
or somebody showing up in your life unexpectedly. Most likely, it will be something 
that’s indirect. For example, if you prayed for a million dollars, it probably won’t show 
up in a bag on your doorstep, but you might meet somebody in the grocery store with 
whom you'll have a casual conversation and swap phone numbers. That might be the 
beginning of your journey to the million dollars that you were seeking.  The person you 
met might be able help you himself or might introduce you to someone that he knows. 
Maybe that person has a million dollars to invest in an idea for an invention that you’ve 
had for a long time. When you pray, expect an answer. 
 
However, be mindful of how you pray and what you are asking for. God isn’t what you 
may think. The universe is not being controlled by some puppet master God in the sky. 
It's unfolding exactly as it’s supposed to. Don't pray to get God's attention to fix 
something that's “wrong." Pray that something will get your own attention, and realize 
that nothing needs fixing. Whether God exists or not is irrelevant. It is you that must be 
open to seeing the possibilities and opportunities as they come. The universe is already 
providing infinite possibilities. Asking for something, praying for something, should be 
your way of letting the universe, God, yourself, whomever know that you are ready to 
seize the opportunities around you. 
 
You can’t broadcast through a broken microphone, so you shouldn't expect to be able to 
send out prayers through a mental microphone that isn’t working properly due to constant 
mental chatter. Mental chatter is the constant stream of thoughts that are running through 
your head. You're asking to have a conversation with God, but you have a bunch of 
yakking going on. You're worried about what you need to pick up at the grocery store or 
what you did yesterday that might have gotten you in trouble at work. You're worried 
about money or how you're going to pay your mortgage. You're worried about hanging 
out with your friends later or focusing on somebody who has wronged you. In between 
all of those thoughts, you’re trying to pray. 
 
You can't expect God to make you a priority when you're not making Him a priority. 
When you pray, don't ask for things. Ask for guidance and to be spared suffering. Be 
ready to accept the change you are seeking. The real definition of praying means to give 
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thanks for already having what you desire. It has been turned into, "I want, gimme, now." 
It's turned into a Christmas wish list when, in fact, you are the one who has the full power 
to supply yourself with anything on that wish list when you’re in the proper state. 
 
Organized religion is no more than another method for a group of human beings to try to 
control another group of human beings. We’ve been doing this for a long time on this 
planet. It’s nothing new. Unless a teaching is directly given to you from an awakened 
sage, not translated through anybody else, you can't really trust that it's truth. If you 
happen to be given a direct teaching from an awakened sage, the other challenge is 
overcoming your own ego so that you may clearly understand what is being taught.  
 
If you believe there is a God, don't go looking to another human being to be your link to 
God or to tell you how to live.  The only link that you need to God is you. Everything you 
need is right inside of you. The only person that should be telling you how to live is you.  
 

 
“My religion is very simple. My religion is kindness.” 
 
– Dalai Lama 
 

 
Rather than putting a label on your self, such as Christian, Jew, Muslim, Buddhist, etc., 
instead make a commitment to be Christ-like, God-like, Mohammad-like, and Buddha-
like. Drop all of the organized religion, consequences, and fear. Just try to be a better 
person in the best way that you know how. Listen to your heart. The definition of being a 
better person should be your own. Learn to trust yourself.  Don't rely on somebody else to 
tell you what being a better person really means or what you should be doing here. 
 
The main purpose of the first two parts of this book is to get you to really start asking 
questions about what you believe in and why. From there, you can begin to guide 
yourself. If some of my teachings are in synergy with you, then use them. If not, throw 
them away. You'll know by the way your body feels whether you're doing something 
that's Christ-like etc. and whether you're in your true nature or not.  Listen to your body. 
You don't need the threat of Hell to force you to live a certain way. We have two choices: 
to live in fear or simply live in love. Choose love. 
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Past, Present, Future, & Time 
 
Another lie that we live on a daily basis is the idea that there's a past and a future based 
on the existence of time. The idea that these things exist is one of the main causes of 
suffering. Most of us spend so much time worrying about what we did (or didn’t do) in 
the past and what we need to do in the future that we never really experience what counts, 
which is life in the present moment. We need to let go of the idea of days and hours in 
order to pay more attention to the moment. One of the most important things you can do 
to find happiness is to live in the present moment. 
 
Time does not exist. It’s all man-made. I know that it's hard to picture a world without 
time. Ask yourself where time came from. How did you come to believe that time 
existed? Time didn't always exist. If it's not something that always has been, it's not real. 
Man created the sundial, which was the first device used to measure time, short of 
measuring a day by the sunrise and sunset. Our current year structure starts when Jesus 
was supposedly born (years described as A.D.), but we cannot pinpoint a beginning or 
end of time. That’s because there is no beginning and there is no end. Who decided that 
our current year structure should start when Jesus was born? The answer is, of course, 
man.  
 
Once you are able to let go of the idea of time and its false existence, there is no reason to 
live for anything other than today, right now, this very moment. Never be in a hurry. 
Have an endless capacity to improvise. Just go with the flow. Don't live in the pain of the 
past or the fear of the future.  
 
When it comes to the past, we focus on what we label as “mistakes.” When it comes to 
the future, we're worried about things not happening as we hope. When thinking in the 
past, you're worried about what you did or didn’t do and how you're going to rectify it. 
You worry about who you've hurt or what mistakes you believe that you've made. Let it 
go. There are no such things as mistakes. There are only lessons. We’re here to learn.  
 
By referring to previous struggles and using them as reasons for not getting on with your 
life in the present, you are assigning responsibility to the past for why you can't be 
successful or happy now. A lot of people do this when they say things like, “I don't have 
this skill,” or “I did this wrong when I was younger,” or “I didn't go to school,” or “I 
didn't get that master's degree,” or “My parents were poor,” or “My parents beat me,” or 
“I don't have the personality I need,” or “I don't have the connections.”  Making these 
excuses changes NOTHING.  
 
Some may argue that analyzing their pasts allows them to plan for the future. Planning 
used to be very important to me. I used to have everything planned out if I went on a trip 
or if I did anything, really. I had to know exactly where I was going, what time I was 
going to be there, what time the next thing was happening, etc. It was exhausting.   
 
Another challenge to planning out the future is that you are setting yourself up for 
disappointment. Rarely do things happen exactly as we plan them to happen. Why set 
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yourself up for an unhappy moment when life doesn’t happen the way you thought it 
would? 
 
We’re worried about not reaching our goals, so we plan. We set goals and make a plan, 
yet we quickly change all of that when we run up against any kind of resistance. When 
we set goals, we assume that we know the exact path we will take to achieve those goals, 
so when things don’t play out as we expected them to play out, we get discouraged and 
give up or change our goals all together. If you don’t change your direction, you might 
just end up where you were heading. 
 
It doesn’t matter how you get to your goal, it just matters that you get there. Don’t focus 
on how you’re going to get there. Just keep taking steps to make sure you get there. Most 
of the things we worry about in the future never end up materializing anyway. 
 

 
“Life can only be understood backwards, but it must be lived 
forwards.”  
 
-- Soren Kierkegaard 
	  

 
Don’t worry about events making sense to you as you’re on the path to achieve your goal.  
There is no past in an infinite, never beginning, and never ending universe. Be content 
with what you have in the present. Rejoice in the way things are. When you realize 
there's nothing lacking, the whole world belongs to you. A happy traveler in life has no 
fixed plan and no fatal investment in arriving.  
 
Just recently, I started to take random last minute trips. I just pack a quick bag and get in 
the car or hop on a plane and go somewhere with no schedule or agenda. I can’t express 
to you how freeing it is. Spontaneous vacationing used to be something I wouldn’t dream 
of doing because the idea of not having a plan would totally stress me out. Now, hopping 
in the car gives me a sense of freedom and a thrill because each moment of that trip is 
being lived as it comes without routine of the past or planning of the future to spoil it. 
 
I also recently started the practice of not setting an alarm to wake me up. This allows me 
to wake up when my body is ready to wake up. Because of this new lifestyle, I make sure 
that I don’t make any appointments before noon. Hey, sometimes I like to sleep in. In 
fact, I’ve almost stopped the practice of making any appointments at all. Everything 
happens when I’m ready and not a moment sooner. This all helps me to live in the present 
moment. 
 
I've even seriously contemplated cancelling my cell phone service so that I communicate 
with people when I want to communicate with them instead of text messages and phone 
calls constantly interrupting my present moment. I'm not quite ready for that just yet, but 
it's definitely something I could see enhancing my lifestyle. 
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Sadly, most people would never dream of arranging their lives or their businesses on their 
own terms. Now, I wouldn’t imagine having it any other way. Sometimes I lose clients 
because people don't understand my “attitude,” but I gain others because of the 
exclusivity insinuated by my appealing lifestyle, so it all works out in the end. As it turns 
out, people want to do business with those they admire. 
 
Try to see how you can design your ideal life so that it doesn’t require you to be 
constantly worrying about the past or the future. Don’t let your ego tell you that it can’t 
be done because I do it every day. Not to sound cliché here, but where there’s a will, 
there’s always a way. 
 
Face time as it advances on you. Time is an illusion, just one of those things that keeps 
you locked into worrying. In a naturally occurring universe, there is no past, present, or 
future. All time exists simultaneously, so I guess you could call all of it the present. Since 
time is man-made, the Universe doesn’t recognize it. When you are asking the Universe 
to deliver something to you, it could be here “tomorrow” or in “a few years.”  The 
Universe knows no difference. Because we’re used to measuring things in time, it will 
seem to you as if it has taken time for your wish to be granted. To the Universe, it’s all 
the same. Objects and things come and go.  
 
The truth itself has no past and no future. It simply is, and that's all it needs to be. You're 
not going to find the truth by drumming over your past or making predictions about the 
future. It doesn't matter where you've been or how long you've been there. Don't be 
controlled by time. Forget the past, don't worry about the future, and just live in the 
present.  
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Life Cycle (Life & Death) 
 
Another lie you’ve been told relates to the life cycle (i.e. life and death). Many people are 
focused on age. A famous quote from Dr. Seuss proclaims: “Age is an issue of mind over 
matter. If you don't mind, it doesn't matter.” The life cycle, as we know it, seems to be 
backwards. When we’re young, we want to grow up and when we’re older, we want to be 
young again. It’s a strange existence.  I’ve always liked this quote: 
 

 
“I think that the life cycle is all backwards. You should die first, get 
that out of the way, then live twenty years in an old age home. You 
get kicked out when you’re too young, you get a gold watch, you go 
to work. You work forty years until you’re young enough to enjoy 
your retirement. You go to college until you’re ready for high 
school. You go to grade school, you become a little child, you play, 
you have no responsibilities, you become a little baby, you go back 
into the womb, you spend your last nine months floating, and you 
finish off as a gleam in your parents’ eyes!” 
 
-- Robert Benson 
 

 
Birth is not the beginning, and death is not the end. No one suffers and no one dies 
without his own consent. Suffering is your choice and so is looking at dying as an end 
instead of an entrance into a kingdom of eternal happiness. Entering into the kingdom of 
eternal happiness happens when you rid yourself of the ego, which we’ll talk about later 
in the book.  No one does what he doesn't want to do. 
 
Sometimes we fall into doing only those things that we think are possible. If you can 
think it, you can create it. Earth is in the third dimension. In the third dimension, we have 
access to every tool (including thoughts) in our dimension and below. Therefore, if you 
can think about something, you most definitely have the tools to create it. 
 
Don't fear death. There's a wonderfully fulfilling happiness that comes along with acting 
under the knowledge that whatever you are doing may very well be your last act on 
Earth. Instead of embracing each possible "last" moment, most of us fear that exact thing. 
Act like each thing you do will be your last act on Earth. Those who have already lived 
wisely don't fear death. Death is usually feared by those who are living in the past or the 
future and feel that they haven't done everything that they should have done. Choose 
what you do wisely, and then you'll never feel as if you didn't have enough time to do 
what you needed to do, and the fear of death just fades away.  
 
The boundaries, which divide life from death, are, at best, shadowy and vague. Who says 
where the one ends and where the other begins? We've defined that as a society. That 
doesn't mean that it’s the truth. Death is nothing compared to the suffering that most 
people endure on a daily basis. I think many people die daily, over, and over, and over 
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again. The fear of death follows from the fear of life. Someone who lives fully is 
prepared to die at any time. If you choose your actions wisely, you're in control of your 
life, and you choose what to focus on and what not to focus on, there's no need to fear 
death. If you find yourself fearing death, find out what you're actually afraid of. Is it the 
fear of the unknown? Figure out where your fear of death comes from and then get to 
work ridding yourself of that fear. Ultimately, your fear of death only comes from your 
ego because your ego dies with the body.   
 
People fear death as if it is the greatest evil, but how do we know it’s not actually the 
greatest good? We always mourn the loss of people when they die. We, the living, mourn 
the loss of a person and say things like, “Oh, what a sad tragedy.” But where does that 
come from? Why should we be sad? Once again, ask the ultimate truth question, “How 
do we know we should be sad?” The answer is you don’t know that you should be sad.  
“How do we know that death is a bad thing?” Again, we don’t know. We have just 
mimicked other people’s reactions. When death happens, we get sad. Maybe death is a 
very blissful experience. Maybe death means the end of all of the suffering for that 
person, both physical and mental. Even if it is a “bad” thing for the person who died, 
what can you do about it? What purpose does it pay for you to be sad or angry? 
 
Exercise: Try this. Consider yourself already dead, so there's nothing for you to lose. 
Don't be upset by death. It's just a transformation like that of moving and changing 
addresses. The thing that would most concern and worry you, your survival, is now the 
only certainty you have. Now think about that for a second. The only thing that we have 
in this thought experiment is the fact that we're eternal. How does that new belief change 
your outlook? Of what things would you no longer be afraid? The one thing we tend to 
fear most in life is that we're not eternal. Honestly, you may not be with me yet on death 
not being real, but when it comes to believing whether we are eternal or not, you can 
acknowledge that believing one instills fear and hinders living, while believing the other 
takes away the fear and spares us the negative emotions surrounding death. Which are 
you hoping is true? 
 
We're all dying right now. It's all a downhill battle from birth. As they say, death and 
taxes are your only guarantees in life. Taxes aren't necessarily guaranteed, that's just how 
the society that we've set up operates. That could be changed at any time. Death is really 
your only guarantee. But death isn’t even real, at least not as we know it. The only thing 
that’s actually dying is the ego. Death is just a transformation, an illusion. Your ego has 
to die to be born in eternal happiness. Although we may hope to conquer our egos, most 
people do not fully accomplish this in their lifetimes. Only through physical death do 
they finally rid themselves of the ego. 
 
A quote from Richard Bach, author of Jonathan Livingston Seagull, fits this well: “Dying 
out of bodies, remember, is as much a dream as living in them.” Death is nothing to fear, 
it's only another dimension. However, dying is a very embarrassing event to the ego 
because it is revealed as the illusion that is. No new energy is created; no energy is 
destroyed. Everything is simply in transition. Everything is energy and energy can be 
molded into an infinite number of things. We are born once into the world of nature. Our 
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next birth is into the world of spirit. Aging is simply a learned way of being. Nobody can 
ever really end your being, without your permission of course.  
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Chapter 2: Modern Lies 
 
In chapter 1, we dared to question the foundations of everything. I've exposed you to 
what may be some very new perspectives. We've gotten a little philosophical, explored 
some psychology, contemplated sources, and faced the truth (or the lack thereof) head on. 
You were probably a little offended somewhere along the line. You definitely did some 
hard thinking. You've recovered, and now you're eager to find out what else you should 
ponder on your journey to happiness. Chapter 2 will delve into some of the more modern 
lies that manipulate our views and create unnecessary stress.  
 
Freedom 
 
Freedom in society, like time and death, is another illusion. Most people believe that they 
are free. We have the word freedom constantly thrown at us by the media. But are we 
really free? The definition of freedom is “the power or right to act, speak, or think as one 
wants without hindrance or restraint.” 
 
Let's look back to when the United States formed, when the colonies broke away from 
England. The colonists ended up in America because they wanted to escape religious and 
political persecution. They wanted freedom and had already risked a lot in the quest to 
gain it. It is not shocking that they had no tolerance for the King of England controlling 
them in so many different ways, financially and otherwise. When The United States first 
formed, these people let the newly created government have very little power over them. 
I believe that’s the best-case scenario when government is involved.  
 
Now, let’s take a look at the Land of the Free as it is now. The government has trampled 
all over the Constitution and looks to take rights away from the their citizens every 
chance they get, all in the name of protection, of course. They have their hand in every 
part of the citizens’ lives now. The safeguards of the Constitution were put in place for a 
reason. Tyranny has happened before, and it will happen again if we continue to head 
down this road.  
 
Things like excessive taxes, full body scanners at airports, roadway “safety” checkpoints, 
and unparalleled government corruption didn’t used to be the norm. Restrictive laws 
weren't always the norm. I used to work for a police department, and I learned that there 
are so many laws that the police can find a reason to stop any car on the road. That’s not 
the way things were meant to be. The average person breaks dozens of laws as they go 
about their day because there are so many nanny-laws. 
 
Of course, the government will always justify this by saying that “times are different” or 
“the Constitution is a living, breathing document.” Nonsense. The Constitution is there to 
protect against such things, but most people have been conditioned to willingly accept 
whatever the government says without questioning it. 
 
Take a look at any government, including the United States, and make note of the power 
that they had when the government first formed. Then take a look at the power that they 
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have now. What you’ll notice is that there’s always a huge difference. The government 
believes its mission is to try and get more power and more control over the people 
because it believes that it knows better than the people. The government doesn't view its 
power grab as an evil thing either. It believes that its citizens can’t take care of 
themselves and need to be taken care of. Unfortunately, “being taken care of” is a never-
ending thing. The government can always find new ways to “take care of you” at the 
expense of your civil liberties. 
 
Whatever country you’re in, ask yourself how many things you can really do without 
being restricted by government. Examples of restrictions include threats of arrest, jail, 
ticket, fine, or tax. There’s a tax on everything you purchase, so that in and of itself is 
inhibiting your right to even purchase things freely.  
 
Ask yourself these questions: 
(The answers below apply to people living in the U.S. because that’s where I live and 
have knowledge of the laws.) 
 
1. Do I have the freedom to move about without restriction? 
No. Our roadways are restricted with “safety” roadblocks looking for people who are 
driving under the influence and people who don’t wear their seatbelts. You also have to 
apply for a “license” to drive. We need to start paying attention to the words that are used 
and their meanings. Take, for example, the word license. It means that you are applying 
for permission to do something. You are applying for permission from the government to 
drive. You have to get a license to do almost anything besides walk down the sidewalk. 
But be careful not to walk outside of the lines of the crosswalk, or you’ll be cited for 
jaywalking. You can’t fly without being subject to unconstitutional searches and TSA pat 
downs. 
 
2. How about your privacy? 
You don’t have any. Your phone calls can be monitored at any time without a warrant. 
Your house can be entered without your knowledge. All the government needs to do is 
label you as a terrorist. 
 
3. Are you free to get married? 
No. You need to apply for a license to get married. You essentially have to ask the 
government for permission to get married. Applying for a license is saying that you don’t 
have the right to get married unless the government says it’s okay. 
 
4. Do I have the ability to choose what career I want to pursue? 
No, because the government is requiring licenses for more and more professions.  Here’s 
just a partial list of the professions that require licenses in New York: Armored Car 
Guard, Athlete Agent, Audiologist, Barber, Bus Driver, Boiler Inspector, Milk Inspector, 
Nurse Aide, Court Reporter, Lab Technician, Exterminator, Cosmetologist, Substance 
Abuse Counselor, Dental Assistant, Vehicle Escort Driver, Racetrack Exercise Rider, 
Funeral Director, Home Inspector, Horse Driver, Horse Trainer, Insurance Agent, Interior 
Designer, Jockey Agent, Landscape Architect, Social Worker, Body Damage Estimator, 
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Outdoor Guide, Midwife, Private Investigator, Librarian, Real Estate Salesperson, 
Security Guard, Truck Driver, Veterinary Technician. You may say that some of these 
professions should be regulated for everyone’s safety. I might agree. The problem is that 
when you give the government an inch, it always takes a mile. When government is first 
trying to make one of our rights a privilege, they always start with the “We’re here to 
keep you safe” argument. Before you know it, every profession will need to be licensed. 
 
5. Can I make repairs to my house? 
No. You’ll need a permit for that. In some municipalities, it’s on the books that you need 
to get a permit to paint your house or replace your hot water heater. What’s that? You’re 
hot water heater went out on the weekend and city hall is closed? Too bad, so sad. If you 
want to keep things legal, you’ll need to wait. 
 
6. Can I raise my kids the way I want to? 
No. Vaccinations are required if they want to attend a public school, and many states are 
cracking down on, or trying to altogether eliminate, home-schooling. 
 
7. Can I control the kinds of things that go into my body? 
It's becoming increasingly difficult. Hormone and chemical-free raw milk is under attack. 
Small farms that produce truly organic foods are under attack. Natural foods and 
supplements are under attack. In many municipalities, it’s becoming illegal to grow food 
in your own garden. 
 
8. In what other ways am I restricted? 
You might be thinking I’m crazy right now. You might be saying to yourself, “We can’t 
have crazies on the roadways so we need to have driver's licenses.”  Well, there was a 
time when you only needed a license to drive commercially, and there was even a time 
when these restrictive laws didn’t exist. Our species lives to tell about it. How do we sort 
out the laws that actually protect us from the ones that don't? Laws are made in reaction 
to events that are pertinent at a given time. Yet there is no well-defined process for 
actively going back through the law books to take out unnecessary, arbitrary, or no longer 
relevant laws. Many absurd restrictions stay on the books. I think it might be easier to 
talk about the ways in which we aren’t restricted.  
 
I am free to dress up and attend a costume party. But I better not wear my priest costume 
to a party in Alabama, or I could face up to a $500 fine and 1 year in county jail for 
impersonating a clergyman via garb (Alabama state law, section 13A-14-4). I am free to 
blow off some steam at the shooting range, as long as I'm not in Massachusetts firing at a 
target that remotely resembles a human or the silhouette of one (Massachusetts state law, 
chapter 140: Section 131). I am also perfectly free to have consensual sex with my 
girlfriend in our home in Virginia. But I would have to marry her first or risk a class-4 
misdemeanor for fornication (Virginia state law, 18.2-344). 
 
As Henry David Thoreau said, "Any fool can make a rule, and any fool will mind it." The 
interesting thing about new rules and laws is that the same wasn’t true yesterday but all of 
a sudden it’s true today. What changed? Were we wrong to not have that law yesterday? 
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Are we right to have it today? If we participated in the act that is now illegal yesterday, 
does that make us a bad person? These questions really help to point out the lack of 
validity in rules and laws. Yet most people go right along, and don't realize that they 
aren’t actually free. If you can't do whatever you want to do, you’re not free. Some will 
argue that we need to have some restrictions or regulations. For those with that opinion, I 
ask how you know that to be true. You only know that because that’s what you’ve been 
told. 
 

 
"Civil disobedience is not our problem. Our problem is civil 
obedience. Our problem is that numbers of people all over the 
world have obeyed the dictates of the leaders of their government 
and have gone to war, and millions have been killed because of this 
obedience… Our problem is that people are obedient all over the 
world in the face of poverty and starvation and stupidity, and war, 
and cruelty. Our problem is that people are obedient while the jails 
are full of petty thieves, and all the while the grand thieves are 
running the country. That’s our problem." 
 
-- Howard Zinn  
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Education System 
 
Our society today puts a big focus on schools and education. The average person is 
always spouting off things like, “You have to get an education,” and “You have to go to 
school or you’ll be flipping burgers at McDonald's.” The last statement is particularly 
interesting, because sometimes the happiest people can be found working in the fast food 
industry. Learning is obviously a helpful thing, but you want to make sure you question 
what you're learning. Don’t just learn whatever other people are telling you to learn. Yes, 
learning is important, but controlling what you learn is most important. 
 
Our school systems are intentionally being dumbed down. The United States used to be 
considered the world's superpower. One of the main reasons it’s not anymore is because 
its educational system has been in decline for the past two decades at least. The United 
States was a wealthy country for much of the period of educational decline, even though 
much of its wealth was an illusion, as we’ll talk about later. If the U.S. wanted to make 
the educational system better, it could have. 
 
This leads us to the question of why. Why haven’t they made schools and education 
better? There’s a reason for everything. There are no coincidences. Everything happens 
on purpose for a purpose. Some people view the decline of the educational system as a 
tragedy. It is a tragedy that students aren't learning anything of value. But it is designed 
that way. 
 
The job of our current educational system is to teach you how to take orders from 
authority and be a good worker. They don’t teach you to question what you’re being 
taught or to think critically. They teach you how to take what they are teaching you as 
fact. If you don’t fit in, or, in other words, if you don't follow their orders, the 
administrators, as well as your fellow classmates, will ostracize you. That is not the type 
of education that you want.  
 

 
"You know what they want? Obedient workers - people who are just 
smart enough to run the machines and do the paperwork but just 
dumb enough to passively accept all these increasingly shittier jobs 
with the lower pay, the longer hours, reduced benefits, the end of 
overtime and the vanishing pension that disappears the minute you 
go to collect it. And, now, they're coming for your Social Security. 
They want your fucking retirement money. They want it back, so 
they can give it to their criminal friends on Wall Street. And you 
know something? They'll get it. They'll get it all, sooner or later, 
because they own this fucking place. It's a big club, and you ain't in 
it. You and I are not in the big club." 
 
-- George Carlin 
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Our education system focuses on students being able to regurgitate information that 
they’ve read in a book or has been taught to them. They don’t have any direct experience 
with this information and, most likely, neither does the person teaching them. The student 
trusts that the information being presented is correct and the teacher trusts those from 
whom he learned. Nobody ever questions the information. 
 
Asking questions and challenging the status quo requires brains. It’s possible to store a 
million facts in the mind and still be entirely uneducated. It just depends on what facts 
you choose to store. Most people choose to fill their minds with useless trivia, sports, or 
television knowledge. That kind of knowledge will never help you move forward. 	  
 
The educational system is designed to graduate students who are not critical thinkers. 
This is one of the problems with allowing the government to control the educational 
system. It is never in the best interest of a Government to have a population that is made 
up of well-informed critical thinkers who question their authority. Adolph Hitler is 
quoted as saying, “Give me the youth, and Germany will rule the world!” Hitler 
accomplished his goals by altering the history and values that were taught to 
impressionable minds. Here's what schools really teach children: 

1. The truth is learned from authority. 
2. Intelligence is the ability to retain and recite. 
3. Accurate memory and repetition are rewarded. 
4. Non-compliance is punished. 
5. Conform: intellectually and socially. 

 
What is the number one fear of a government? A well-informed populace that questions 
everything the government does and stands up for injustices against fellow citizens as 
well as the Constitution. It’s in the best interest of any government to have a population 
that is very docile and assumes that whatever the government does is in the best interest 
of its citizens. You must educate yourself using quality sources. Don't just learn to learn. 
Make sure you are picking and choosing what you are learning. That is the most 
important thing.  
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Government & Politics 
 
This is going to be one of my favorite sections because many lies about the way we 
should live our lives come from the government. It always amazes me how much 
government corruption there is. The purpose of an ethical government is to control the 
common resources, not the common man. It's always interesting to see the government 
and politicians constantly trying to dismantle the same document that creates their 
existence in the first place. Without the Constitution, the government and politicians have 
no justification for their positions, yet they are constantly coming up with new ways to 
interpret the Constitution to fit their interests. The fact is, without the Constitution, they 
don’t have any power to begin with. I can’t believe that people don’t take to the streets 
and throw these politicians out of office. Even better, eliminate their positions altogether. 
Instead, we participate in the voting process as if it’s going to change anything. It’s just 
the process of replacing one corrupt politician with another. 
 
The powers that be control both parties so, to them, it doesn’t matter whether the 
conservative or liberal candidate wins. Did you ever notice that nothing worth talking 
about ever changes? We’re always involved in endless wars, spending money we don’t 
have, and the government is always coming up with new reasons to turn rights into 
privileges.  
 
The alleged competition between labeled parties does keep the people busy fighting, 
though, while government continues gaining power. Does either side even know what the 
fights are for anymore? It seems people are supposed to take a hot topic and pick a side. 
How many people are stepping outside of our metaphorical house before they begin 
arguing away on behalf of their party's views? Zero. Had they done so, they would have 
seen the much bigger issue.  
  
Let's take equality as an example. The masses are always fighting for some kind of 
equality. There’s gay rights, women’s rights, racial rights, etc. I have a different take. 
Nobody can give you freedom, equality, or justice. If you're a human being of any type, 
you take it. Don't wait for the government to give it to you. Don't wait for a majority of 
the population to agree with you. Take it. Don't ask permission for equality. 
 
If you can’t get equality within your current situation, then change your situation. If your 
government doesn’t agree that you should be treated the way you wish to be treated, then 
change the government. If you can’t do that, move somewhere else. If you can’t do that, 
find a way to live outside of the reach of your government. Another question you might 
want to ask yourself is why you need the blessing of your government to do something. 
 
Here’s another take on the topic that draws a little on the Chaos Theory. In nature, there 
is an apparent lack of order that, nevertheless, seems to obey patterns and allows for 
existence to continue. Chaos then, is not disorder but something that follows a higher 
order. A lot of people recite the phrase, “Everyone should be equal.” I like to ask them to 
name three things on this planet that are equal. And I'm not just talking about people or 
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rights. You can analyze wealth, resources, opportunities, etc. There are too many factors 
at play to ever make anything truly equal. 
 
For all of what we call time, nothing has ever been equal. In fact, things have been 
seemingly chaotic and randomly dispersed. When people talk about equality, they make 
the assumption that things are supposed to be equal. How do we know that things are 
supposed to be equal? What if they're not supposed to be equal? They've never been 
equal. Maybe, they're not supposed to be. Maybe there is a higher order we don't 
understand. 
 
I do understand that I have the perspective of a white male in a society that puts white 
males at the top of the pecking order. I’m not naïve to that. However, the fact that nothing 
is equal on this planet still applies. While people are busy fighting for the equal rights of 
separate groups of people (women, homosexuals, etc.), the government is busy taking 
away the rights of everybody across the board. That means while individual people and 
groups are fighting to raise their specific bars up to that of the white male, governments 
are busy lowering the bar of the white male. This lowers the bar for everyone. 
 
The bigger issue here is that while minorities are striving to be equal to the straight, white 
male, they are putting what that white male has and represents on a pedestal. They are 
saying that what the white male has is important and they want it. There’s no argument 
from me that white males are in most of the positions of power in U.S. society, but that 
only matters because we, as a society, deem power important. The minute that we stop 
putting power on a pedestal is the minute that the power stops being important. 
 
Because I couldn’t say it better, below is an excerpt from a George Carlin skit. I like 
George’s humor but some would consider him crass. If you find his material offensive, 
try your best to look past that to the content. You can’t find a lie contained in it. 

Boy everyone in this country is running around yammering about their fucking 
rights. “I have a right, you have no right, we have a right.” 

 
Folks I hate to spoil your fun, but… there’s no such thing as rights. They’re 
imaginary. We made ‘em up. Like the boogie man. Like Three Little Pigs, 
Pinocchio, Mother Goose, shit like that. Rights are an idea. They’re just 
imaginary. They’re a cute idea. Cute. But that’s all. Cute…and fictional. But if 
you think you do have rights, let me ask you this, “where do they come from?” 
People say, “They come from God. They’re God given rights.” Awww fuck, here 
we go again…here we go again. 

 
The God excuse, the last refuge of a man with no answers and no argument, “It 
came from God.” Anything we can’t describe must have come from God. 
Personally folks, I believe that if your rights came from God, he would’ve given 
you the right for some food every day, and he would’ve given you the right to a 
roof over your head. GOD would’ve been looking out for ya. You know that. 
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He wouldn’t have been worried making sure you have a gun so you can get drunk 
on Sunday night and kill your girlfriend’s parents. 

 
But let’s say it’s true. Let’s say that God gave us these rights. Why would he give 
us a certain number of rights? 

 
The Bill of Rights of this country has 10 stipulations. OK…10 rights. And 
apparently God was doing sloppy work that week, because we’ve had to amend 
the bill of rights an additional 17 times. So God forgot a couple of things, 
like…SLAVERY. Just fuckin’ slipped his mind. 

 
But let’s say…let’s say God gave us the original 10. He gave the British 13. The 
British Bill of Rights has 13 stipulations. The Germans have 29, the Belgians have 
25, the Swedish have only 6, and some people in the world have no rights at all. 
What kind of a fuckin’ god damn god given deal is that!?…NO RIGHTS AT ALL!? 
 
Why would God give different people in different countries a different number of 
different rights? Boredom? Amusement? Bad arithmetic? Do we find out at long 
last after all this time that God is weak in math skills? Doesn’t sound like divine 
planning to me. Sounds more like human planning. Sounds more like one group 
trying to control another group. In other words…business as usual in America. 
 
Now, if you think you do have rights, I have one last assignment for ya. Next time 
you’re at the computer get on the Internet, go to Wikipedia. When you get to 
Wikipedia, in the search field for Wikipedia, I want you to type in, “Japanese-
Americans 1942″ and you’ll find out all about your precious fucking rights. 
Alright. You know about it. 

 
In 1942 there were 110,000 Japanese-American citizens, in good standing, law 
abiding people, who were thrown into internment camps simply because their 
parents were born in the wrong country. That’s all they did wrong. They had no 
right to a lawyer, no right to a fair trial, no right to a jury of their peers, no right 
to due process of any kind. The only right they had was…right this way! Into the 
internment camps. 
 
Just when these American citizens needed their rights the most…their government 
took them away. and rights aren’t rights if someone can take ‘em away. They’re 
privileges. That’s all we’ve ever had in this country is a bill of TEMPORARY 
privileges; and if you read the news, even badly, you know the list get’s shorter, 
and shorter, and shorter. 
 
Yup, sooner or later the people in this country are going to realize the 
government doesn’t give a fuck about them. The government doesn’t care about 
you, or your children, or your rights, or your welfare or your safety. It simply 
doesn’t give a fuck about you. It’s interested in its own power. That’s the only 
thing…keeping it, and expanding wherever possible. 
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There's not a government that has ever existed that has not chipped away at those initial 
rights that were given to the people. It usually happens extremely slowly, over many 
generations. Dictatorships don’t happen over night. But one day, people wake up and 
realize that they have no rights left at all. Governments are not there to help people. It's 
just another organization interested in power. 
 
The government takes advantage of incrementalism, which is the method of adding to a 
project using many small, incremental changes instead of a few large jumps. This is how 
the government makes changes so that people don’t complain or notice too much. For 
example, just because taxes have been high for a while and most of us have become used 
to it, doesn't make it right. Sales and income taxes didn’t always exist. The income tax 
was created not too long ago in 1913. That means that the U.S. survived for well over 100 
years with no income tax. The income tax also didn’t apply to wages when it was first 
enacted. It only applied to certain kinds of investments. That means that it has grown 
from nothing to, in some cases, 40% of total income being taken from some taxpayers in 
just over 100 years. 
 
Look back at history—at the resources that various countries operated on years ago, and 
look at the massive budgets they have now. You can’t just look at the obvious taxes like  
income, sales, and property taxes. There are hundreds of other hidden taxes like DMV 
fees, tickets, inheritance, expatriation, gains, transfer, tolls, permits, etc. A majority of 
Americans pay over 50% of their income in taxes. There are so many taxing authorities 
that most Americans don't bother to question it; they just take it as a fact of life.  
 
To gain power, the government must be given it or must take it from the people. The 
government’s main way of taking power is by taking away your rights and turning them 
into privileges. The easiest way to do this is by taking a safety angle and leading the 
citizens to believe that a new law is in their best interest. A common tactic is for 
government to create a problem or make a problem seem bigger than it is, and then 
become the solution. Politicians seem to develop hero syndrome. They benefit from 
keeping the people alarmed and in fear. When people are in fear, the natural thing for 
them to do is to seek safety. The problem is, when the government is offering to stop the 
fear, it usually makes the argument that some of your rights must be given up to alleviate 
the fear. Governments have been using this tactic for a long time, and this tactic has been 
the grass roots of many a dictatorship.  
 
Rahm Emanuel, Barrack Obama’s Chief of Staff, now Mayor of Chicago, even said, 
“You never let a serious crisis go to waste. And what I mean by that is it’s an opportunity 
to do things you think you could not do before.” The government will use a tragedy like a 
mass shooting to toy with the emotions of the public to enact gun control or eliminate 
guns. They will use a child dying of cancer with no insurance to pull on your heartstrings 
to get national healthcare passed. When the government wants to enact a piece of 
legislation that may be unpopular, they simply wait for the right tragedy, or create one, 
and suggest the solution they’ve wanted to suggest for some time. 
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For instance, let’s examine the War on Terror. I saw this interesting bar graph that 
pointed out how unlikely you are to die at the hands of a terrorist. Here are some of the 
statistics: 

 

 
 
Based on what the government and media have told us our fear levels should be for 
terrorists, we should clearly all have developed hydrophobia since we are 87 times more 
likely to drown than die in a terrorist attack. More people die every year fighting 
“terrorism” than have ever died in a year at the hands of a terrorist. Some people will 
argue that we don’t have more terrorist attacks because we are successfully fighting 
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terrorists. I ask them to prove that. That statement is nothing more than a cute sound byte 
with nothing to back it up. 
 
Around 3,000 people died on September 11th, 2001. Since then, over 313,000 lives have 
been lost in the "War on Terror.” Most of those are innocent civilians. In fact, more 
innocent civilians lost their lives in the War on Terror than in the September 11th attacks. 
The war has already cost more than $4 trillion (this figure includes medical care and 
disability for current and future war veterans) and has created more than 7.8 million 
refugees in the countries the U.S. has attacked. 
 
These numbers would beg any sane person to ask the simple question, “Is it worth it?” 
Secondly, “How long are we going to continue to do this?” Fighting terrorism is fighting 
a nameless, faceless, never-ending thing. It can go on for eternity if the people let it. 
 
A great quote by Jeannette Rankin pretty much sums it up: “You can no more win a war 
than you can win an earthquake.” No side ever wins in a war. Both are left with 
weakened militaries, huge debt, and loss of lives. Only politicians win in times of war. 
They get to give their cronies tons of military contracts, bankers make huge pay days on 
loaning money, people remain in fear, patriotism is at an all time high, and they can 
pretty much get away with anything because citizens are taught to support the country no 
matter what.  Most of the time the reasons that politicians and governments really go to 
war are never really disclosed, and it's never the politicians' children who are fighting in 
the wars. It's the middle and lower class people who are fighting their wars. 
 
Wars are fought for power, money, and/or resources. Every war that has ever occurred 
has been fought for at least one of these reasons.  
 

 
“What difference does it make to the dead, the orphans, and the 
homeless, whether the mass destruction is brought about under the 
name of totalitarianism or the holy name of liberty, democracy, or 
religion?” 
 
-- Mahatma Gandhi 
 

 
In general, politics and politicians have no relation to morals whatsoever. It's all about 
control. Some say that you'll never be able to dismantle the master's house using the 
master's tools. Some say that you'll never be able to change politics from within the 
system and that you have to go outside the system or demolish the system. That might be; 
I’m not sure of the answer. What I am sure of is that what we’ve been doing isn’t 
working.  Relying on “democracy” to work things out or just hoping things will get better 
isn’t working. 
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I ran across the following online a while back and printed it out. It’s a letter that was 
written from the probable perspective of the founding fathers if they were still alive today 
by a Ron Paul supporter. It's genius. 

 
 
In 1776, the founders risked their “lives, fortunes, and sacred honor” to set up a free and 
prosperous nation. They warned us that it was our responsibility to keep it that way. But 

we didn’t listen to their wise advice. 
As a service to America, they have come out of retirement to issue a final warning. 

 
AN OPEN LETTER TO THE AMERICAN PEOPLE 

 
We the Founders… 
 
Warned you of the dangers of excessive taxation. Now you labor nearly six months of 
the year to pay taxes at all levels as your economy suffocates under this cruel burden. 
 
Warned you of the dangers of foreign entanglements. Now thousands of men and 
women suffer and die in foreign lands while your government plans a military draft. 
 
Warned you of the dangers of government spending. Now your growing National Debt 
stands at 8 TRILLION and your babies are debt slaves from the day they are born. 
 
Warned you of the dangers of a private Central Bank (The Fed) and a debt-based 
monetary system. Now you drown in credit card debt as you lose your homes to 
foreclosure. 
 
Warned you to obey the Constitution because power corrupts. Now a secretive 
government can spy on you and detain you at will under the guise of “National Security.” 
 
Warned you of the dangers of political parties. Now you have two powerful parties that 
conspire against the people, plundering you while they pretend to oppose each other. 
 
Warned you to keep your nation sovereign and independent. Now you submit to UN and 
NAFTA authority as your borders are deliberately left open to endless illegal 
immigration. 
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Warned you to be distrustful of government. But you believed the sugarcoated 
falsehoods of ambitious politicians and now you no longer know who to trust or what to 
believe. 
 
Warned you of the importance of an honest, independent, and unbiased press. Now your 
centralized “Mainstream Media” is full of propaganda, distortions, and omissions. 
 
Warned you that the price of liberty was eternal vigilance. But while you were distracted 
by ballgames and TV shows, government stole your liberty and bankrupted your children. 
 
 
What can you do today, right now?  Government is nothing without power, and fear is the 
number one tactic that is used by all governments to usurp power from the people and 
pass legislation that would be otherwise unpopular. The technique is not new and applies 
to literally all governments, even in the poster child for democracy, the United States. 
Turn off your TV, and stop listening to mainstream media. Your fear levels will drop 
dramatically. As a result, your happiness level will rise dramatically, and you will be one 
less person feeding the government power.  
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Money 
 
Money's an interesting thing. It seems like our whole lives revolve around money. It can 
be the source of much unhappiness. Unfortunately, most societies run on money. Money 
isn't real. Most of the money that exists is not even attached to anything of value. Money 
that has no real value is called fiat currency. This is especially true in the United States 
and any country in the European Union. It's not attached to gold or silver or anything else 
of value like it used to be. 
 
There are thought to be two things that control the value of money: the amount of it in 
circulation and interest rates. But a third one we forget about is that people need to have 
faith in the currency, which basically means that they need to believe that it’s worth 
something. Money, in essence, really isn't anything more than a piece of paper. Its value 
is fabricated. 

 

 
 
Most people don't realize that the central banking system of the United States is a 
privately held bank whose monetary policies do not have to be approved by the 
government. In other words, the Federal Reserve is about as federal as Federal Express. 
In fact, the Federal Reserve only lends money to the United States. The government has 
to pay back all of the money that it puts in circulation plus interest. Have you caught the 
fundamental problem here? The debt can never be paid back because the interest accrued 
was never even put into circulation. To pay the interest it owes, the government must 
borrow even more. 
 
Does our world have to revolve around money? The answer is no. I know that we don't 
know anything different than our whole society being based around getting a job and 
earning money, but money didn’t always exist. Our whole lives seem to be based around 
the kind of job we have and how much money we earn. We are told from a very young 
age that we have to do well in school so that we can get a good job. The cycle perpetuates 
through the generations and continues to cause unhappiness.  
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Things have not always been that way. We have not always been job oriented and our 
species lived to talk about it. I’d venture to guess those people were a good deal happier 
and a bit more focused on the things that we should be focused on. 
 
If we weren’t so money focused, we wouldn’t need to spend 20 years of our lives going 
to school for the sole purpose of being employable for next 40. It seems like school keeps 
going on forever. Just a few decades ago, college wasn’t the norm. At a time before that, 
high school wasn’t even the norm. Now, it seems like an advanced degree is required in 
order to be able to start off at a job that would barely allow you to financially keep your 
head above water if you spent as the average person does. 
 
What keeps happening every time another level of education is introduced? Greater 
expenses. More debt. College is no longer about specializing in a field. To be considered 
an expert these days, you have to pursue a postgraduate degree. Higher education isn’t 
just about education. Colleges want to make money, which is introducing people to debt 
at such a young age. I signed for my first student loan when I was 17. I wasn’t even 
legally able to enter into a contract of any kind because I wasn’t 18, but I could sign away 
my life to student loans because they have special rules. I couldn’t even legally buy 
cigarettes or alcohol, but I could lock into thousands of dollars in student loans. 
 
Debt is a shackle, and “the system” tries to get people used to it at younger ages all of the 
time. From the ripe age of 18, credit card companies start hitting you with offers for 
credit cards. Students are flaunted with the “opportunity” to go to college and take out 
huge amounts of student loans. In my opinion, there is no such thing as “good debt” as 
some would have you believe. Whether it be a mortgage, student loan, or credit card debt, 
it’s all bad and limits your choices. 
 
The goal is to reduce the amount of debt you have and then reduce the amount of money 
that you need to live on. Reducing your monthly expenses allows you to do the things 
you want to do. It allows you to more easily find your purpose because you’re not always 
so stressed out about making money to support an ever more expensive lifestyle. Rarely 
do people who take the typical route have any free time. If they’re not working, they’re 
running errands, or dealing with problems caused by their extravagant lifestyle.  
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Stages of Life 
 
There's a very clear path with regard to the stages of life that we're “ supposed” to follow. 
First you grow up a bit, then you go to preschool, grammar school, high school, college, 
and then maybe some kind of postgraduate school, all culminating in the securing of a job 
and the start of a family. 
 
You're told to do well in grammar school so that you can make it in high school. Then 
you’re told to do well in high school so that you can get into a good college. Then you’re 
told to do well in college so that you can snag a good job or get into a good postgraduate 
program.   
 
Most people really aren’t given much choice in the matter, unless the finances aren’t 
there to support the idea of continuing the education. You’re told to sit through 15+ years 
of school and take everything everyone tells you at gospel. Then you’re told to go out and 
get a good job, work hard, be loyal to the company you work for, keep the same job for 
30 years, and that you’ll be rewarded. After a few years of having that “good” job that 
probably makes you miserable, you’re told that you need to go out and find the love of 
your life and be married by around the age of 25. Then you’re told that you should have 
your 2.5 kids by age 30. All of this is told to you with the expectation that if you follow 
this path, it will allow you to retire so that you can really enjoy the “good” life. I just 
want to warn you to be cautious about falling into this trap. It leaves most people 
unfulfilled and unhappy. 
 
If you ask a lot of those who are retired, they’ll tell you that retired life isn’t what they 
were told or expected. All too often, retirees find themselves sick and not able to do the 
things they wanted to do during retirement. Their bones ache, and they don’t have the 
agility to do much. They waited their whole lives to be able to not work anymore, and 
then they find out the company they worked for robbed their retirement plan. They’re 
constantly living in fear that their Social Security might not be there anymore or their 
benefits will be cut. You’ll also hear them talk about how their retirement benefits aren’t 
keeping up with rising prices caused by inflation. 
 
Don’t follow someone else’s dream. Always live your life the way you want to live it.  
Don’t wait for some event like retirement to do it. You might not live that long. If you 
want something, do it now. Don’t let your mind or ego justify waiting even one more 
second. Do it now. Most of the time, things don't work out as you planned, so what you 
thought might be the perfect time to start may never come. Please do yourself a favor, 
and don’t allow yourself to get trapped in someone else’s prescribed stages of life. 
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Language 
 
There are a lot of mistruths when it comes to language. Language has changed a lot over 
time. The spellings of words have changed just as much as the meanings. These changes 
don’t all occur at once, they happen gradually over time. 
 
The meanings of words change because a certain number of people agree that it changed, 
or a tipping point just occurs in the number of people using the new meaning and the new 
meaning sticks. However, some people may still think the word has the old meaning. 
Who determines these changes? Who starts these changes? A language change is usually 
official when dictionaries recognize the new meaning of the word. Here are some 
examples of words that have changed in meaning over time: 
 
Word/phrase  Old Meaning     
artificial  full of artistic or technical skill 
awful   full of awe 
bead   prayer 
brave   coward 
counterfeit  perfect copy 
gay   having or showing a merry, lively mood 
girl   young person of either sex 
manufacture  to make by hand 
nuisance  cause of injury, harm 
prove   to test 
sophisticated  corrupted 
tell   to count 
 
Language also varies from one group of people to the next, and words can't always be 
translated between two languages. Cognitive mappings, as they relate to the language, are 
different. For example, in Vietnamese, there is only one word for both blue and green. In 
English, we break down that section of the color spectrum into two distinguished sections 
and label each. Another example of how language corresponds to perception is found 
with the Amondowa. This Amazonian tribe does not have an abstract idea of time. They 
do not have words for hour, day, year, etc. They don't even refer to ages; they simply give 
themselves different names at different stages of life. 
 
Because of all of this word morphing and inconsistency across cultures, language is one 
of those things for which, if you ask yourself, “How do I know language is real?” you 
realize that it, too, is an illusion. It's not something that's real. It's something that human 
beings made up. Granted, language has been somewhat helpful. But it still has its 
drawbacks. Language makes it easy for us to communicate, even if we don’t have 
anything worth communicating. Remember to be careful with your language. Be 
impeccable with your words. Say only what you mean, and when you take on a 
commitment, keep your word. Avoid using your words to speak against yourself or to 
gossip about others. That's not what they're meant for. 
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Use your words for positive purposes. For instance, if you use the phrase, "I will be too 
sexy for my shirt," that's a confession that you are not right now. Say, "I am too sexy for 
my shirt," instead. Positive thinking is good, but it's more important to adjust your 
language to help you get what you want. Eliminate negative words, such as "bad," 
"can't," and "too hard" from your mind and general vocabulary. They serve no purpose. 
Only use your words for good things. 
 
Because language is created, it is limited and can’t explain everything. The fact that you 
existed before you learned the language that became your thoughts helps to reveal the 
difference between your true self and your programmed self. Language is not something 
that you've always known. It's just something that you’ve learned. And just like 
everything else in your life, circumstances could be different. You could have been born 
in a different country and learned a different language and had a whole different reality. 
 
Because your true self existed before you learned the language that produced the thoughts 
you now think in, you can easily see that the thought "I" is an impostor. You didn't even 
know what "I" was when you were born. Who you are cannot be defined by words. 
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Duality & Right and Wrong 
 
Duality doesn’t exist. Nothing is inherently "right," and nothing is inherently "wrong." 
Things are not "good," nor are they "bad." There's marginally better and marginally not. 
There's no fairness or unfairness. There's no certain way that things “should be” or 
anything like that. If the world were created in such a way that everything had to be 
"fair," no living creature could survive for a day. The birds wouldn’t be able to eat 
worms, and everybody's self-interest would have to be served. 
 
When I tell most people this, they aren't ready to hear it. One of the first things they come 
back with is, "Well, what about murder? What if someone came and killed one of your 
family members or somebody whom you loved?" My ego would surely be upset if that 
were to happen, but as we discussed earlier, death is a natural transition. To say that 
taking a life is wrong is to imply that death is a bad thing. Death rids us of our egos, 
which are never assets to happiness. Death is neither good nor bad. There is no such thing 
as injustice.  
 

 
“The mark of your ignorance is the depth of your belief in injustice 
and tragedy. What the caterpillar calls the end of the world, the 
master calls a butterfly.” 
 
-- Richard Bach 
 

 
It’s not your job to judge the actions of others. Everything is either moving closer to love 
or further from love. The goal is to move closer to love, but the only actions you can 
control and ever should try to control are your own.  
 
The average person has both a set of morals and a set of ethics by which he governs his 
behavior. Ethics are series of rules of how one should behave that are provided by 
society. Ethics are subjective and change with time, the people in power, your location, 
your associations, etc. Morals are an individual's own principles regarding what he thinks 
are acceptable behaviors. Everyone's morals are different and they change as our beliefs 
change. The fact is everyone living in duality has his own beliefs as to what is right and 
wrong.  
 
How stable are your ethical and moral values though? If they vary by situation or change 
over time or distance, they cannot be universal truth. Both ethics and morals can and do 
change. Simply by going to a different state in the U.S., the ethics of the death penalty 
change. Let’s take another example and say that a society believes that killing people in 
war is wrong, but then a terrorist attack occurs that kills a large number of civilians. That 
society might change their view to seek revenge. The society's ethics of killing will then 
have changed.  
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Most people will agree that theft is wrong simply because it is unethical (i.e. it goes 
against the rules of society). However, most people also have their own set of situations 
for which they believe theft would be justified. For instance, if they didn’t have any 
money and their families were starving, most people would feel that it would be okay to 
steal food to survive. Let's say that a natural disaster came through and destroyed your 
house and your family had no food. Would looting the grocery store down the street be 
justified? Your morals might just change. Morality is also something that isn’t “real” 
because it changes, and morals are different from person to person. 
 
The “problem” with morals is that most people try to impress their own morals upon 
other people. We expect others to uphold our idea of morals as their own. We say things 
like, “I can’t understand how that person can’t see that what he did was wrong.” Let it go. 
Everyone has a different perspective, and no one perspective is the right one. Focus on 
your own actions so that they will be in accordance with what you want to have or not 
have in your life. Don't contribute to things you don't want to see in society. 
 
Your conscience is the measure of the honesty of your selfishness. Listen to it carefully 
and critically. There's only marginally appropriate and marginally inappropriate. There's 
no right or wrong. To stay on purpose in doing what you're supposed to be doing, stay 
guided by your morals, but be sure that they are based on what you truly believe in and 
that those beliefs have been put up against the test of truth. In other words, don’t let the 
events or opinions of society sway what you believe in. 
 
Don’t judge the world on the basis of right and wrong. Be willing to accept the 
possibility, even if you don’t fully understand it, that nobody did anything wrong. Don’t 
feel the need to blame someone for the “bad” things that show up in your life or in the 
world. If there's no such thing as good or bad, there is no one to blame. It's the judging of 
a particular situation or action and the subsequent labeling of that situation or action as 
good or bad that's the “problem.” Everything that shows up is a lesson for everybody 
involved, whether you’re the doer or the seer. 
 
Too much of our thinking is based on duality. Our thoughts label things as good and bad, 
right and wrong, fair and unfair. If you still need a cause and effect explanation for 
everything, then you'll be unable to see the real magic in the world. If you persist to exist 
in duality, you will always find yourself having to justify why you’re in the “right” and 
others are in the “wrong.” In non-duality, there is no right and wrong. There just is what 
is, and that is quite freeing. The only way to get out of duality thinking is to realize the 
ways in which right and wrong (and all other dualities) are one. Soon you’ll see the 
oneness of everything.   
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Chapter 3: Lies You Tell Yourself 
 
So far we have talked about a lot of lies that are coming at you from the outside world. 
We've learned to take nothing on faith alone. In this final chapter of the Road to 
Frustration, we are turning our focus inward. I'd like you to stop thinking about the 
information you are acquiring from outside sources and start taking a look at the things 
you are telling yourself. Continue to ask of every belief, “How do I know absolutely, for 
sure that this is true?” The “how do I know” method is an excellent way to see the 
difference between believing and knowing. This is a very awakening process. We are 
deconstructing all of the beliefs that need to be broken down so that we can learn to build 
them back in a manner that makes it possible for true happiness to exist. 
 
Perceptions & False Information 
 
Real knowledge cannot be found in the brain or in any external location. This is because 
the brain perceives things and, as we touched on earlier, we all perceive things 
differently. Two people can look at the same object and argue about its color. It's not like 
one person is crazy and the other is normal. This happens all the time. In fact, I’m 
partially color-blind. I have trouble telling the difference between dark blues and black, 
dark browns and black, and reds and pinks. When dealing with the senses and the mind, 
everything comes down to perception. The main things that you rely on for perception are 
the five senses: touch, feel, sight, taste, and smell, but there's no standard there. Our 
brains don't perceive sensations in an equal way all across the board. Just like I can’t 
perceive certain differentiations on the color spectrum, not everything smells the same to 
everyone, nor does everything feel the same way to everyone. 
 
Most of the information we process is false because we make assumptions. An 
assumption is any piece of information that is not a universal truth. We assume the people 
who are older than us or who hold positions of power know better than we do. Because of 
the society we live in, most human beings are insecure. As a result, we're willing to give 
up our power to determine what truth is to someone else. A good example of how we take 
assumptions for truth is history. We believe the information in our history books that was 
from thousands or even hundreds of years ago as truth. That information has gone 
through many different interpretations over the years. There's no one accurate database of 
everything that’s ever happened.  
 
All of this information is passed down from generation to generation via stories. History. 
His story, my story, your story, Jessica Simpson's story. Each person would have a 
different version of the story. I wouldn’t even put much faith in history that happened a 
week ago and was written about yesterday. As human beings, we can't seem to remember 
what we did yesterday.  
 
Exercise: Go ahead and tell me (well, talk to the book as if it was me, and tell it) exactly 
what you did from the time you woke up to the time you went to bed yesterday. Are you 
sure you didn’t miss anything? You’re probably able to relay the events of your yesterday 
in blocks of time such as telling me you went to the library, grocery store, work, and out 
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to dinner, but you most likely aren't able to tell me exactly what you did in each of those 
places and detail every step you took. Our conscious brains tend not to store every detail. 
You may also conveniently leave out that you cheated on a test, spanked your kid, or ate 
half a cheesecake. Yet we rely on history to tell us the detailed specifics of how wars 
were won or lost and how countries were formed. 
 
Let's try another example. Let’s say an 84 year-old person and a 17 year-old person get 
into a car accident. If you already have pre-existing assumptions in your mind that old 
people are bad drivers who shouldn’t have driver’s licenses, you're more inclined to see 
that it's the fault of the older person. On the other hand, if you had pre-existing 
assumptions that young drivers are too irresponsible to be on the road, you're more likely 
to see that the teenager was the cause of that accident.  
 
The assumptions you make determine your experience. That being said, don't make any 
assumptions. You can't always determine conditions and events, but you have infinite 
free will in choosing your assumptions. The control of your assumptions is the key that 
you hold to an ever expanding and happier life. Stop making assumptions, and start 
figuring out truth based on your direct experiences. Your assumptions, your 
windowpanes, determine what portion of events you will experience. 
 
Don't try to prove your own perception as the only logical way to interpret what has 
happened. Like I said before, everybody has a different perception. What you see when 
you look at something depends not so much on what is there as on the assumptions you 
make when you look. When it appears that other people in your world are not acting 
towards you as you would like, it is not due to reluctance on their part. You are lacking 
persistence in assuming your life is already as you want it to be. 
 
We perceive. That’s a hard fact. But that which we perceive is not a fact of the same 
kind, because it is different for all. An event only exists for two people because they see 
things in a similar way, but it is never the same way. If society were a building, it is as if 
every person was looking out a different window, and each feels his view to be the best. 
Inevitably, others will perceive the story of your life differently from the way you 
perceive it. History, as your life will come to be, will distort your messages, or it will 
forget you altogether. Focus on making yourself and the people near you happy in the 
present instead of focusing on your legacy. Think about your life as a story that is being 
read right now. How would you make it worth reading?  
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Senses 
 
Human beings are constantly being bombarded with sensory information from the world 
around them—sights, sounds, tastes, smells, and anything we can feel. We rely on our 
senses to bring in the information we need to navigate and perceive our surroundings. 
Information comes in and, through perception, we decide which bits are important 
enough to consciously take note of, and then get rid of those pieces that we deem 
unnecessary or that don’t map to our current knowledge. Our perceptions are based on 
the fraction of sensory information that makes it to our conscious brain.  
 
Even though we rely heavily on the senses, they don’t tell the full story and can actually 
hinder us to a certain degree. The five senses are tuned to a very narrow band of energies, 
so they can only take in information from the world in a limited way. Our reliance on the 
five senses is one of the reasons why we all seem to have different truths and believe 
different things. It's because we feel, see, hear, smell and taste things differently and then 
perceive them differently still.  
 
Any perception of any thing is subjective because of the differences in the lenses through 
which we view the world, but the idea of the world is already made different for different 
beings if their senses are different. Many people make the assumption that anything with 
eyes, should view things the same way. Colorblindness is a solid example that 
demonstrates that this is not the case. Imagine you were born blind. What would it be like 
to close your eyes and "picture" your favorite spot? Would your other senses be 
heightened? Imagine you were born deaf. How drastically would that change your 
perceptions? Would your own thoughts even "sound" the same inside your head?  
 
Not all living creatures on this planet have all five senses. Jellyfish are said to have 
limited sensory organs. Maybe there are other life forms that actually have six senses or 
seven senses. We already know that certain species have heightened senses. Bats even 
use something of a hybrid between sight and sound with their sonar echolocation. Maybe 
there are some creatures that don’t have any senses at all. Maybe they operate their lives 
based on intuition, which could be considered a sense in and of itself. Maybe having a 
honed intuition is superior to having our five senses. 
 
The bottom line is that we just don't know. If you only believe what you see, then you're 
limited to what's on the surface. We are comprised of both our form and our 
formlessness; we are both visible and invisible, and we need to honor our totality, not just 
what we can see and touch. When your intuition tells you something is wrong, don't 
ignore it.  
 
We're taught at a young age that intuition is not a sense—that it’s nonsense. From a 
young age we're desensitized. We are trained to eliminate some of the things that may 
greatly help us. Both animals and children are very good at sensing and seeing energy 
fields. That's why your friendly pet pooch may not like certain people instantly, and your 
bouncing baby boy may cry when held by one person but instantly feel at ease with 
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another person. Animals and children can sense a person’s energy, and if they don’t like 
it, they’ll let you know.  
 
When young children draw pictures of people, they often draw colors around the bodies 
of those in the picture or draw the person as a just a circle with arms and legs. When 
teachers or parents see the pictures, they say, "That's not how people look." Perhaps what 
these children are drawing are the people's auras, which can consist of many different 
colors and surround a person. Children are taught to stop drawing, and seeing, auras. As a 
society, we make the unfortunate assumption that adult human beings know more and are 
the best at everything. In our superiority, we might actually be knocking out helpful 
abilities early in life and limiting the senses. 
 
Don't believe what your eyes are telling you. All they show you are limitations. The eye 
can only see what we already think we are with all the judgments, conditionings, and 
projections. It is made up of beliefs, opinions, shoulds, and should-nots. It is behind most 
sentences that begin with "I." Essence, on the other hand, knows how to live this life 
perfectly and does so with love and with grace. You adjust your perceptions to a certain 
frequency and call what you see “this world.” You could tune yourself to other 
frequencies whenever you wish. That's your choice. You have a lot more choices than 
you think or have been told to you. Look with your understanding. Find out what you 
already know, and then find out what parts of what you know can really pass the truth 
test. You'll realize that when things are viewed strictly through the senses, truth becomes 
an arbitrary reflection of a limited visual perception. 
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Ego, Your Self Image, & Separation 
 
We've all heard the saying that beauty is in the eye of the beholder. Beauty is subjective. 
One person can look at something and say, "That is the most beautiful thing I've ever 
seen." Another can say, “That’s the ugliest thing I've ever seen in my life.” Who’s right, 
and who’s wrong? Neither. Everything has its beauty, but not everyone sees it. You are 
beauty. Embrace beauty. Accept the beautiful perfection of this moment. Accept that you 
are serenity and peace. 
 
Society tends to emphasize the individual. We're taught from a very young age how to 
separate ourselves from one another. "I'm smarter than her." "Well, he's fat, and I'm 
skinny." Usually it starts with comparing the skills or qualities that society says are 
important. Today, society focuses on physical appearance, money, education received, 
neighborhood you live in, and other worldly attributes. We also separate ourselves based 
on race, physical possessions, nationality, and a whole slew of other things. In reality, 
we're all here spinning in the same hamster wheel. We may have different purposes but 
we’re all the same. No purpose is more important than any other purpose. 
 
Comparing yourself to other people and saying things like, “I'm not like Jerry, he’s 
funnier than me,” can only hold you back. Don’t worry about what other people have or 
don’t have. Your journey is much different from anyone else’s. You have a different 
destination and have been provided with tools to get to that destination. Start from 
wherever it is that you are. 
 

Don't forget to grab your Free Happiness Toolkit with over $85.00 worth of 
free worksheets, interviews, and videos to help you on your happiness journey. 
You’ll also get free updates to the book. Just head over to 
www.HappinessBookBonus.com, and get it now. 
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You are not your body. Your body is just your packaging. You're not a body having a 
spiritual experience. You're a spiritual being having a physical experience. Maybe you've 
had a physical human experience before. Don't define yourself by your body; define 
yourself by your spirit. Your body is just a temporary address, similar to how you’ve 
lived in different houses throughout your life. It’s nothing more than the garage where 
you temporarily park your soul. You can’t take it with you when you go. Whenever you 
find yourself focusing too much on your physical, bodily existence, just remember, "I am 
not my body." 
 
One of the main things that we need to realize is we're all the same. I am superior to no 
one and no one is superior to me because everyone is the same spirit in different 
disguises. We're all the same being. We're all made of the same stuff. A good book that I 
recommend reading that really drives home this point (and many other good points) is 
Jonathan Livingston Seagull by Richard Bach. It's a quick, but very enlightening read. 
 
Imagine an ocean of consciousness. Instead of an ocean of water, this is an ocean of 
consciousness. Almost all the waves on this ocean of consciousness have developed the 
habit of never looking down. They only look out horizontally. Because they only look out 
horizontally, all they see are what appears to be billions of separate waves. They assume 
that there is no ocean, only separate waves.  
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One day, one of these waves has the courage to go against the general current and to dive 
down within itself. There it discovers the ocean. This wave discovers that there is no line 
that separates it from the ocean. This wave discovers that there are no waves; there is 
only one big ocean. Had the wave continued on its path, it would have eventually reached 
this same conclusion, but it would have had to crash on the shore and end it's journey as a 
wave first.  
 
Anyone who is attached to his physical appearance ensures himself a lifetime of 
suffering. This is because your body will go through many changes throughout your 
lifetime, many of which you can’t control. This all begins at the moment of your 
conception. To place importance on things you can’t control will generate frustration and 
guarantee you disappointment. 
 
Your current concept of yourself can only be driven out of your consciousness by a new 
concept of yourself. This is accomplished through the same process as breaking a bad 
habit. To do so, you must replace the bad habit with a good habit. If you'd like to change 
your life you must begin at the very source with your own basic concept of yourself. You 
need to really examine how you view yourself.  
 
Exercise: Get out a pen and paper and ask yourself the question, “Who am I?” Write 
down anything and everything that comes to mind. Don’t judge your answers (this is very 
important). Once you are finished, ask yourself if this is what you really are? Also, is this 
your ideal self? If not, go to a new page and write down the answer to the question, “Who 
do I want to be?” 
 
The object of this exercise is to be able to replace current views of yourself that are 
undesirable with those that are desirable. You can replace your current concept of 
yourself with that of your ideal self. Happiness starts with your self-image. If you don't 
change that, it's hard to change anything else for any kind of long-term period. That’s one 
of the reasons for yo-yo dieting. The person might be able to lose weight for a certain 
amount of time but inevitably they gain it back. That’s because being skinny is actually 
inconsistent with their self-image. To them, being fat is part of who they are.  To make it 
easier, they’ve spent many years justifying the reasons why they’re fat. 
 
You are the way you are because that is what you believe about yourself. If you believe 
you are a male, who's a 52-year-old computer programmer with 3 kids and a wife, then, 
by golly, that’s what you are.  Remember, everything is a belief that you have picked up 
along the way. Maybe you believe you are fat because your parents told you that you 
were fat. Maybe they were very health conscious and just a bit of chub made you "fat." 
No matter the sources from which you picked up the ideas of your self that are less than 
desirable, let them go. Even the idea that being fat is a "bad" thing is a learned idea. 
Those who helped you pick up the idea didn’t know any better at the time, and neither did 
you.  
 
As you’re going about your journey to change the idea that you have about yourself, keep 
in mind that it’s impossible for a human being to consistently behave in a manner that is 
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inconsistent with his own self-image. It doesn’t matter how much positive thinking you 
engage in or how many mantras you recite, if you REALLY don’t believe it, nothing is 
going to change. Not knowing who you really are is the root of all doubts, insecurities, 
and suffering. Therefore, you really need to get to the root of your belief systems. True 
freedom happens after you are content with your self-image and are able to stop thinking 
about your self and your self-importance. 
 
Self-importance is one of our greatest enemies. What weakens us is feeling offended by 
the deeds and misdeeds of our fellow men. Self-importance leads us to spending most of 
our lives being offended by something or someone else. Don't be that person who is 
concerned about what somebody else is doing. It's not your job to correct somebody else.  
It's not your job to control, change, or reprimand anyone else. Who’s to say what you 
believe is truth? 
 
As you go about your day, it’s important to remember not to put anyone else on a 
pedestal. No one is above you, regardless of his position in your society’s structure. It is 
equally important to remember that you shouldn’t allow others to put you on a pedestal, 
regardless of your position in society or your level of enlightenment. Don’t let anyone 
exert power over you, and don’t attempt to exert power over anyone else. Be your own 
person, and let everyone else be his own person, too.   
 
The main role of the ego is to completely sell you on the idea that you are somehow a 
very special individual. When the ego is involved, conversations are dominated by 
phrases like "I like," "I don't like," "I want," "I don't want," "I will," "I won't." Ego 
phrases almost always start with the word "I." The ego would like you to believe that you 
are separate, not only from every other human and animal species, but also from the 
Earth itself and ultimately from the Universe. In order to protect itself from fear and guilt, 
the ego teaches you how to repress those feelings and then, in order to get rid of them, to 
project them onto other people.  
 
The ego also specializes in helping you to become fully immersed in and committed to 
believing all the illusions of the physical world. So not only does the ego convince us that 
we are separate from everything, but it also teaches us that things like duality, right and 
wrong, good and bad, pain and suffering, and death exist. Convincing you to fear death is 
the ego's masterstroke. Most of our waking energy goes into upholding our own self-
importance and justifying it. 
 
The ego is responsible for your social mask. It's all a role. It’s the role you are playing in 
society. Most of the things that people do from the minute they wake up to the minute 
they go to sleep are just roles they are playing. They get up to go to work or school. Most 
of the time, they are just trying to please somebody else, living somebody else's dream.  
They are doing what they think they should be doing. They are taking the path that will 
have the least resistance from society. They are taking the path that their peers are taking 
because they don't want to be different or ridiculed. They are avoiding the pain of being 
looked down upon instead of asking themselves if the opinion of those people should 
matter at all.  
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Many of our negative emotions come from the fact that we believe that we are doing 
something wrong or someone else is. There is no specific way that you have to do 
anything. And the same applies to everyone else. The goal is to master your emotions, 
your ego, and your rational mind. Here’s a helpful chart to be able to tell if the feelings 
you’re having at a given moment are ego-based or come from your true self: 
 
THE EGO   THE SOUL 
False Self   True Self 
     VS 
I / ME    WE 
Separation   Unity 
Blame    Understanding 
Hostility   Friendliness 
Resentment   Forgiveness 
Pride    Love 
Complaint   Gratefulness 
Jealousy   Co-happiness 
Anger    Happiness 
Power    Humility 
Materialism   Spiritualism 
Madness   Wisdom 
War    Peace 
Coldness   Sympathy 
Past/Future Orientation Present moment orientation 
Intolerance   Tolerance 
Self-Importance  We-importance 
Egoism   Altruism 
Self-denial   Self-acceptance 
Social intolerance  Social acceptance 
Living up to this and that Simplicity 
Doing    Just being 
 
 
The ego doesn't want to love as much as it wants to be right. It gets pleasure from being 
superior by judging others. That's how you always know if you're operating from love or 
from ego. If you're feeling the need to be right instead of the need to love, you'll know 
which is present. Let’s say you had a desire to change the world in a positive way, and 
you wanted to go to Kenya and maybe help a bunch of poor children. The ego might say, 
"That's not reasonable. Imagine what your family will think. How will you be able to 
afford the trip? How will you support yourself? What are you going to do with all of your 
stuff?” 
 
The ego and love cannot co-exist. They are complete opposites. Most of us are still 
locked in the ego phase (like the wave that only looks out horizontally), which is neither 
good nor bad. It is a necessary phase. A lot of people will ask, "Well, if the ego is what 
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separates us and causes all these problems, why did our Creator, whoever that may be, 
give us an ego?" I guess the simple answer to that is that we need to experience 
separation so that we can fully understand and appreciate oneness. We must experience 
not being happy to be able to fully appreciate eternal happiness. 
 
As long as you have an ego, you are on a limited trip. As soon as you give it up, you can 
have it all. As long as you want power, you will never truly have it. The minute you don't 
want power, you'll have more than you ever dreamed possible. Have you ever just 
detached yourself from the outcome of something, and found that it comes so much 
easier? Oftentimes, this happens when we get frustrated that something isn’t happening 
as quickly as we’d like, so we give up on the expectation that it will arrive. Low and 
behold, it shows up in our lives when we stop expecting to get it. It's fine to have a goal, 
and it's fine to work towards it, but attaching yourself to the outcome is what will hinder 
your ability to get everything you’ve ever wanted. 
 
The ego keeps you feeling like you lack something even when you yourself don't really 
lack anything. The ego knows that if the attention is turned inward, it will be found out 
for the myth, the illusion, the delusion, the dream that it really is. Therefore, due to the 
ego's fear of ending, the ego keeps the attention directed outward and focused on the 
physical world. It keeps you focused on material possessions, how things look, right and 
wrong, how other people are treating you, what other people should be doing, etc. 
 
The ego can create an argument against anything. Thought can create reasons, evidence, 
and support for any belief. Therefore, reserve all arguments against what is being 
presented here until you have read this book in its entirety and have fully considered the 
concepts. Have you ever noticed yourself in an argument with somebody who is a decent 
arguer? Usually it ends only because both parties are tired of arguing. Each person can 
come up with an unlimited number of reasons why their viewpoint is the right viewpoint. 
For every thought, idea, concept, and belief that you have, ask, "Does this thought, idea, 
concept, or belief help the ego illusion continue?" 
 
When the ego comes to an end, there is no longer the perception of a body or a world 
because the ego is what separates you from everything else. When you drop the ego, you 
realize you are just one, everything is one, and that it's all just energy. You are energy, 
and you are made up of atoms. A desk is energy and it’s made up of atoms, too.  The 
same goes for a tree. You're just shaped and organized differently, just as a desk is 
shaped differently from a tree. Heck, a desk used to be a tree. 
 
The ego filters your thoughts, feelings, and desires in the worst ways. We must start 
distinguishing between the artificial clutter (that which we have been programmed with) 
and the natural contents of our minds (love), so that we may successfully remove the 
clutter and rediscover our basic nature. Only that which your ego has unnecessarily 
created stands between you and enlightenment. The beliefs that have been dumped into 
our mind are the clutter that needs to be eliminated. This includes the feelings of what we 
should or shouldn’t be doing, or what's right and wrong, along with lots of other dogma. 
Avoid letting your ego pump you up with self-importance. Dwelling upon the self too 
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much produces a terrible fatigue, leaving you deaf and blind to the marvels all around 
you.  
 
It's not easy to minimize your ego. The ego has ways of sneaking back into your life. 
Picture this: You've really been working on your enlightenment and you feel liberated.  
And then, your ego suddenly shows up and pats you on the shoulder, "Pretty good. Look 
how holy you are becoming." You very well may fall for this trap. That happens 
sometimes. You're just not going to wake up one day, and find that your ego's completely 
gone. It's going to be a process. It’s not about how long the process takes. It just matters 
that you embark and continue on the journey. 
 
It may help to try to see your whole life as a story in which chapters are unfolding. You 
recognize that the road is long and that you won’t win every battle. You might also 
recognize that it’s not even about battles. I can’t say it any better than Baz Luhrmann in 
his song Everybody’s Free to Wear Sunscreen: “sometimes you’re ahead, sometimes 
you’re behind… the race is long, in the end, it’s only with yourself.” Once you eliminate 
the need to compete with others, the moment-to-moment ego involvement of, "Am I 
getting enough at this moment?" ceases to be the dominant theme. Then you can 
experience oneness and your story becomes about something greater than just yourself. 
 
John Lennon and The Beatles were trying to tell us the same thing in their song 
“Imagine.” Here are the lyrics: 
 
Imagine there’s no Heaven 
It’s easy if you try 
No Hell below us 
Above us only sky 
Imagine all the people 
Living for today… 
 
Imagine there’s no countries 
It isn’t hard to do 
Nothing to kill or die for 
And no religion, too 
Imagine all the people 
Living life in peace… 
 
You may say I’m a dreamer 
But I’m not the only one 
I hope someday you’ll join us 
And the world will be as one 
 
Imagine no possessions 
I wonder if you can 
No need for greed or hunger 
A brotherhood of man 
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Imagine all the people 
Sharing all the world… 
 
You may say I’m a dreamer 
But I’m not the only one 
I hope someday you’ll join us 
And the world will live as one 
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Part Two: 
The Truth of the Matter 
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Chapter 4: Real Truth 
 
We've made it! The road to frustration was no doubt a bumpy one for you. It certainly 
was for me. Yet here we are. We’ve covered a lot so far. You should be beginning to see 
that much of what you thought was reality, really isn’t reality at all. Admittedly, this puts 
you in a bit of a precarious situation. We have broken down the walls of lies that were 
putting limits on our lives. Now, it's time to work on building back beliefs that are based 
on truth. These beliefs will become the bridges that will get us to happiness. In chapter 4, 
we will start with some foundations on which those bridges can rely. 
 
Universal Laws 
 
We’ve spent a lot of time talking about things that aren’t real, or not as real as we thought 
they were. Now let's talk about things that are real, specifically universal laws. Universal 
laws, unlike societal laws, are laws that cannot be broken. They are, as you may guess, 
universally true. They're true for every person, everywhere. There are no exceptions. 
There's no get out of jail free card when it comes to Universal Laws. 
 
So what exactly are the laws? There is actually some discrepancy here. Searching the 
Internet and literature will provide you with many different answers as to how many 
universal laws there are. Some people claim there are seven universal laws. Others are 
convinced there are 12 universal laws. Some even claim there are 20 or more universal 
laws. Still others find truth in the 11 forgotten laws of the universe. Before you get stuck 
on the numbers, remember these are principles of the universe. By nature they are not 
printed in the English language. These are attempts by enlightened human beings to use a 
man-made language to translate divine truths learned from the Universe. Some 
expressions of these divine truths are simply a little wordier than others. However, if you 
really read into what they are saying, you'll see very similar messages. 
 
A whole book can be devoted to writing about Universal Laws, so I’m not going to go 
into detail about all of them here. I’m just going to provide you with the lists of universal 
laws from sources that I feel were most influential in my own journey.  
 
7 laws: 
According to The Kybalion: Hermetic Philosophy, which is a book published in 1912 
claiming to be the essence of the teachings of Hermes Trismegistus, there are seven laws 
of the Universe: 

• The Principle of Mentalism- "The All is Mind; The Universe is Mental." 
• The Principle of Correspondence- "As above, so below; as below, so above." 
• The Principle of Vibration- "Nothing rests; everything moves; everything 

vibrates." 
• The Principle of Polarity- "Everything is Dual; everything has poles; everything 

has its pair of opposites; like and unlike are the same; opposites are identical in 
nature, but different in degree; extremes meet; all truths are but half-truths; all 
paradoxes may be reconciled." 
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• The Principle of Rhythm- "Everything flows, out and in; everything has its 
tides; all things rise and fall; the pendulum-swing manifests in everything; the 
measure of the swing to the right is the measure of the swing to the left; rhythm 
compensates." 

• The Principle of Cause and Effect-  "Every Cause has its Effect; every Effect 
has its Cause; everything happens according to Law; Chance is but a name for 
Law not recognized; there are many planes of causation, but nothing escapes the 
Law." 

• The Principle of Gender- "Gender is in everything; everything has its Masculine 
and Feminine Principles; Gender manifests on all planes." 

 
12 laws: 
In their 1998 book The Light Shall Set You Free, Doctors Milanovich and McCune state 
there are 12 Universal Laws:  
 • The Law of Divine Oneness 
 • The Law of Vibration 
 • The Law of Action 
 • The Law of Correspondence 
 • The Law of Cause and Effect 
 • The Law of Compensation 
 • The Law of Attraction 
 • The Law of Perpetual Transmutation of Energy 
 • The Law of Relativity 
 • The Law of Polarity 
 • The Law of Rhythm 
 • The Law of Gender 
 
In addition to these 12 laws, there are 21 sub-laws of the Universe, which are said to be 
governed by the Higher Self and are human characteristics that relate to the Laws of the 
Universe. These characteristics are: Aspiration to A Higher Power, Charity, Compassion, 
Courage, Dedication, Faith, Forgiveness, Generosity, Grace, Honesty, Hope, Joy, 
Kindness, Leadership, Noninterference, Patience, Praise, Responsibility, Self-Love, 
Thankfulness, and Unconditional Love.  
 
20 laws:  
In his book Lighting the Light Within, Dick Sutphen talks about 20 Universal Laws:  
 • The Law of Harmony 
 • The Law of Reincarnation and Karma 
 • The Law of Wisdom 
 • The Law of Grace 
 • The Law of Soul Evolution 
 • The Law of Bodhisattva 
 • The Law of Vibrational Attainment 
 • The Law of Free Will 
 • The Law of One 
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 • The Law of Manifestation 
 • The Law of Conscious Detachment 
 • The Law of Gratitude 
 • The Law of Fellowship 
 • The Law of Resistance 
 • The Law of Attraction 
 • The Law of Reflection 
 • The Law of Unconditional Love 
 • The Law of Magnetic Affinities 
 • The Law of Abundance 
 • The Law of Divine Order 
 
My advice is to do your own research on them and adopt those that feel right to you. 
Universal laws are principles of truth that govern the universe no matter what, but they do 
not necessarily make rules for your day-to-day. You've probably spent most of your life 
following the rules of society. As we discussed earlier, those rules change. They are not 
truth. Some of the most despicable human behavior has been conducted in the name of  
"following the law” or “doing one's job.” Don't use those things to justify your ethics. 
Anyone remember the Nuremburg trials? Laws can be what they may, but you, and you 
alone, decide the code of ethics to which you hold yourself accountable. That's not to say 
that you can just define them in a very loose way so that most of your actions are 
justified. The ethics to which truly happy people hold themselves are founded in truth and 
universal law.  
 
You are your own rule maker. Unless you stop being influenced by outward appearances, 
stop being governed by the rules and the customs of society, and stop listening to your 
ego's desire to be thought of well by all other people, your life will be one of limitation. 
A great way to start figuring out your own rules to live by is to start hearing what your 
body is trying to tell you. When you do something that is against your morals, your body 
will tell you. Your heart will ache, your chest will feel tight, or you'll have knots in your 
stomach. Your ego will attempt to justify those actions that are against your morals, 
usually by blaming somebody else. Examples of this would be saying things like, “They 
did such and such to me,” or “They deserved it.” Don’t fall into that pit. It’s important to 
listen to your own internal guidance system.  
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The Dimensions 
 
We can move up and down, forward and backward, and left and right. These are the 3 
spatial dimensions that we can experience in our daily lives. So our common sense tells 
us that there are 3 dimensions. This is a basic fact of nature. What if I told you, though, 
that happy people are able to get beyond the 3 dimensions? 
 
Living in the third dimension limits us to third dimensional tools. We have access to tools 
in the dimensions lower than the third dimension, but we don’t have access to the tools, 
senses, or abilities of the higher dimensions unless we get into advanced spiritual 
techniques. Because of this, there are things that we can't perceive or comprehend, so 
long as we remain in the third dimension.  
 
The unhappy, frustrated, and unfulfilled lives of the majority of people are all the result 
of the lack of knowledge of their yin aspect. If people began to think past limitations of 
their current dimensions, there would be more respect among humans for the benefit of 
living together for the common good. Three-dimensional surface tension would dissolve, 
and the spirit of cooperation and mutual generosity would spring up in human dealings all 
over the world. 
 
Exercise: To be able to get beyond the third dimension, you first have to understand what 
is meant by each dimension. The first 3 dimensions are considered spatial dimensions and 
can be described in terms of length, height, and width. Here is a visual example. Imagine 
(or actually draw) a point. Now, imagine another point outside of that. If the first were to 
expand enough to cover the second, it would form a straight line with only a length on the 
x-axis. This is the first dimension.  If you place a point at a right angle to our 1-D line, 
the line would have to expand by height into a plane in order to cover the new point on 
the y-axis. This is the second dimension. If you once again put a point at a right angle to 
our 2-D plane, the plane would have to expand by width to a cube in order to cover the 
new point on the z-axis. This 3-D world of objects is that with which humans are best 
acquainted.  
 
The next dimension to us is the fourth dimension. If we continue our visual and place a 
point at a right angle to our cube and expand into that dimension in a way in which the 
new point can be covered, the average person will have great difficulty imagining such a 
thing. Mathematicians suggest that a tesseract is what you would come away with. 
Scientists use the term spacetime to describe the fourth dimension. It is some fascinating 
stuff. To keep it simple, we are going to focus on what you need to know about the fourth 
dimension. 
 
The fourth dimension is commonly, and incorrectly, said to be time. In actuality, the 
fourth dimension negates our idea of time entirely, and instead allows duration to be just 
another directional like width or length, which can continue in either direction 
indefinitely to encompass the whole universe. Sequence is an important consideration 
within a three-dimensional frame of reference, but sequence ceases to have significance 
from the greater-encompassing view of the fourth dimension. Third dimension thinking 
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says that there’s a beginning, middle, and end; everything is very linear. But in higher 
dimensions things cannot be thought of in a linear fashion. It's all one. In the fourth 
dimension, all time can be experienced simultaneously without past and future, meaning 
without a start or conclusion.  
 

 
“[...] the distinction between past, present, and future is only a 
stubbornly persistent illusion.” 
 
-- Albert Einstein 
 

 
In the third dimension, we tend to look out at the world from our own little window, or 
viewpoint. Some people look out of the window from a scientific point of view. Others 
look out of the window from an emotional point of view. There are many more 
viewpoints including logical, financial, spiritual, liberal, and conservative. Higher 
dimension thinking involves leaving the building and looking at the whole picture from 
outside the building. Higher dimension thinkers realize that those little windows are just a 
simplified way to perceive things. They realize that as long as you're looking out of that 
little window, everyone’s perception will be different and, most importantly, incomplete. 
 
You will only be able to attain enlightenment if you're able to perceive a reality from at 
least the fourth dimension. If you believe in free will, as I do, you must look even higher 
to a fifth dimension. Strive to perceive reality from a higher dimension point of view 
while you’re body is still in the third dimension. The person who lives in the fourth 
center may make an even deeper contribution to correcting the disharmony of the world 
than the individual who works from the lower three centers because he will have a more 
comprehensive view of what is actually going on in our universe. 
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The Universe & Nature 
 
The Universe always conspires in your favor. Trust the Universe; don't wait for the 
Universe to prove itself first. We, as human beings, don't want to trust anything. We 
expect the Universe to show its powers first. We hear about things like the Law of 
Attraction or other great things that are talked about in this book, and we want the 
Universe to convince us first, rather than putting trust in the Universe and taking that first 
step ourselves. The Universe doesn’t have to convince you of anything. What does it owe 
to you? Don't be impatient with the Universe. The Universe might not deliver things in 
the way you expected or on the time schedule you anticipated. Remember, the Universe 
doesn’t recognize time because it isn’t real.  
 
I was talking to a friend of mine, Jason Moffat, about how much I like the weather in San 
Diego but said that I could never live there for a host of reasons, which I rattled off. 
Jason’s response was, “It just depends what you see. Wanna know what I see? I see 
beautiful girls everywhere, beautiful waves for surfing, and green juice. That’s all I see.” 
Friendly reminders like this are very welcome and help to keep me focused on what’s 
important. The Universe will deliver these friendly reminders to you as well. You just 
have to be listening for them. 
 
There are no coincidences or random acts in a perfect universe. Everything exists as a 
part of the perfect intelligence that is the Universe. Our world is always perfect. 
Everything happens on purpose for a purpose. The seasons change just as they are 
supposed to. Bodies of water continue to flow effortlessly, just as they are supposed to. 
Salmon swimming upstream to their spawning site are mysteriously perfect. The 
swallows that show up on the same day century after century are perfect. Even web 
school is perfect for spiders. So, too, are you a part of that perfection. There are no 
accidents. Recognize the paradise that is anywhere and everywhere in the Universe.  
 
The natural always occurs as a part of a dynamic balance, which swings back and forth 
but maintains equilibrium. This is not true for man-made things, situations, and even 
ideas. These eventually destroy themselves, and balance is then restored. There is no 
lasting extreme yin or yang in a natural state. Natural things can always surpass the 
limitations of those that are man-made. Nothing that's man-made could ever be as 
resilient and powerful as what’s found in nature.  
 
If you’ve ever watched the TV show Life After People, you've seen how easily the earth 
can take back anything man builds. One of man’s greatest accomplishments is the 
modern skyscraper, but no skyscraper stands a chance against Mother Nature. After 
humans are gone, first, tiny little cracks will appear in the foundations of building 
remains. Then grass and weeds will grow up through those cracks. The wind, rain, sun, 
snow, and hail will destroy the exterior of the buildings. Eventually, the buildings will 
fall down. The remaining material will then disintegrate over time and be reduced to dust. 
Given enough time, Mother Nature will reclaim what was once, and always has been, 
hers. 
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Understanding unity helps to solve humanity's biggest challenges. There's no such thing 
as an isolated problem. By injuring any part of the world's system, you injure yourself. 
Think of life on this planet in terms of systems and not detached elements. Broaden your 
field of vision and assimilate the knowledge you have. See that the environment does not 
belong to any single country to exploit and then disregard. You cannot afford to think of 
your relationship with the earth as a one-night stand. There's no such thing as a free glass 
of milk. It's time to buy the cow. 
 
Spend time in nature. Take time each day to appreciate nature and your oneness with it 
just like you would make time for a family member or friend. Take a walk early in 
morning around 4 A.M. when most are asleep. Go camping. Spend an afternoon floating 
down a river. Experience is the greatest method for learning. Go out and experience your 
place in nature.  
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Abundance 
 
No-limit people don't say, "I'm going to get it all." They say, "I have it all already, but I 
can grow." Deficiency motivated people spend their lives in the disease called "more." 
They're always trying to acquire something to make themselves feel complete and to 
repair the deficiency.  
 
Abundance is a universal law. There is more than enough of everything in this world to 
go around. All the abundance you want is already here. You just have to learn how to 
tune into it (See section on Law of Attraction). There are large corporations, 
governments, and powerful people that try to control important resources. This can upset 
the balance of the Universe in many ways. However, naturally speaking, there is 
abundance. 
 
Everything is already here in the world. Where else would it be? Where else would it 
come from?  Nothing is owned, and the sooner you realize this, the more you'll be able to 
tune into the wondrous principle of abundance. Don't have the "not enough" mentality. 
The fear of not having enough prevents many from seeing that they already are enough. 
 
Doing what you love is the cornerstone of having abundance in your life. Things will fall 
into your lap when you're doing what you love. If you want to create abundance for 
yourself, create it for somebody else. Give before you receive. The Universe operates 
through dynamic exchange. Giving and receiving are different aspects of the flow of 
energy in the Universe. And in our willingness to give that which we seek, we keep the 
abundance of the Universe circulating in our lives. 
 

The Law of Abundance really inspired the editor of this book and I to take 
action. See what Happiness Coins are doing to spread abundance. Visit 
www.TheHappinessCoin.com to learn more. 
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Unlimited Power 
 
Unlimited power is another Universal Law worth talking a little more about. Your power 
truly is unlimited. Jesus is quoted as having said, "Had ye but faith, you can move 
mountains.” Now, I understand that earlier I said there are reasons to doubt the 
authenticity of the Bible, and here I am quoting from it. Honestly, I can't be certain about 
which parts of religious stories are true and which aren't. However, it doesn't matter who 
actually said this, whether it was Jesus or some transcriber years later. I take those things 
from religion, true or not, which lift me up and are in line with universal laws that I know 
to be true. Quotes like these feel right. If there is a god, these are the types of things I’d 
imagine he would say. 
 
You can do anything you want to do. Your only limitations are self-imposed. Whatever 
wall or boundary you imagine, there is infinite space on the other side of that boundary. 
Knock down your boundaries and walls. There are never any real boundaries, only 
imagined ones. Whatever your mind can think of, you can achieve. The only boundaries 
we have are in form. There are no obstacles in thoughts. And, anything that can be 
thought can be created by the Universe. 
 
There is one grand lie that has been told to us since birth by our parents, school system, 
society, the media, etc., and that is that we're limited. The only limits we have are the 
limits we believe. Jesus told us that even the least among us could do all that he had done 
and even greater things. Indeed, you can be a miracle worker. Nothing you imagine in 
your mind is impossible. When you know and feel the miracle that you are, you become 
certain that nothing is impossible for you. 
 
We were all born with winning lottery tickets and cashing them in is a simple matter of 
altering our tune as we walk through our day. There lies deep within all humankind an 
immense power. That power is impartial and unemotional. It doesn't care who believes it 
or not. It issues to those who believe. Don't acknowledge any energy that is contrary to 
the unlimited power that lies within you. The divine power is yours if you make the 
determined effort to use it to attain health, happiness, and peace. Draw from your power, 
regardless of your circumstance. 
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Chapter 5: Being Honest with Yourself 
 
At this point, self-honesty is crucial. Self-honesty and a heightened desire for freedom are 
the two keys that can make you one of the very few who succeeds in bringing his ego to 
its final end. If you're going to get out of the ego prison, you must realize that you are in a 
prison to begin with. That’s where self-honesty comes into play. 
 
You must have a willingness to let go of most, if not all, of the ideas, assumptions, and 
programming you've accumulated since birth. You need to truly understand that you 
aren't separate from anything or anybody on this planet. You are in partnership with your 
fellow human beings, no matter their race, financial status, ethnicity, or any other 
separatist label we’ve imposed. Life isn’t a popularity contest. 
 
Don't wait for the perfect time to be honest with yourself. Don't wait until the iron is hot 
to strike, but make it hot by striking. Create the perfect time. In fact, the perfect time is 
now. Regardless of the past, regardless of how old you are, or any other excuses that your 
ego can come up with, right now is the perfect time. Do it now.  
 
Claiming Responsibility 
 
Stop fighting against the place you're at right now. Start from where you are. Stop 
fighting your past. Stop fighting to keep your perceived limitations. Stop fighting to keep 
things the way they are. Your unique opportunity lies in the way in which you bear your 
burden. Stray away from making yourself the victim of life. Take responsibility for your 
actions of the past and for the beliefs that led to your present. Take full responsibility for 
your life and its current state.  
 
When I say take responsibility for your life, I don't mean that you should blame yourself. 
Just say, "This is what I created. I want to create something different. Therefore, I'm 
going to need to change my belief system and my actions to do that." Always take 100% 
responsibility for whatever shows up in your life without beating yourself up about it. 
When you assign blame to someone else, you’re essentially giving up control. You’re 
saying, "I can’t do such-and-such because so-and-so did this." When you place the blame 
on someone else, you give yourself no way to change the situation because you allow it 
to rest solely on someone else’s action or inaction. Anything that immobilizes you, gets 
in the way, and keeps you from your goals, is all yours. You can throw it away anytime 
you choose. 
 
Enlightenment demands that you take responsibility for your way of life. Say to yourself, 
“I choose the path along which I am walking, so I should have no complaints.” At any 
time you can get off the path that you're on and choose a different path. It really is as 
simple as that. By doing so, you'll shift from blaming others and your circumstances to 
being responsible and feeling your purpose. You are creating it all. Nobody else is doing 
it for you. Who else would be doing it for you? 
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Nobody Can Hurt You Unless You Let Them 
 
Too many times we give others the power to hurt us. The truth is that nobody can hurt 
you unless you give him the power to do so first. We spend a good portion of our lives 
trying to prevent people from hurting us. This is particularly true in any kind of 
relationship, such as family, friend, work, or romantic. 
 
If we ask ourselves whether the reasons why we're feeling hurt are justified, we discover 
some interesting things. We all know that two people can handle a certain situation two 
completely different ways. Let’s assume that Person A betrays two different friends 
(Friend 1 and Friend 2) in the same exact way. Let's say that person A lied about being 
sick to get out of going to a ballet performance (not that such a situation would ever 
happen, but let's just stretch our imaginations). Friends 1 and 2 later find out that Person 
A was not sick at all. Let’s assume that all things are equal (it was the same situation). 
Person A has had the same type of friendship with each of the friends for the same 
amount of time.  
 
What we often find is that Friend 1 and Friend 2 can handle things in completely different 
ways. Imagine the different ways in which friends might react to being lied to. Friend 1 
might get upset and angry. He might go so far as to choose to end the friendship because 
he has decided that Person A is a terrible friend for lying. Friend 2, on the other hand, 
might wonder why Person A did not feel comfortable enough to tell him that he did not 
want to attend a ballet. Friend 2 chooses to take this as an opportunity to better 
understand person A and work on strengthening the friendship. I'm not saying that one 
friend is more right than the other, but it proves that the way in which we choose to react 
to situations is our choice and nobody else’s. Everything is always our choice. 
 
I used to get angry at my friends for lying to me, not being loyal, and a host of other 
reasons. In all honesty, sometimes I still do. I always tried my best to be loyal to my 
friends, and I expected the same of them. If they weren’t loyal, I would get angry, end the 
friendship, and move on. The reality is, that not everyone values loyalty in a friendship. I 
was trying to impose my idea of “being a good friend” onto them. Don’t get me wrong, I 
think it’s okay to cut people out of your life who aren’t a good fit for your journey, but 
it’s important that you don’t cut people out of your life just because they aren’t doing 
things the way you feel they should. 
 
If you do decide that you must part ways with someone, there’s no need to be angry or 
hurt. They're on their own path; you're on your own path. If your paths have diverged and 
your future journey together serves no positive purpose, then by all means go your 
separate ways. This is all still something that I'm working on personally. 
 
The bottom line is nobody can harm you unless you let them, meaning that you can 
choose to be hurt or not. You are in charge of your perspective. When you decide to cut 
ties with someone for the good of you both, be sure to wish them peace and love. They're 
just doing their own thing, and you need to do your own thing. 
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Forgive & Forget 
 
When you come to realize that a lot of what you thought was reality is a lie, it leaves you 
in a vulnerable place. When you embark upon self-honesty and start figuring out where 
your beliefs came from, you might begin to get angry with yourself or those closest to 
you. You’ll start to realize that those closest to you were instrumental in programming 
you with the beliefs that you’re finding aren’t true. 
 
You might start to feel “dumb.” You might get mad at your parents for teaching you lies, 
but you have to forgive yourself and all of those around you. They didn’t know any 
better, and neither did you. It was part of your journey and theirs to end up right here. 
 
To be honest, forgiveness isn’t really the right word. The problem with forgiving is that it 
assumes that something was done wrong in the first place. If you don't assign blame, 
there's nothing to forgive. Ultimately, there is nothing to forgive because there's nothing 
to judge and no one to blame. Your parents didn't do anything wrong, and you didn't do 
anything wrong by having those beliefs. It's all part of the journey. 
 
Forgiveness, as we should see it, is an act of self-love. You'll be trapped emotionally and 
physically until you learn to forgive and forget. Harboring any kind of negative feelings 
literally eats you up inside. It can cause disease and destroy your focus. Not forgiving 
only has negative consequences. 
 
In general, it’s very important that you forgive and forget as quickly as possible. The only 
person that you harm by holding onto negative thoughts and feelings is yourself. The 
resentment that you’re holding does not harm the other person. Let me ask you a 
question—when was the last time that the act of being angry at someone, led that person 
to miraculously realize that they were “wrong” and you were “right?”  I rest my case. 
 

 
“Holding onto anger is like drinking poison and expecting the 
other person to die.” 
 
-- Ghandi 
 

 
Always forgive your enemies. Nothing else you do will annoy them as much. When you 
feel someone has wronged you, you always have the choice of forgiveness or justice. 
Justice is having them pay, but, in a way, we pay at the same time. If for no other reason, 
we must forgive those who we feel have wronged us simply because we love ourselves 
too much to be holding onto the poison of hatred.  
 
True forgiveness though, is forgiving people before they even perform the action that 
might need forgiveness. Radical forgiveness asks that we suspend our ego's perception of 
what is happening in favor of a spiritually informed awareness that beneath the apparent 
circumstances in this physical world, there is a higher purpose being served by what is 
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occurring. Forgiveness is the ability to give love anyway, to yourself and to others, in the 
most difficult of circumstances. There's always a higher purpose being served. You, or 
the other parties involved, may not understand it, but there's always a lesson to be 
learned.  
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Chapter 6: Why You’re Here 
 
Ah, the age-old question of why. Why on Earth are we on this earth? The meaning of 
each of our human existences isn’t invented by us but, rather, detected. Higher-level 
truths are often difficult for the average person to understand, but that is one of the 
reasons we are here—to learn how to understand. We are here until we have embraced 
the responsibility for understanding and strive to do so. Perhaps the Earth is to the 
Universe as a kidney is to the human body. Perhaps all souls must filter through Earth 
and learn what happiness and oneness are all about before joining the Universe in their 
purest state and getting to exist in eternal bliss. Each of us is here for the purpose of 
raising the vibration of the whole. 
 
Why You Have a Physical Body 
 
Your fundamental nature is pure, conscious, peaceful, radiant, loving and wise. We're all 
energy and we all vibrate. Every single thing on earth that you can see and touch is 
energy. Your table, dresser, car, other people, and buildings are all energy. Every 
physical thing is formed using the energy of the Universe. Energy flows. It's not about 
what you say or do; it's about the vibrations that you send out. Every moment you’re 
sending out vibrations that are affecting everything and everybody around you, which in 
turn is affecting everything that comes back to you. You're constantly giving and 
receiving energy. 
 
Ever notice how you feel different around different people and in different places? When 
I walk into hospital, even for routine checkups, I instantly get a heavy feeling. Hospitals 
and bars are notorious for having negative energy. Ever notice how someone people 
make you feel great when you’re around them, but you can’t exactly pinpoint why? They 
probably have great positive energy. That's why you want to make sure you’re 
associating with positive people with good energy because, whether you like it or not, 
you exchange energy with everything and everybody in your proximity.  
 
I make mention many times about the fact that your spirit is what matters, not your body. 
You may have even been on this planet before in a different body. Many of us are living 
a reincarnated experience. The human experience is nothing more than a boot camp for 
the spiritually challenged. The ultimate purpose of a human experience is to experience 
the opposite of oneness and love, which is separation, so that you will desire to know 
what oneness really feels like. This experience, the experience of life on Earth, will help 
you to appreciate oneness once you attain it. 
  
The law of dharma says that we have taken manifestation in a physical form to fulfill a 
purpose. We'll talk about how to figure out your purpose in a little bit. Here's a quick test 
to figure out whether your mission on Earth is finished. If you're alive, it isn't finished. 
 
Each time we become a human incarnate, we have a mission to accomplish certain things, 
assist in transforming earthly energies, or simply to have experiences. Whether you fulfill 
that mission or not doesn't make any difference. You can always reincarnate and come 
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back for another round. Remember, the Universe doesn’t recognize time, so however 
long it takes for you to fulfill your mission is just fine. 
 
Regardless of your reason for being here in this life, know that you are a child of the 
Universe and that success and inner peace are your birthrights. Because of that, you’re 
entitled to finding a life filled with joy, love, and happiness. 
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Happiness 
 
Many people feel that they need permission to be happy. They don't think that it's 
acceptable to be happy all the time. They believe that there have to be both good and bad 
times. You deserve to be happy. You were put here to be happy, and, if you really need to 
hear it from someone, I give you permission to be happy!  
 
Unhappiness is a psychological state arising from the more or less continuous 
disappointment, frustration, and emotional tensions we experience when life repeatedly 
gives us what we do not want to accept. Happiness is a psychological state arising from 
more or less continuous pleasure. Pleasure comes from that which we tell ourselves we 
want to accept.  
 
The average person doesn’t notice how unhappy he really is. This is because we tend to 
measure our happiness relative to the happiness of other people. The problem is that the 
bar for happiness for the average person is set extremely low. It’s almost as if people in 
our society are considered happy as long as they aren’t on anti-depressants or actively 
trying to commit suicide. Happiness is not mediocrity. It is bliss, joy, love, purpose, and 
peace. 
 
I have a secret for you. Do you want to meet someone who can fix any situation you don't 
like? Someone who can bring you happiness in spite of what other people say or believe?  
Go look in the mirror, and say “Hello.” You’re that person. Nobody else can do that for 
you. Nothing else and no one else is the reason for your unhappiness. If you don't control 
your happiness, who else does? Love always and let go of what you can't change. Life is 
too short to be anything but happy. Dwell happily in things as they are. 
 
The first thing you need to realize about happiness is that the most commonly used 
method for attaining happiness won’t bring about permanent happiness. Our formula is 
broken. As a society with tend to think that if we can get X, Y, or Z, then we will be 
happy. You’ve probably used this method yourself. The common method may bring 
about happiness for brief periods here and there but not lasting happiness.  
 
Exercise: Let’s think about all the big goals that you've had in your life. Here are a few 
common examples to get your juices flowing: buying a specific car, starting a family, 
finding the perfect mate, having a nice house, securing a good job, and getting into a 
good school. Now let’s pick one that you've already achieved and examine that specific 
goal. Imagine the feeling that you had once you achieved that goal. It's a great feeling 
isn’t it? But here's the most important question—how long did that feeling last? When 
you achieve a goal, an awesome feeling comes over you but, shortly after, it’s all 
downhill from there. Soon that feeling fades and suffering returns quickly followed by 
you chasing after another goal. It’s temporary happiness. 
 
That transient fulfillment is why almost everybody you know, probably even yourself, is 
unhappy. You have brief spurts of happiness immediately after achieving a goal and 
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maybe for a short while after. Reaching the goals that you set will never make you happy 
for any long period of time. All you need to do is look around to see that.  
 
 

 
 
When I came to this discovery, it was immediately followed by the conclusion that I 
needed to rethink my idea of happiness. Otherwise, I would be spinning in the same 
hamster wheel for the rest of my life, seeking a type of happiness that doesn’t last and 
only leaves me wanting more.  
 
Most people are in a constant state of dissatisfaction with their present circumstances. 
They come up with bigger and better goals, thinking that this will solve the problem, but 
it doesn’t. The bigger the goal, the longer the temporary euphoric state will last, but 
rarely does that feeling exceed a week's time. The goals of physical possessions or other 
common society goals we think will make us happy simply won’t. The answer isn’t a 
bigger goal; it’s trying a different method for finding happiness.  
 
Happiness varies inversely with one's addictions. The more expectations you have, the 
more addictions to the way people treat you or the way that you feel things should be, and 
the more duality thinking you have, the less happiness you will have. The less of those 
things present in your life, the happier you will be.  
 
Here are five simple rules for happiness: 

1. Free your heart from hatred. 
2. Free your mind from worries. 
3. Live simply. 
4. Give more. 
5. Expect less. 

Bliss is a state of continuous happiness. Even when we get what we addictively want, our 
wanting to keep things that way automatically creates a new addiction. Bliss 
programming enables us to totally break our dependence on the actions of people or any 
external conditions, including our bodies. The primary characteristic of bliss 
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programming is that the feelings of continuous happiness of bliss are not related to 
anything external. 
 
If you take a look at all of the people in your life, most, if not all of them, are unhappy. 
Actually, I'd be surprised if you know anybody in your life that has achieved true and 
lasting happiness. You will find that most of those who are unhappy are spending their 
lives seeking similar goals. You may not know what will make you eternally happy yet, 
but you should at least recognize that you need to try something different than what most 
people are doing.  
 
Things in life never come about exactly as you want them to come about. The 
circumstances you believe will make you happy, most likely never will. Therefore, if 
you’re looking for a certain set of circumstances to make you happy, you will be 
guaranteeing unhappiness for yourself. Develop happy attitudes instead. It’s very 
important to have a good attitude as much as possible. If you do this, both short term and 
long term happiness will come to you and those around you. Learn to be content in 
whatever circumstance you find yourself in, even if it’s not what you expected or hoped 
for. 
 
Remember that happiness is a way of travel, not a destination. We can't say to ourselves, 
"When I get this, I'll be happy." Be happy on the journey and you'll find that it's much 
easier to be happy all the time than if you wait to be happy at a destination, where you’ll 
find that the happiness only lasts for a short period of time anyway.  
 

 
“There is no way to happiness. Happiness is the way.” 
 
-- The Buddha 
 

 
Don't make your happiness conditional upon something or someone else. You have to be 
happy on the inside. External circumstances, situations, or people will never make you 
truly happy. You can control your contentment when you are evenly peaceful at all times. 
 
The true purpose of life is attaining happiness and sharing it with others. Don't demand 
that worldly things or people make you happy. They can't. Don't search for happiness 
outside of yourself. You can reshape your thinking so you never have to think in 
negatives again. Most folks are about as happy as they make up their minds to be. Have 
you ever found a person, who you would say is truly happy, who speaks negatively or 
thinks in negative thoughts? Instead of saying to yourself, "I don't want bad people in my 
life," you can say, "I will have good people in my life," or even better, "I do have good 
people in my life." You can always take a negative statement and restate it in a positive 
way. You can always take a negative perspective and turn it around.  
 
Here are 15 things you should give up to be happy: 
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1. Your need to always be right. 
2. Your need for control. 
3. Your need to blame outer circumstances. 
4. Your self-defeating self-talk. 
5. Your limiting beliefs. 
6. Complaining. 
7. The luxury of criticism. 
8. Your need to impress others. 
9. Your resistance to change. 
10. Your labels 
11. Your fears 
12. Your excuses 
13. The past 
14. Your attachment 
15. Living your life to other people’s expectations  

 
We need to quiet our mental chatter. It’s all nonsense anyway. Our minds usually play in 
the past and the future and almost never in the present. We find real happiness, love, and 
wisdom only in the present moment. It can't be found in the future or thinking about the 
past. If you shut off your mind, your worries about the past and future will disappear and 
you will have no other choice but to live in the present. That huge step will put you well 
on your way to finding eternal happiness. As the classic song says, “Don't worry, be 
happy.” Release your struggle. Let go of your mind. Throw away your concerns, relax in 
the world, and just be. There is no problem, there never was, and there never will be. We 
just label situations as such.  
 
Exercise: Smile. There are tons of reasons to smile and be happy every second of every 
day. As a bonus, a smile relaxes hundreds of muscles in your face. It's actually more 
strenuous to be unhappy and frown than it is to smile and be happy.  
 
Just be happy now! Love is the only reality of the world. There's no need to resist life, 
just do your best. Navigate your life like water navigates the earth, flowing effortlessly. 
Open your eyes and see that you are far more than you imagine. You are the world. You 
are yourself and everyone else, too. It's all the marvelous play of the Universe. Wake up. 
You are already free.  
 
Live in the present, and work with whatever comes your way. You will never be happy if 
you continue to search for what happiness consists of. You will never live if you are 
looking for the meaning of life. A happy person is not a person in a certain set of 
circumstances, but rather a person with a certain set of attitudes, regardless of the 
circumstances. Happiness is a butterfly, that when pursued, is always just beyond your 
grasp. However, if you sit down quietly, it may just land upon you.  
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Your Purpose 
 
What are you supposed to be doing here? There is one reason for your existence on Earth. 
As I stated earlier, you are here for the purpose of raising the vibration of the whole. How 
can you do this? Well, preceding this accomplishment must be desire. Your desires to 
benefit the whole must be strong and definite—in a word, passionate. You will 
accomplish your true purpose by doing those things about which you are most passionate. 
 
If you are passionate enough about something, there is nothing that can stop you. The 
level of your desire determines how quickly and efficiently you deal with obstacles, such 
as your financial status, the opinions of others, and society standards. If your desire to 
achieve a specific goal isn't very high, the odds of you quitting when you meet an 
obstacle are pretty large. If your intensity and desire are off the charts, those mountains 
will naturally turn to molehills. 
 

 
“He who has the why to live for can bear with almost any how.” 
 
-- Friedrich Nietzsche 
 

 
Here is a guaranteed recipe for a fulfilling, purposeful lifetime: 

1. Find what you love to do more than anything else in the entire world. 
2. Do it no matter what stands in your way. 
3. Give the gifts of what you learned from that passion to others who care enough to 

ask. 

This all seems so simple. Do what you love to do. But what if you don't know what you 
are passionate about? What if you don't know how to act on your passions?  

Exercise: Ask yourself the following questions. It may help to jot down your answers in 
lists. First, if money was no concern, and I had all the time in the world, what would I do 
with myself? Answers might include things like travel the world, build my own house, or 
hug a penguin. It's whatever YOU think of. Second, what am I good at? Public speaking, 
learning foreign languages, or singing karaoke may be your strong suit. Third, what are 
my character strengths? We can't all be Mother Theresa, but perhaps you're very sincere, 
persistent, or just flippin' hilarious.  

Essentially you now have three lists that tell you what you enjoy doing, what you are 
good at doing, and what type of person you are. You can now look for compatibilities 
among these three lists to answer the bigger question of how you are personally best 
suited to serve humanity. For me, the answers in each of those lists that led me to writing 
this book were, respectively: Study the secrets to really being happy; connecting with 
others; and compassion.  

Don't start out by asking what the world needs. Ask what makes you come alive, and go 
do it because what the world really needs is people who have come alive. Make the most 
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of the life you have here. Every choice is yours, and this includes how you focus your 
energy or how you don't focus it. Making no choice at all is still a choice. Follow that 
which makes you feel good inside. You'll know. Your body will tell you if you are on 
track. Most will find some answers in their torso, specifically in their heart and chest 
regions or in their stomachs.  

Be who you are. Calm and clear, ask yourself each day if you are doing what you really 
want to do, continuing it only when your answer is a resounding, "Yes." You can go even 
further and ask if what you are doing contributes to your journey of finding your highest 
potential. Additionally, are you effectively giving back to the world via your talents? As 
long as the answer to those questions is yes, the outcome of whatever you are doing is not 
what matters. You are following your bliss, and that will undoubtedly make a difference 
in the world.  

If you feel strongly that you came here for a particular purpose, then you should cultivate 
energy to match this dream. Those who have no central purpose in their lives fall prey to 
petty worries because they don't have enough to focus on. One of the reasons you're 
reading this book is to stop the incessant worry that is incompatible with happiness. 
Having a legitimate purpose in your heart keeps your mind on what is really important.  

Purpose is about giving of yourself unconditionally and accepting what comes back with 
grace, even if it's not what you anticipated. Everyone has the same grand purpose. It is 
our individual journeys to the fulfillment of that purpose that will be different. When you 
find a way to blend your unique talent with service to others, you'll experience the 
ecstasy and exaltation of the Universal Spirit.	  	  
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Living in the Present Moment 
 
Your job isn’t to get somewhere else. It’s to be here. All the spiritual leaders have been 
trying to tell us one simple thing- just be. Forever is comprised of nows. Be conscious of 
each breath you take and mindful of each action. Actually be here, not on autopilot. Be 
careful not to view the present through the eyes of the past. Become intensely conscious 
of the present moment. 
 

 
“The past is history, the future is a mystery, and the moment is a 
gift. That is why this moment is called the present.” 
 
-- Bill Keane 
 

 
Humans are the only species that worries about the future, regrets the past, and blames 
others for the present. The brain has a unique capacity to recall and simulate experiences, 
but there's a price. This kind of stimulation rips you from the present moment. It also 
sends you on a wild goose chase to seek pleasures that do nothing to affect lasting 
happiness. It leaves you resisting pains that are exaggerated or not even real. 
 
When you live in the present, the imaginary obstacles naturally disappear. Imaginary 
obstacles account for over 90% of the obstacles we perceive. Most of things we worry 
about never happen. The best way to prepare for any moment in the future is to be fully 
conscious in the present. Start to notice every little detail. Accept things as they are in this 
moment, not as you wish them to be. When we are mindful and present, the results are 
understanding, acceptance, love, and the desire to relieve suffering and bring joy. It 
becomes easier to put out that positive energy that will come back to us.  
 
You have everything you need to enjoy your life here and now. Negative emotions like 
sorrow, fear, anger, regret, guilt, and envy thrive in the past and the future. Whenever 
your attention begins to drift off to other times and places, I want you to step back. 
Remember, the time is now, and the place is here. Stay in the present. Here's a breathing 
exercise you can practice to calm yourself and bring yourself to the present moment right 
now. It can be used to make you feel better in even the most stressful situations. Say the 
following, and focus on your actions: "Breathing in, I calm my body. Breathing out, I 
smile. Dwelling in the present moment, I know this is a wonderful moment."  
 
Happiness exists in the present moment, not at some point later down the road. You can 
do nothing to change the past, and the future will never come exactly as you hope or plan. 
The only power that your mind has over you is to draw you out of the present. Practice 
keeping control over your own mind. Your power is in the present moment. You can 
choose to live fully in the now, with purpose and passion.  
 
As soon as we say the word “present,” it’s already become the past. Change comes when 
you accept the reality that what has happened is over; it's in the past and nothing can ever 
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be done about it. Don't think about the past; just be here now. Don't think about the 
future; just be here now. The here and now is all there is. Everything else is an illusion. 
Later never exists. Nobody's going anywhere, and nobody's coming from anywhere. 
We're all just here. The past is dead and the future is imaginary. How can you seek 
happiness in the past or the future, when neither exists? The answer is that you can’t.  
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Love 
 
One of the greatest skills we can learn on this earth is how to love. In the English 
language, we throw the word "love" around quite a bit. I am not talking about loving the 
way you may love cream-filled donuts or the way you loved that girl in the short, red 
skirt at the bar last night. I'm not even talking about the way most of us love our friends. 
The skill we should aim to acquire is the ability to love unconditionally.  
 
True love, unconditional love, flows without strings. Loving unconditionally means that 
no matter what a person does, you will love him the same. Period. Society teaches us to 
love conditionally. We are told not to waste our love on people who don't treat us "right." 
When you put conditions on the love you give, such as, "I'll love you if you give me 
cookies," or, "I'll love you if you don't ever lie to me,” that is not love at all; that is fear. 
Love is something you give to someone else; it’s not something you do for yourself. It's 
not a selfish act. Real love is accepting other people just the way they are without trying 
to change them. It's not based upon people doing things a certain way or not doing certain 
things.  
 
We are born knowing how to love without expectation, but with the development of our 
egos comes the development of conditional love. The ego is afraid of loving because 
loving makes it feel extremely vulnerable. Loving someone gives the other person power 
to reject your love. Your ego wants to be the one with the power and control.  Forget the 
ego and forget about caring whether someone rejects your love. The people who reject 
love are probably the ones who need it most. Learn to overlook their egos and their 
imperfections. Keep loving them. Don’t worry if someone is "deserving" of your love or 
not. That's not for you to judge. We learn by seeing what’s lovable in others rather than 
what’s not lovable. Each time you send love in response to hate, you diffuse the hate. 
Really, the only beneficial response to hatred is love; anything else will bring you down.  
 
Love flows when we see ourselves present in everything and everyone else on this planet 
from the sunset to the homeless person on the corner. Everything is made of the same 
energy. Once you truly accept that, you have no reason not to love everyone 
unconditionally. Fill yourself with love for everyone. See yourself in everyone you meet, 
including those whom you may have been taught to reject. Love everything and everyone 
as you love your self. If you meet someone whose soul is not aligned with yours, don’t 
judge him. Simply send him love and move along. Here's a good prayer: "Universe, help 
me to keep the love and the peace in my heart and to make that love a new way of life 
that I may live and love the rest of my life." 
 
Real love is unconquerable and irresistible and it goes on gathering power and spreading 
itself, until eventually it transforms everyone who touches it. It's kind of like a small 
snowball that starts at the top of a hill and keeps rolling down and accumulating more 
snow. The snow attracts to it. But somebody has to be brave enough to love other people 
first. Be that brave person.  
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When you direct your thoughts towards love, harmony, and cooperation, you can 
transcend anything. We're here to experience separation and to overcome it with love. 
The human experience will throw everything that isn’t love at you. This is only a test. 
The love everything method is the most effective method that can be practiced while 
you’re going about your normal daily activities. Love everything you encounter exactly 
as it is. Love everything you experience exactly the way it is. Negative or positive, 
everything gets loved the same. The only thing that matters at the end of your stay on 
Earth is how well you loved. Love doesn't make the world go 'round, but it does make the 
ride worthwhile. Bodies wither and die. Money and possessions come and go. Love is 
present when all else has ceased. Love is the real truth. Love without condition.  
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Part Three: 
Moving Forward 
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Chapter 7: Existing in Society 
 
As you pursue your purpose, amazing things will happen and terrible things will happen. 
Deal with them in the same exact way. You can’t control what comes your way, but you 
can control how you respond to it. Never take life's curveballs or yourself too seriously. 
Learn to laugh at yourself. I’ve found that humor is one of the best coping tools available 
to us. Know that the society that has been created isn’t real. And like all things that aren’t 
real, it will eventually crumble. Until then, here are a few helpful tips to navigate it. 
 

 
"We have been programmed to consume foods that do not nourish, 
buy things we do not need, borrow money we will never have, 
marry though we do not know how to love and live without 
questioning the meaning of life. How can we embody our unlimited 
potential if we all follow nearly identical life paths? More 
importantly, how can we expect our planet to sustain us as we 
blindly follow paths to destruction?" 
 
-- Anita Mikac 
 

 
Judging Others & Others Judging You 
 
Father, Mother, Marine, Teacher, American, Man, and Woman are all labels. We put 
labels on people and fight wars over those very same made-up labels. If we truly want 
harmony, we need to get past labels. We have to stop separating each other as white or 
black, smart or dumb, rich or poor, educated or uneducated, white-collar or blue-collar, 
big house or small house, nice car or crappy car. Don't judge anything. Judging 
something means that you view the world as you are rather than how it is. 
 
When you judge, you're constantly evaluating, classifying, labeling, and analyzing. When 
you do this, you’re creating a lot of turbulence within yourself. You can’t worry about 
your neighbor’s path without your own path suffering. There is no possible way that we 
can understand everybody’s paths, so overanalyzing another's path leads to unnecessary 
worry. Don't waste your time judging the dreams of others or criticizing other people's 
decisions. For your path to be right, you don’t have to prove that someone else’s path is 
wrong. Everyone is on just the right path for them. 
 
You're going to run across people who just rub you the wrong way for some reason or 
another. These people are actually going to be your greatest teachers. They will teach you 
tolerance and acceptance. Either you will learn from them or you will suffer from the 
things about them that annoy you. Sometimes you'll find that what you don't like in other 
people are actually the things that you don't like about yourself. Others are merely 
mirrors of one's self. You cannot love or hate something about another person unless it 
reflects in you something you love or hate about yourself. Treat someone who annoys 
you as someone who is here to help you become aware of your addictions to certain 
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actions and get free of them. The people or actions we dislike the most are our greatest 
teachers because they are offering us the opportunity to take a closer look at one of the 
following: 

1. that which we hate in ourselves and have denied, repressed, and projected onto 
them; 

2. something we have repressed and that remains as a core belief or unhealed 
trauma; or 

3. whether we are getting distracted and need to get back on track with our 
missions. 

 
Here are a few helpful tips to put a stop to your judgments. You can imagine the person 
whom you are judging is right in front of you listening to what you are saying. I doubt 
you would call Nancy a doormat to her face or tell Jim-Bob that there is no right way to 
coordinate that much flannel plaid. If you wouldn't say the thought out loud directly to 
the person, it has no business existing in your mind. Another way to cut down on judging 
is to honestly ask yourself if you’re 110% sure that you wouldn’t have acted similarly in 
the same situation. We’d like to think we always know what we would do in a similar 
situation, but it’s extremely hard to mimic the exact circumstances of the situation to be 
able to tell for sure. Another great way to keep judgments in check is to perceive 
everyone, including your self, as an awakened being who is here to claim his or her 
birthright of higher consciousness, unconditional love, and oneness. Everyone is at 
different places on that journey. You have no idea if what they’re going through is 
exactly what they need in order to grow.  
 
When it comes to being compassionate and understanding others, genuinely imagine 
yourself in the same situation. To get a better understanding of someone else’s situation, 
imagine what that person is telling you, and then add more stress, fear, or worry. Most 
people never show their full hand. We all have secrets. Respect their suffering. You will 
probably never know what else the person is feeling in addition to what’s obvious. You 
may not know or understand what has led up to their current situation. It's easy to be 
compassionate when it's yourself that you envision in trouble.  
 
To live your life without expectation, without the need for specific results, is true 
freedom. When you have no expectations, the actions of others will no longer affect you. 
If you look at the people who irritate you in your daily life, whether it be that slow driver 
in front of you when you're running 10 minutes late, the	  rude	  kid	  who	  didn't	  say	  thank	  
you	  when	  you	  held	  the	  door,	  the	  guy	  who	  overcharged	  you,	  or	  your	  boss	  who	  needs	  
5	  additional	  reports	  by	  Monday,	  you	  will	  see	  that	  they	  only	  affect	  you	  because	  you	  
have	  a	  certain	  expectation	  of	  the	  way	  other	  people	  should	  act.	  You	  can	  call	  it	  civil	  
behavior,	  being	  a	  good	  person,	  manners,	  morals,	  or	  a	  host	  of	  other	  things.	  Clearly,	  
others	  don't	  agree	  with	  those	  expectations,	  and	  that’s	  why	  they	  don’t	  act	  the	  way	  
you	  feel	  they	  should.	   
 
The	  problem	  itself	  is	  the	  expectation.	  If	  you	  eliminate	  the	  expectation,	  there	  won’t	  
be	  a	  problem	  anymore.	  Until	  you	  let	  go	  of	  your	  expectations,	  recognize that you will 
continue to attract people into your life who do not meet your expectations. Those people 
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will not be doing things TO you but FOR you. They will be a continuing reminder to 
eliminate your expectations. 
	  
To be angry at someone means that you consider their actions to be important. How 
others treat you is their path and how you react is yours. Externally, you can’t control 
how other people treat you. What you can control are the things that are internal, such as 
how you feel and react. Let go of the notion that things should or shouldn't be a certain 
way. The moment you issue blame, you are fighting to keep things the way that they are. 
 
Make a conscious decision to look for the positives in others, and choose to see only that 
goodness. After all, they can’t be anything but good. The only thing that can exist that 
isn’t "good," is your perception of them being "bad." Decide that you're going to 
disregard stereotypes, and refuse to engage in conversations that dwell on judging 
anyone.  
 
Others will also try to hold you up to their expectations. Most people are very afraid of 
not fitting in or being criticized. Because of this, they do nothing, say nothing, and are 
nothing. No one can make you feel inferior without your consent. Stop trying to please 
everybody. Sometimes the key to success is up for debate, but the key to failure is trying 
to please everybody. You simply can’t do it. Don't worry about what others think. If you 
don’t encounter resistance from the people with whom you cross paths, you’re not living 
your own life. It means you’re merely adapting to your surroundings like a chameleon. 
 
In our daily lives, we tend to focus a lot on what other people think about us. The best 
way to handle people’s opinion of you is to not be concerned with it in the first place. 
What others think of you is none of your business. Everybody has an opinion. Sometimes 
it'll be good, sometimes it'll be bad, and it could be anywhere in between. Just because 
someone's opinion of you is negative doesn't mean that you're doing anything wrong. It 
could simply mean that you don't subscribe to their view of the world. It could be that 
your fresh worldview might appear to call their own values into question or force them to 
consider those values in a new light, which can cause them to feel uneasy. I was a part-
time police officer for five years. I was not a favorite of the administration because I 
didn’t like to follow rules that were merely made up by administration to show the 
officers “who was boss.” I was labeled a “radical” by some, simply for questioning 
certain procedures and standing up for that in which I believed. 
 
People are going to think all sorts of things about you, both good and bad. How you let it 
affect you is up to you. Don't be hurt by others and their addictions to how they think 
things should be. Nothing other people do is because of you; it's because of their own 
perspectives. What others say and do is a projection of their own reality and their own 
dreams. The same is true for you. Everyone's operating from his own point of view. It’s 
always best to ignore both good and bad opinions that others have of you. Yes, even the 
good opinions. This is because you don’t want to be trained by positive or negative 
reinforcement. Just follow your own path regardless of whether those people around you 
approve or not. 
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Go out into the world and be who you choose to be. Some people will like who you are 
and some won’t. That’s just the way it is. Remember, if you’re taking your own path, 
there aren’t many people who will be able to understand that concept. That alone is 
reason enough for some people to dislike you. Have compassion for yourself in your 
times of need. It will help reduce suffering. It's very important that you carefully choose 
whom you allow into your inner circle. Keep away from people who try to belittle your 
ambitions. These people are thinking small. There are many negative effects that happen 
in your life when you mix with small-minded people who have out of control thoughts 
and words. Forward thinking people make you feel that you, too, can become great.  
 
You can't be what everyone expects you to be, living your life through other people's 
rules, and be happy and successful at the same time. Think about it: if most people are 
unhappy and you are following the rules set forth by most people, you can’t expect to be 
happy. When you concern yourself with what anybody else thinks of you, what you're 
essentially saying is, "Your opinion of me is more important than my own opinion of 
myself." One of the best milestones you can get to on your journey is to operate from a 
level where you’re independent of the opinions of others.  
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Being Generous & Helping Others 
 
The most effective way to help other people is to become a happy, loving, conscious 
being. There are other people who are on their journeys just behind you. They will see 
your level of happiness and realize that true happiness can be found. You will inspire 
them. Focus on the people whom your actions can help, not on those who judge you. 
Some people may meet you with adversity. They might think that you're not really happy 
and you’re just being fake. Ignore them. They aren't ready to be happy yet. That’s their 
journey, and this is yours. You were judging others the same way before, but you’re in a 
different place now. You’re ready to find true and lasting happiness. 
 
Once we begin to accept the goodness of the Universe, we naturally want to share it, 
realizing that as we give out our energy, we make space for more to flow into us. Being 
generous is a big part of being truly happy and will actually help bring you what you 
want. Go the extra mile to acquire what you want to both attract and give away. Giving is 
the same as receiving. The more you give, the more you will receive.  
 
However, being generous simply for selfish reasons or to be able to get what you want is 
insincere and won’t work. You have to sincerely want to help people and expect nothing 
in return: no thank you, no pat on the back, no feeling like a better person. Help others 
because they are the same as you. They are you, and you are they. The pleasurable 
feelings that go along with helping others are bonuses. 
 
You can be generous in many ways: money, time, words, compassion, understanding, etc.  
Give before you’re asked. Think about how you can make the world a better place 
without worrying what’s in it for you. Even something as simple as cheering someone up 
is giving. Sometimes the simplest things can make someone's day a million times 
brighter. You don’t have to do something big like giving away a large sum of money that 
would attract attention to yourself. 
 
If you feel as though you’ve lost something when you give something away, the gift isn’t 
truly given and will not augment your life. When you give a dollar to someone who’s 
homeless, don't worry about the dollar anymore. It’s no longer yours to worry about. 
Don’t judge what the receiver does with your gift. It’s not your business. Whether the 
person appreciates the gift (or not), sells it, or keeps it shouldn’t matter to you. The 
intention behind giving should always be to create happiness for the giver and the 
receiver. 
 
Exercise: Anonymously perform a random act of kindness, expecting nothing in return, 
not even a thank you. Seriously, do not care who gets the credit. When you care who gets 
the credit, your ego is getting involved. Extend some kind of unexpected generosity to 
someone every single day for two weeks. See how you feel. See how your view of the 
world is changed. 
 
Give for the sake of giving, and keep it circulating as it flows back. The more you give 
away, the more you get back. Give peace to those nobody else want to give peace to. 
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Incidentally, look for those people and groups that society has seemingly forgotten about. 
That’s a great way to find the people who need help the most. Maybe, it's the homeless, 
or drug addicts, or even pedophiles. At first glance, some of those groups might bring 
about judgments and preconceived notions. Try to suspend all of that in the interest of 
helping someone. Find groups of people that have a negative stigma attached to them. 
Keep in mind that it doesn’t mean that the stigma is founded on any truth. Love everyone 
the same. 
 
Ask yourself the question, “How can I use my skills to help people?” For me, I ask that 
question, and I discover that it's helping people break down their belief systems and find 
true happiness. That’s one of the reasons I wrote this book.  
 
Whatever you want in life, help others get the same, and you will get more than you ever 
dreamed possible. Anything that is of value in life only multiplies when it is given. 
Today, right now, make a decision that any time you come into contact with anyone, you 
will give them something. It doesn't have to be something physical. It can be words of 
encouragement, a friendly smile, or a compliment. Give and receive freely, knowing that 
you'll never really lose anything. In fact, you'll always gain.  
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Making a Living & Starting a Business  
 

 
“How in the hell could a man enjoy being awakened at 6:30 a.m., 
by an alarm clock, leap out of bed, dress, force-feed, shit, piss, 
brush teeth and hair, and fight traffic to get to a place where 
essentially you made lots of money for somebody else and were 
asked to be grateful for the opportunity to do so?” 
 
-- Charles Bukowski 
 

 
A job is a trade off. As an employee, you provide value with your time, energy, and 
skills, and the employer provides you with money. You always want to make sure that 
it’s a fair exchange. Employees should not allow themselves to be taken advantage of by 
employers. This happens when employees, over time, have allowed employers to 
decrease wages, increase hours, expand duties, cut benefits, and weaken unions. The goal 
is to find an employer that appreciates you and is willing to pay you a fair wage.  
 
On the other side, employees should not take advantage of employers either. The Three 
'A's of having a successful career are ability, ambition, and attitude. As an employee, 
bring all three to the table each day. Too many employees do as little as possible and still 
expect to extract as much pay out of their employers as possible. This creates a constant 
sparring match where the employer wants to pay less and the employee wants to get 
more.  
 
I hired an assistant over a year ago. She was great for the first 5 months, and I paid her 
desirable wages. She started really slacking in the sixth month. I gave her a few warnings 
but there was no improvement, so she had to go. I’ve been trying to find a replacement 
for the past six months with no luck. I have posted the job on four different occasions, 
and I’m still looking for someone who is willing to complete basic tasks. I’m having a 
heck of a time finding someone. Applicants don’t follow the instructions on how to apply 
for the job, show up late for the interview, are unprofessional in their responses, among 
many other things. For instance, here’s a real, unedited response I received when I asked 
to meet with a potential candidate: 
 

Hey, I'm really excited about where this is going. ...In a 'new job' kind of way, not 
anything weird. 
 
That's about 10 minutes away from here, so it shouldn't be a problem getting 
there. Some time in the afternoon is fine by me, I can adjust my sleep schedule in 
the future for the job, but as evidenced by when this email was sent, I'm not 
planning on waking up at 9 AM tomorrow. How's 4:00? Any time later is fine by 
me. 
 
I don't want to seem too unprofessional, but I kind of don't have a clue in the 
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world what to wear. You don't seem like the kind of guy who expects me to show 
up in a full suit and tie, so unless you specifically want otherwise I'll dress pretty 
much how I would normally going out. Hope it's not a faux pas to ask your 
potential employer what to wear to your interview- this is my first time doing this 
sort of thing. 
 
Anyway, thanks a lot! Hope we can figure something out tomorrow. 

 
The world doesn’t owe you a living. In fact, the world doesn’t owe you anything. Pretty 
much any employee is dispensable. However, you can make it so that it would be very 
painful for your employer to eliminate you. That puts you in a good position to negotiate 
a better than average salary. To make yourself as indispensable as possible you can beef 
up your Three 'A's. Take pride in your work, consistently develop new skills (even if you 
have to do it outside of work), and spread happiness in your workplace (remember those 
random acts of kindness?). A job is not something guaranteed to you, so you need to do 
your part in the exchange.  
 
Another option is to start a business, which is highly desirable if you want to eventually 
have some extra flexibility. Find a need that is not being fulfilled in a niche in which you 
are interested. Build yourself a business around that. When starting a first business, I 
recommend following a road where others have paved the way. You could blaze a trail 
like Apple and create technology that people don't know that they need or want yet. 
However, that's a very expensive and risky route to take. Also, even if you create the 
world's greatest gadget, that doesn't mean the world is ready for it. I’m not discouraging 
you from being the next Apple, but I want you to understand the risks and know that you 
don't have to have some killer new invention to start working for yourself. My advice for 
beginning entrepreneurs is to find a product or service that people already know they 
want, start a business to provide that want, and get it running and profitable. Then you 
will have the money to jump into riskier ventures where you can pave the path.  
 
Manage your business wisely by working smart rather than just working hard, so that you 
can spend more time enjoying life. You shouldn’t be working inside your company 
putting out fires. You should be improving its efficiency instead. You should only focus 
on the tasks that are directly responsible for bringing in the money. Outsource everything 
else. 
 
Split all of your tasks into three categories: $10 per hour tasks, $100 per hour tasks, and 
$1,000 per hour tasks. Outsource and hire out every $10 and $100 per hour task. If your 
employees suck, nobody is happy, so fire them fast. Stop being so bleeding-hearted about 
it. When an employee is happy in his job, the job gets done. You are doing a favor to both 
yourself and an employee who isn't getting the job done by letting him go.  
 

 
“If I wake up 3 days in a row thinking about you and I’m not 
sleeping with you, you’re fired.” 
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-- Dan Kennedy 
 

 
Care enough about your customers to take an interest in their affairs to find out what they 
need, and then find a way to give it to them. In my own business, business owners happen 
to be my customers. I’ve helped hundreds of businesses owners double their business in 
months. I love that I can help my customers quickly increase their business because then 
they can worry less about money and focus on experiencing life. If you have an existing 
business that you want to ramp up, you are welcome to look me up. If you’re new to 
business, I’ve included references to business building experts, who can help you get 
your business off the ground, in the back of this book.  
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Dealing with Money 
 
Money comes to those who understand the simple laws that apply to it. In this section, I 
will give you some tips on how to balance the art of getting, keeping, and giving away 
money in no particular order. Here goes: 
 
Don’t spend more than you make. Sounds pretty simple right? If you have extra 
money, feel free to spend it on something that will bring you enjoyment. Better yet, spend 
it on something that will bring someone else enjoyment. 
 
Save. A part of everything you earn is yours to keep. Before you pay debts or bills, save 
10% of everything you earn, but don’t hoard. Excess at any level brings about its own 
problems. Saving will allow you to prepare for the days when you can’t or don’t want to 
work. It will also serve as protection for your family in case something happens to you. 
 
Invest. Invest the money you save wisely. Don’t invest in ventures that you aren’t 
directly familiar with. If you aren’t knowledgeable about investing, find someone who is. 
Don’t expect unreasonable returns for your money. If someone is promising unreasonable 
returns, run the other way. Always make sure that your principle balance is protected and 
can be withdrawn at any time.  
 
Stop being greedy. When you stop being greedy, then the criminals will disappear. Most 
scams are about getting the victim to feel like they're getting away with something, not 
the other way around. 98% of people you will encounter are honest; so don’t mistrust 
everyone because of a few scammers. 
 
Simplify your life. When you do this, you'll appreciate what you have more. Don’t make 
the goal of the game to acquire as much stuff as possible. All of that “stuff” brings 
unintended worry into your life.  
 
Slow and steady. Slow and steady income is better than an influx of cash. The quicker it 
comes, the quicker it can go. Those who inherit large sums of money have additional 
challenges. When a person comes into more money than he is used to having from his 
own efforts, it can be a curse. Better to be a bit cautious than to suffer a great loss. 
 
Own your roof. Aim to own the roof over your head. That way, if you lose your source 
of income or make a bad investment you still have a place to go to regroup. 
 
Don’t use credit. There’s no such thing as “good debt.” If you must use credit, only use 
it as a last resort, and use it to buy items that can make you money. Don’t use credit to 
purchase a depreciating item like a car. 
 
Pay Off Debt. If you have debt, put 20% of what you earn towards paying off your debts, 
starting with those that have the highest interest rates. 
 
Give. Those who give to others become rich.  
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Don’t Live For Money. Don't work ridiculous hours until you're ready to retire and then 
expect to enjoy your life. The key is to live your life to the fullest at every moment. I 
know it sounds cliché but live your life like it’s your last day on Earth. 
 
Be Wary of False Impersonators. Those who are wealthy are not usually those who act 
wealthy. Those who look wealthy are usually just in debt up to their ears. The ones who 
have real wealth usually tend to act broke. Perhaps that’s why they have money. 
 
Money is not a goal in and of itself. Creating money is just like creating anything else in 
your life. It involves not being attached to it and not giving it power over the way you 
live your life. Money comes and goes just like everything else in life. Let it flow to you, 
save some when money is plentiful, and give some away to those who have less.  
 
It's nice to be clothed and have food to eat, and in our society money provides that. 
However, it is important to realize that we can drastically minimize how much we rely on 
money. We’re spending all of this time learning to get a job to make money to buy things 
that don't make us happy. You can set up your life so that it doesn’t revolve around 
money, or at least dramatically limit the impact money has on your life. 
 
What creates the need for large amounts of money is the complex society we created.  
Cars, gas, electronics, fancy toys all create a need for more money. It’s still our choice to 
participate. Those choices are what create the need for a typical job. The choice is up to 
you. Do you want to be like everyone else or do you want to be free? 
 
Perhaps you have already incurred a lot of debt. Most people are slaves to debt whether it 
be credit card, mortgage, or student loan debt. There are options outside of the typical 
debt ridden lifestyle. We just tend to think the only available options are the ones that 
everyone else is doing, but most people are just slaves to debt. Imagine the choices that 
would open up if you had no debt, or minimal debt. Maybe your current position makes 
that a bit hard to imagine right now, because you currently have a lot of debt, but try to 
imagine it anyway. 
 
There’s always a way out of your present situation. It's your mind and society that create 
excuses and tell you that it can’t be done. You say thing like “I’ll never be able to get out 
of this debt! I’ll be paying forever!”  
 
If you have a lot of debt, bankruptcy might be a way out for you. In fact, the more debt 
you have, the more likely you are to have a successful bankruptcy. Chapter 7 is the most 
desirable form of Bankruptcy because it wipes out everything. Chapter 13 restructures the 
terms of your debt and may eliminate a portion of it as well. I was in more than $200,000 
of debt at one time. I came out from under all of it, and you can, too. 
 
Bankruptcy might be of great help to you if you make the decision from this day forward 
not to engage in the credit system. Then, for the most part, it doesn’t matter if your credit 
is damaged by bankruptcy. It might make renting a place to live more difficult, but not 
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impossible. In fact, every place that I’ve ever lived didn’t check my credit. I always look 
for places that don’t because I don’t like people looking into my personal business. You 
also might have to put up a deposit to have your gas or electric turned on, and your car 
insurance might be a bit higher, but the consequences are limited. 
 
If your debt is not so extreme, there are other ways to get some quick cash to help pay it 
off. We all have too much crap lying around that we don’t use. You could downsize and 
sell half of what you own and never even miss it. You can sell some of your stuff on 
eBay, post it on Craigslist, have a garage sale, or bring higher end things to a 
consignment shop. You have options. 
 
If you follow my financial advice, you will experience one of the most freeing feelings 
you will ever encounter. Just imagine the feeling of not having to worry about a place to 
live or about being in debt. There are other options available to you. 
 

 
“I hope everybody could get rich and famous and will have 
everything they ever dreamed of, so they will know that is not the 
answer.” 
 
-- Jim Carrey 
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Living Simply 
 

 
“The things that you own, end up owning you.” 
 
-- Tyler Durden, played by Brad Pitt 
    Fight Club (1999) 
 

 
When you have things like fancy televisions, cars, electronics, etc., you open yourself up 
to many scenarios that can and will cause you problems. The biggest problem is that 
you’ve now “upped” the lifestyle with which you feel you need to keep up. When you 
become accustomed to living a certain lifestyle, it becomes very stressful when external 
circumstances (e.g. an economic recession, a change in income, a new child on the way, 
or a failing business) threaten that lifestyle. 
 
Another problem is that things break. When you begin to depend on those things and one 
thing breaks, your whole world seems to fall apart. If you’re one of those people who are 
attached to your cell phone, you know what I’m talking about here. For you, breaking or 
losing a new smart phone may be equated to losing a limb. You get upset and downright 
annoyed. Your whole day seems to be affected in a negative way because you don’t have 
this little device. This might even stretch to days until you get a new phone. 
 
A while back, I had bought a Sennheiser computer headset for a project I was working on 
with a partner. We were in different cities and had to record various parts of a video that 
were going to be spliced together. This meant that the audio had to be consistent, so I 
decided to match the equipment he was using on his end. It cost me $150. Well, I was in 
LaGuardia Airport in New York City, and I lost it. Poof. Goodbye. I was quite mad for a 
few hours about losing the headset because it was expensive, and I needed it for the trip. 
If I had just bought a cheap headset, it wouldn’t have fazed me much, and I could’ve just 
bought another one.  
 
Things will get lost and broken. The more things you have, the more space in your mind 
is taken by keeping stock of those things. You have to worry about each of them to some 
degree. If you buy a nice car, you have to worry about people smashing their car doors 
into yours in the parking lot or keying it. The possession of excess will cause you 
unnecessary suffering. The answer is to live simply.  
 
When I was 22, I was living in Chicago. At that time, I was dabbling in some real estate 
investing. I had a few deals under my belt, but Chicago wasn’t the ideal market for the 
type of investing I was doing. I did some research and discovered that Charlotte, NC was 
the place to be. I decided to pack up my 2-door, 1991 Chevy Cavalier and head down 
there. I rented the downstairs of a townhouse for $425. It was basically a big room and a 
bathroom, with a washer and dryer right outside my door. I had my own entrance and 
access to the common areas of the house as well. It suited my needs perfectly. 
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The thing that I will always remember is that my small car wasn’t packed to the gills with 
a bunch of stuff. I could still see out of all of the windows. Most of the things I did bring 
were business related: my computer, 2 monitors, printer, and a box of files. I brought a 
suitcase with clothes, a few pairs of shoes, a blanket, an air mattress, and a few other 
odds and ends. This experience helped me realize that I don’t need a lot of things. 
 
In fact, since then, I have only rented furnished places. This allows me to keep the items 
that I actually own and need to lug around to a minimum. It takes me a few hours to 
move into a new place and a few hours to move out when I’m ready to leave. It’s a great, 
freeing feeling. I won’t sign a lease longer than six months, and month-to-month rentals 
are ideal. 
 
If you have a car with a payment, you could sell it and get a more economical car. People 
are always surprised to learn that I usually drive a car that’s fifteen to twenty years old. I 
can afford a nice car, but cars aren’t an investment. They depreciate (very quickly). All I 
need is a car to get me from point A to point B. At the time of this writing, I drive a 1995 
Toyota Corolla for which I paid $1,500. I don't have to worry about where I park it. I 
don't have to park it half way across an empty parking lot because I'm worried about 
somebody doing something to it. Since purchasing it, nearly 3 years ago, I’ve put 45,000 
miles on it and spent only about $1,000 in non-routine repairs. If I can do it, so can you. 
 
Personally, I know I could still do better in this area. Do I need the latest iPhone? No. Do 
I usually get it? Yes. Do I suffer unnecessarily because of it? You bet. I remember when I 
first got the iPhone 3. A day or two later I was trying on clothes in the dressing room of a 
department store. Someone texted me while I was in the dressing room, so I took the 
phone out of my pocket to check the message then set the phone down on the bench. You 
guessed it; I left it there. I realized about 5 minutes later what I had done, only to return 
and find my phone gone. After talking to my phone carrier, I found out that the 
replacement cost of the phone would be $699. This whole situation put me on edge for 
days. For what? It all seems quite ridiculous now.  
 
The more stuff that you have, the more it owns and controls you. It brings worry into 
your life that you don’t need. We waste so much of life constantly thinking about 
acquiring more stuff. The more simply you live, the more time and energy you have to do 
other things. Sometimes that might just mean relaxing and rejuvenating. There’s a reason 
why we always feel so exhausted. It's because we work and think too much. For most 
people, their brains never stop. Living simply will help you in every way. You don't have 
to worry about having excess money to be able to keep up with the Joneses. Break the 
cycle, and stop adding suffering to your life by trying to impress others. 
 
As unrealistic as it may sound to you, you don't need to live in a big house in the city 
where housing, food, utilities, and fuel are all very expensive. When you live in a big 
city, it usually makes it difficult to be self-sufficient, and you’re heavily reliant upon a lot 
of infrastructure. 
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Admittedly, totally abandoning currency is not practical if you want to remain in today's 
society. However, you can minimize your dependency on money. If you just stick with 
the basics, your other expenses become minimal. You can comfortably live on $5,000 - 
$10,000 a year. To acquire that money, if you’re handy, you could do odd jobs at people's 
houses or fix cars. If you’re good with electronics, you can fix computers or set up home 
theater systems in people’s houses. You could easily, over the course of a year, acquire a 
few thousand dollars by doing odd jobs. 
 
When you have a mortgage or other large debts, you limit your available choices. If you 
have a house with a big mortgage, it makes it much harder to make a decision to live 
abroad for a few months or to just pickup and move somewhere else. One of my goals is 
to buy a 50- to 100-acre piece of land for cash so that I’m not indebted for 30 or 40 years 
to a mortgage. The property taxes would be a few hundred dollars per year on a rural 
piece of land like that, instead of the thousands one would pay in property taxes living in 
a big city. 
 
You can get inexpensive land, in nice parts of the country for $1,000 to $2,000 an acre. If 
you're willing to live in places like the dessert of Nevada, you can get land for around 
$100 per acre. eBay is a great place to pickup land for cheap. Just go to www.eBay.com 
and click on the “Real Estate” category. www.Craigslist.org is another great place. 
 
Land in nice areas of Tennessee, where I’m looking, runs about $1,500 an acre. You 
don’t need as many acres as I’m looking for. You just need enough to live on. You can 
build your own cabin on the land for less than $2,000 like Lamar did from http://brian-
bagnall.com/links/homesteading/. He sells an eBook for $7 called Simple Solar 
Homesteading, and it’s the best $7 you’ll ever spend.  
 
You could also spend a few thousand dollars on a used trailer from someone that is 
desperate to get rid of one. For a few thousand more, you can get a used doublewide that 
looks like a normal house. Sometimes trailer parks will actually give you a trailer for free 
because a previous tenant got evicted and left it behind. All they ask is that you pay to 
have it removed as soon as possible because it’s costing them lot rent money. I'm not 
making these numbers up. I've actually heavily investigated all of this. 
 
You can very easily have a home that’s completely paid off and not be a slave to a 
mortgage. You can even take it a step further and go off-the-grid and put up solar panels, 
get a wood-burning stove for heat, and never have to pay another utility bill. You can 
drill your own well on the land and have clean, free water for life. 
 
So for around $5,000 you can completely eliminate your rent or mortgage payment, 
which will dramatically reduce your living expenses. For most people, their rent or 
mortgage payments represent a third or more of their total incomes. Getting rid of those 
payments opens up a world of choices to you. You'll have a lot more freedom to do the 
things you want to do.  
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When you’re reading these suggestions, your mind might be judging them as “crazy.” 
Keep in mind that all ideas that are currently mainstream were, at a time, considered 
crazy when they weren’t as popular. Crazy is usually determined to be anything outside 
of the norm. There are actually a large number of people who live this kind of lifestyle. 
Unfortunately, people who live a self-sustaining lifestyle (and a lifestyle outside of the 
shackles of the economy) aren’t the types of people that our society encourages us to be 
like just yet. 
 
If you limit the amount of money that you really need to spend, you reduce the amount 
that you need to rely on money. It also limits the amount you need to rely on a job, which 
opens up many new choices to you. Your expenses can become so low that you can have 
a part-time job instead of a full-time job. You can work jobs that only require you to do 
menial tasks, which reduces your stress level and responsibility. 
 
Our society puts a lot of value on having a job that is prestigious. How happy are doctors, 
lawyers, and corporate executives though? They're usually working fourteen-hour days, 
doing things that they don’t want to be doing, all so they can keep up with the Joneses. 
They typically resent their jobs and never see their families.  
 
If you limit the amount you rely on money, you can do more of the things you want to do 
and less of the things you feel like you have to do. You’ll have the time and energy to 
figure out your purpose and what you’re supposed to be doing here instead of coming 
home exhausted after a fourteen-hour workday. Emancipating yourself from debt and 
money is just one of the many principles that can bring much more happiness into your 
life. 
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Maintaining Your Body 
 
You have received a body; you may like it or not, but it will be yours for your entire time 
on this planet. Whatever your body looks like now, love it. It's yours. Look in the mirror 
and allow yourself to be in total awe of how magnificent the human body is. This is your 
vehicle. It will help you get to where you need to be in order to fulfill your purpose. Eat 
well, be active, and make it a point to be aware of your own needs.  
 
The number one thing we can do for our bodies is to change the way we look at food. 
Food is fuel. Would you fill your car's tank with grape juice? Give your body the fuel it is 
designed to run on when it needs it. Our bodies need certain nutrients to function at peak 
performance, and they will even let us know when it is time for a fill-up by signaling 
hunger. Why society trains us to feel the need to eat at certain times (i.e. breakfast, lunch, 
and dinner) is beyond me. Eat when you are hungry, and give your body what it is trying 
to tell you it needs. (Hint: It is probably not found in that hunk of chocolate cake.)  
 
Unfortunately, a lot of the food that's available to us isn’t very good for keeping our 
bodies in optimal working condition. Most foods in the typical American diet are 
processed, filled with chemicals, and have minimal nutritional value. Don’t assume that a 
food is safe or nutritious just because a government agency has approved it for 
distribution. Many of the chemicals that are used in our foods haven’t even been around 
for the average lifespan of a human, so we don’t really know that these chemicals are safe 
for long-term ingestion. Additionally, certain foods that are currently sold in the U.S. are 
actually banned in other countries (e.g. certain food dyes and emulsifying agents). The 
FDA isn't an independent agency; it is a government administration. The power that the 
large food companies have over the very administration that regulates them can’t be 
overlooked. In 2012, the food industry spent over $40 million in lobbying efforts.  
 
With all the talk about chemicals and genetically modified organisms (GMOs), how do 
we know what is really safe to eat? We have to try our best to find foods that remain the 
closest to the way they would be found in nature. If it comes in a box or a can, it probably 
isn’t real food. When you go to the grocery store, avoid the middle aisles. These include 
the aisles that contain snack foods, sugary drinks, juices that aren’t refrigerated, canned 
foods, cereal, pasta, rice, etc. Instead, go around the edges of the store to the produce and 
refrigerated foods sections. There’s a debate on whether we should be consuming meat 
and dairy. I’m not going to delve into that here. It's best to do your own research and 
make your own, informed decision on that topic. Based on my own research, I believe 
that everything that is natural food can be consumed in moderation, and the resulting diet 
will still be much better than today's typical American diet. Some frozen foods are 
acceptable depending on whether they use chemicals to preserve them. Read labels. If 
there are ingredients that look like your cat ran across a keyboard, stay away.  
 
The most nutritional foods will be those that are in their natural, unprocessed states. Even 
just cooking our produce depletes some of the nutritional values. A good way to keep 
your body nourished is to eat raw foods. You know, the foods that come directly from 
plants. Most Americans aren't accustomed to thinking about these foods first for their 
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meals. Train yourself to think of meals as your next fill-up. Pay attention to how your 
body feels after each meal, and learn what foods make your body feel the best. Another 
way to get most of the nutrients from your raw fruits and vegetables is to juice them. You 
can pack quite a bit of fuel into one glass. There are tons of pretty delicious recipes out 
there that beat the heck out of V8.  
 

As part of the bonus that came with this book, I have included recipes for some 
of the best juices I have tried so far. Get your Free Happiness Toolkit with 
over $85.00 worth of free worksheets, interviews, and videos to help you on 
your happiness journey. You’ll also get free updates to the book. Just head 
over to www.HappinessBookBonus.com, and grab it now. 

 
Whatever you decide to eat, it’s always best to know where your food is coming from. 
When possible, get your fruits and vegetables from the source or at a farmer's market. 
Ask the grower if any chemicals were used in the harvest and whether they use GMOs. If 
you shop at the chain grocery stores, you have no idea if they use chemicals on their 
fruits and vegetables or hormones in their meats and milk. Deal directly with farmers or 
have as few middlemen as possible. 
 
You could grow your own food in a backyard garden. Growing your own food will allow 
you to eat much healthier, non-GMO foods. They will also be chemical and pesticide 
free. Make sure you get non-GMO heirloom non-hybrid seeds. You can also save your 
seeds and replant them again next year. Don’t buy the junk you find in stores. Baker 
Creek Heirloom Seed Co. is the place for high quality seeds. You can find them at 
http://brian-‐bagnall.com/links/seeds/	  
 
When the body is operating in optimal condition, it’s very difficult for any disease to 
form. The body is designed to defend and heal itself. However, we cannot just separate 
our physical health from our emotional, mental, and spiritual states of being. They're all 
interconnected. A state of disease in the body is almost always a reflection of conflict, 
tension, anxiety, or disharmony in one or more of our states of being. Neglected non-
physical health can take a big toll on physical health. 
 
What I'm talking about here is the phenomenon of psychosomatic symptoms. Stress, 
suppressed emotions, and negative outlook can manifest in the physical form of pain or a 
weakened immune system. Often, the message of illness is to be quieter and spend some 
time just being in contact with your inner self. Get as quiet as you can, listen to your 
inner voice, and ask what the message is or what it is that you need to understand in this 
situation. Begin to picture yourself and affirm to yourself that you are in good health. See 
your problem as completely healed and cured. Again, there is great power in what you 
believe to be true.  
 
If the mind's belief system, on a conscious or unconscious level, says that it is appropriate 
or inevitable to get sick in a certain situation, it will signal the body accordingly. The 
body will obligingly manifest symptoms of illness. It will, in fact, become ill. If Frederick 
knows his family medical history includes heart disease, and he starts worrying about the 
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disease, he is more likely to develop it. When you worry like Frederick, you increase the 
likelihood of getting that illness simply because you are putting it within the scope of 
possibilities by thinking about it. 
 
Assess your health on all levels before you jump to pharmaceuticals. If stress and 
negative emotions can make us ill, why can't laughter, love, and positivity help us heal? 
Be the cure. Don't look outside of yourself for it. As always, everything you need is right 
inside of you.  
 
We're wrapping up this section, and maybe you thought I wasn't going to say that nasty 
word, but here it is: Exercise. Wow, that word can trigger some animosity. It is a shame 
that we look at being active as work. What if we decided to look at being active the same 
way we did as kids? Exercising our bodies should be play. My personal favorite form of 
play is racquetball. Give exercise a new meaning. Think of it as a more adult word for 
going out and living it up. Pursue something you enjoy. You'll not only keep your body 
in good working order, you'll be on the path to fulfilling your purpose as well. Go take 
your body for a spin, and experience all the wonderful things it can do.  
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Romantic Relationships & Marriage 
 
You compliment each other and your lives are enhanced by each other's presence. You 
want this person in your life because you just seem to go together. Then society's 
expectations, demands, and skewed ideas of love get involved and things just seem to get 
messy. That's because, for all of the advice society is dishing out, it forgets and often 
contradicts the true foundation of a relationship. For any romantic relationship to last, a 
person has to be ready to love. 
 
Society basically tells us from the time we are children that to be happy, a person must 
find a partner for a romantic relationship with the end goal of marriage. A lot more 
pressure is put on women in this area, but men get their fair share as well. My girlfriend 
is a nanny to a smart and enthusiastic little girl, who has, on several occasions, asked 
when Tiffany and I are going to get married. She’s eight years old. She doesn’t even 
really understand what a relationship or marriage is, yet she believes that marriage is the 
end goal. I’ve heard children as young as five years old talking about what their wedding 
is going to be like when they grow up.  
 
Not only does society set the goals of romance and marriage for us, it gives us an 
acceptable timetable for these events, too. You should be engaged by 25, and certainly 
married by 30. Society insinuates that there might be something wrong with you if you’re 
not able to court a mate by that time. Granted the acceptable age for marriage has been 
trending upward, but what we are missing is that we are emphasizing the wrong thing. 
Just because we are older, doesn't mean we are wiser or will have more success in a 
relationship. To have a successful relationship, we have to put emphasis on the need to 
learn how to truly love another person.  
 
As a society, we have built up the individual. We have an emerging hook-up culture of 
teens and young adults who have become desensitized to feelings of intimacy with 
another human being. Society has not made learning how to love a priority. In fact, how 
many of us have heard someone say, "You deserve to be loved," as a piece of relationship 
advice? If you don't know how to truly love, how can you ever expect to receive true 
love? Would you even recognize it if it came along? If you want to experience a loving, 
successful relationship, take it upon yourself to learn how to love. Falling in love is easy; 
waking up every morning and choosing to stay in love is a little more in-depth. Don't 
expect your partner to make you fall in love every day. Choose to love before the day 
even starts, and then find a way to express that love to your partner in a way that will be 
understood. I recommend that everyone, in a relationship or not, read The 5 Love 
Languages by Gary Chapman. 
 
There is a clear lack of lasting love these days. More than 50% of people who get 
married, get divorced. That doesn’t mean that the other 50% of people that stay married 
are happy. At least half of the people that do stay married are miserable and stay together 
for other reasons. The most common reasons people stay together are for their children or 
for financial reasons. Others stay together due to their own insecurities that they wouldn’t 
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be able to find someone else. If you don’t think long and hard before getting married, 
you’d have better odds going to Vegas and putting everything you own on red or black. 
 
Let's think about some common reasons that people go ahead and tie the knot. Don't let 
yourself get away with getting married because that’s the logical next step, it’s what 
everyone else is doing, your family is pressuring you, you feel you are running out of 
time, or you just want a wedding. If any of those are your answers, marriage probably 
isn’t right for you. Although few will admit it, these reasons are the most common 
reasons for getting married. You really have to ask yourself these serious questions 
before you take the leap. You want to make sure that if you’re going to get married, that 
your decision is grounded in some sort of truth. Most of the reasons that people get 
married are purely selfish. If two people are getting married for selfish reasons (which 
happens a lot), it's a recipe for disaster.  
 
Marriage is definitely something that society pushes you towards, but you want to make 
sure you ask yourself, “Do I really want this?” If your answer is yes, then ask yourself, 
“Why do I want this?” Keep asking yourself “Why?” You want to trace down the reasons 
behind why you want it. Is it because you want to feel loved? Ask yourself what you 
mean by love. Does that mean that you want to control somebody? Or that you want to 
force somebody else to love you no matter what? Is it because you don’t want to be 
single and feel like a loser? Is it because your family is pressuring you? Maybe you want 
a regular sex partner? Maybe you’re lonely? 
 
Instead of looking to marriage to fix things you don’t like in your life, the answer might 
be to work on yourself first. If you’re searching for someone so that you won’t be lonely, 
maybe you should work on your attachment to being around other people. If you’re 
seeking someone to love you forever, maybe you need to look at why you feel you need 
that love in the first place.  
 
For one reason or another, people seem to believe their lives will change in some sort of 
magical way on their wedding days. When you build up something that much, have super 
high expectations, and expect things to be a certain way, you’re setting yourself up to be 
disappointed. Rarely do things work out exactly as we want them to. Not often do we 
have knowledge of the full picture of what's going to be “good” or “bad” for us in the 
long run. For a vast majority of people, marriage turns out to be quite different from what 
they expected. For many, it turns out to be a huge disappointment. As a result, they 
usually blame their spouses. People almost never look back at the unrealistic expectations 
that they had in the first place. Unfortunately, vows don’t really mean that much 
anymore. The focus is on the events leading up to the wedding and the experience of the 
wedding itself. Being monogamous or working things out when things get tough isn’t the 
focus.  
 
Women marry men hoping they will change. Men marry women hoping they will not.  
Both are inevitably disappointed. Behind the actions of your partner or spouse is a way of 
thinking. Aligning yourself with that way of thinking will help you understand your 
partner. Your actions are a result of a certain perception, way of thinking, and belief 
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system. Your partner does things a certain way because of a different belief system and 
way of doing things. This isn’t to say that one person is right and the other is wrong. 
Recognizing that everybody has different thought processes and that nobody is right or 
wrong will go a long way in maintaining healthy relationships.  
 
When you are in a disagreement, you can only disagree effectively when you love the 
person whose ideas you are fighting against as much as you love yourself. It comes back 
to the age-old saying: Treat others as you would have others treat you. When you’re in a 
disagreement, do your best to disagree with that person in a manner you would expect 
someone to respectfully disagree with you.  
 
Make requests, not demands of your partner. Say something friendly like, "Hey honey, do 
you think you might be able to help me cook dinner tonight?" instead of, "You never 
cook dinner; you should really take a turn," in a negative tone. Body language, tone, and 
word selection can make a big difference in how your spouse receives the requests. This 
also plays a big part in whether the request will be honored or not. When we receive 
affirming words, we are far more likely to be motivated to reciprocate and do something 
our partner desires. Usually, our egos get us stuck in the mentality of, “I want him to do it 
first.” Well, why don't you do it first, and see what happens? 
 
People tend to criticize their partners most often in the area where they themselves have 
the deepest emotional need. This criticism is an ineffective way of asking for love from 
someone. Say positive things about your spouse, even when, no, especially when, he or 
she isn’t present. Express verbal appreciation for the things you like about the other 
person, and, for the moment, suspend your complaints about the things that you don’t 
like. Receiving appreciation is one of the most powerful motivators.  
 
Exercise: Try writing out the nice things you think about your partner. Written words are 
becoming a dying art, but they have the benefit of being read over, and over. It's one 
thing to speak words or give a card on a special occasion, but there's nothing like hand-
writing a letter to your partner. Write a love letter for no other reason than to say that you 
love and appreciate your partner. It trumps buying an extravagant gift any day. Now, go 
give your honeybunch that letter.  
 
Never join into relationships with others unless the intentions of the wants are clear, 
agreed upon, and can be fulfilled. This is something that people rarely do in friendships 
or relationships. When entering into a relationship, it’s very common for the involved 
parties to have completely different ideas of what they want out of a relationship and 
what they’re willing to give. Be sure to talk about what's important to you and find out 
the same from the other person involved. 
 
Let’s take marriage, for example. Everyone has a different idea of how married life will 
be and what it means to have a marriage. Some people believe that it’s okay to end a 
marriage for certain reasons. Some believe that you should never call it quits. For some, 
cheating is a deal-breaker. For others, an open relationship is the answer if things get 
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unbearable. It’s a good idea to talk about possible scenarios beforehand to determine if 
marriage would be a good fit. 
 
Marriage is not the license you get from the courthouse. A piece of paper and legal 
recognition of your status have nothing to do with it. Marriage is not a wedding with a 
guest list of your nearest and dearest either. A wedding is simply a celebration and 
declaration of something that already exists. Marriage is the choice to join your path with 
that of another soul and to love that soul unconditionally. Marriage of two people should 
take place before a wedding ever happens.  
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Procreation 
 
As of the writing of this book, I am 32 years old. When I was younger, just like most 
kids, I thought I would have children when I grew up. However, in my early twenties, 
when I actually started to think about the idea, I really didn’t understand the point of 
having kids myself. It seemed like it was something that would put an end to anything 
that was ever fun in my life. It would hinder my pursuit of those things I was most 
passionate about. I like to travel and live in different places. I like to be free and have all 
choices available to me. Some people tell me that your life begins when you have 
children, but I just don't see how having children would fit into my journey. 
 
Since my twenties, I knew that there were a lot of big things I wanted to do. I do think I 
could be a great dad. However, when you have children, you’re devoting a ton of your 
time and energy to one or a few children. Instead, I see myself putting energy into 
helping a lot of people. In my early twenties I didn’t exactly know how I was going to go 
about helping a lot of people, but the picture has become a good deal clearer since then. 
And here I am writing this book. Having a child would make all of those things that I am 
most passionate about hard or impossible and would limit my choices and experiences.  
 
Most people, it seems, are willing to make that sacrifice. Our society says that making 
sacrifices is a noble thing to do for others, but it doesn’t necessarily make it the right 
decision for your journey. So many people out there say, "Oh, I would have done this, but 
then I had little Trevor." When you have children, you have to push aside all of your 
wants and needs to raise them and focus on their needs. This is noble, of course, and I’m 
not here to convince anyone not to have a child. There are many positives to having kids. 
There is A LOT that we can learn from children and from the experience of parenthood. 
However, if you plan to have a child, you should make sure that having that child is 
compatible with your purpose. Every single thing you take on in life should be done with 
passion, including becoming a parent. 
 
Make sure that having a child fits in with your purpose. If you don't know what your 
purpose is yet, hold off on having a child until you figure it out. What’s the rush? Maybe 
you'll figure out that your purpose is to have a child. Maybe you’ll find out that you have 
a purpose that hasn’t made itself available to you yet. Sometimes people seem like 
they’re involved in this invisible race to see who can have children the fastest. In that 
race, there are no winners. You might discover that you’re just doing it because that’s 
what family or society tells you that you’re “supposed” to do. That reason has nothing to 
do with enhancing your journey. If, after figuring out your purpose and the real reasons 
why you want to have a child, you decide to, that’s great. Go forward with passion. All 
I'm asking you to do is really think it out, both for yourself and for the hypothetical child.  
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Leadership & Power Over Others 
 
Either mentally or physically, others are going to try to gain power over you, and you 
may be tempted to gain power over others. Don't involve yourself in power struggles. In 
the long run, nobody ever wins. Nobody should have power over you and you shouldn’t 
have power over anyone else. Neither command nor obey. Sometimes people will give 
you power over them without solicitation. The greater power you have over someone, the 
greater your duty to use that power in a positive way. The forceful control of the actions 
of another will disturb the spirit of both parties. If you try to make another person less 
than you, so you can exist, the reality is that you make yourself less. Ego-based power 
only lasts as long as the object of reference is there. 
 
At different points in your life you may find yourself in a position of leadership. Being in 
a leadership role gives you immense influence over people. For most people, it’s an ego 
boost. However, it can also be a very dangerous position to be in because people look up 
to you. This requires you to be responsible with that power and not use it in a negative 
way. 
 
Being a leader can be a capstone on your journey when you have something worth 
sharing. You can have your beliefs and educate others on your beliefs, but don’t make it 
seem like your truth is the only way. It isn’t. Beliefs are self-serving. Don't force others to 
be a part of your reality. Don't make them feel guilty because they don’t believe in your 
reality. Also, make sure not to conjure up consequences if they choose not to be part of 
your reality. That's not what a leader does. If your ideas are worthy enough, they will 
stand on their own and others will believe in you. If your ideas and what you stand for 
can't stand on their own, then maybe it's time to reevaluate your ideas, instead of forcing 
others into your reality. A leader says, “This is what I stand for,” and he acts on it. If 
others want to follow, they are welcome to do so. If others don't want to follow, they 
don't have to and there are no made-up consequences for not doing so.  
 
Even though there are hierarchical structures in almost every part of our society 
(government, religion, etc.), no human being is more important than any other human 
being. The Pope isn't any more special than you are. Remember not to ever put anybody 
else on a pedestal. Respect everybody on an equal level, but don't idolize anybody. When 
someone or a group of people is trying to control you, they need you to believe that they 
are more important than you so that you will follow their instructions. 
 
The bottom line: Don't force anybody to do anything, and don’t allow yourself to be 
forced into doing anything. Think about everything you’re doing, and allow others to do 
the same. There are very few true leaders in this world. If you feel you have something to 
share that can benefit others, become a person who initiates. Others will follow. Don’t 
manipulate, control, or force people into following you or your ideas. Persuade with 
words, not weapons. If your ideas are noble enough, people will follow them voluntarily. 
 
When you're successful, society says, "Don't brag about it.” Most of us take this to mean 
that we should keep our talents to ourselves. We become afraid that if we show the world 
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how amazing we are, we'll risk being labeled as arrogant or pompous. This is yet another 
situation in which it’s advantageous to ignore the advice of society. There is certainly 
something to be said for modesty, but your playing small doesn't serve the world. Use 
your talents to lift up others, and acknowledge what you are capable of humbly. There's 
nothing enlightened about shrinking so that people won't feel insecure around you. 
 

 
“Don't hide your light. Let it shine for all. Let your good deeds 
glow for all to see."  
 
-- Matthew 5:15-16 
 

 
We are meant to shine. When we shine, we unconsciously give other people permission 
to do the same. There are many people who desperately need that permission. As we're 
liberated from our own fear, our presence helps to liberate others. 
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How to Treat Others & Dealing with Difficult People 
 
Connect with your fellow human beings in a way that is genuine. You can make more 
friends in two months by becoming genuinely interested in other people and what they’re 
doing than you can in two years by trying to get people interested in you and what you’re 
doing. Asking for someone's advice, wisdom, or experience is always a great way to 
connect. Body language can say a lot when you are talking to another person. Give that 
person your full attention (i.e. put down the cell phone). Maybe, you could be so 
generous as to even throw in some eye contact. And smile! A smile says that you are 
open to connecting with people.  
 
Cherish the friendships you make. Everyone is "busy" these days. Make sure you are 
busy doing things that enhance life. Never be too busy for the people you care about. 
They are a priority. Let them know so by issuing some quality time. We make time for 
what is most important in our lives.  
 
Sometimes those who are close to you will come to you to vent their frustrations. They 
might say things like, "Carrie stabbed me in the back," "I hate my life," "I have no 
money," "I hate my wife," or a host of other things. It’s perfectly fine to listen to these 
people and temporarily console them. If you have good advice from personal experience, 
you may even want to offer that up. However, don't take the weight of your friends' 
perceived problems onto your shoulders. You can be compassionate with others, but don't 
take on their problems as your own. You don't own all the problems in the world. Help 
the people you can, but have reasonable limits. When your friends are down, the greatest 
thing you can do for them is to remain happy and loving. Instead of joining them in 
misery, work on bringing them back up to happiness. Otherwise, you’ll just add another 
unhappy person to the mix, and that doesn't benefit anyone.  
 
No matter what anybody does to you, always treat others with respect. I know that 
sometimes it’s easier said than done given our society's harsh reaction to people who 
don't act according to the standards that society has set. However, if you've gotten 
nothing else out of this book thus far, surely you've realized that people don't have to act 
according to the standards created by others. 
 
Believing that everyone should follow your set of beliefs or a belief shared by a group of 
people you belong to is the cause of every conflict between humans. We are all much 
more alike than different on this planet, and the second we realize it is the instant that 
loving each other becomes a bit easier. If someone in your life is acting in a way that you 
find inappropriate, you generally have two choices to keep the peace in your life: 

1. Take it as an opportunity to learn that, even if your view is that of the majority, 
not everyone views things the way you do. Look at the situation as a lesson in 
dropping your addiction to people doing things the way you feel they should be 
done. 

2. End the friendship or relationship in a friendly way, and sincerely wish the person 
well on his journey. 
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In most situations, I personally go with option 1, but there are certainly situations in 
which option 2 is the only effective option for bringing back peace. For example, in cases 
of ongoing physical abuse, sometimes the second option becomes the only option. You 
do want to make sure that you’re not pushing people away for small reasons though. 
Small reasons are reasons that have to do with your ego being hurt. When your ego is 
damaged, you feel like power is being taken away, so you want to regain that power by 
saying, "Screw you as a friend." If you’re going to cut ties, make sure it’s for a non-ego 
reason. If someone is only damaging your ego, that’s a problem you need to work on 
yourself. 
 
Whichever option you choose, don't get mad at the person. That’s only counter-
productive and rarely accomplishes anything. When it comes to disagreements, defense is 
the same thing as offense. Both sides feel attacked. When someone suggests something 
that you don’t think is the best option, say 3 positive things about it before saying 
anything negative. When suggesting something else, you can use helpful phrases like 
these: 

“Has anyone ever thought of…” 
“I wonder if it would be possible to…” 
“I don’t suppose we could…” 
“What if it were…” 
 

You always have a choice whether to get into an argument with someone. Just ask 
yourself in advance if the argument will bring you and the other person closer to love and 
oneness or whether it will separate you. Attachment to being right creates suffering. 
When you have a choice to be right or be kind, choose kindness and watch your suffering 
disappear. 
 
When I finally learned that other people are going to be exactly the way they are, 
independent of my opinion about them, or how I feel things should be, a huge weight was 
lifted off of my shoulders. When it comes to having conflict with others, remember that it 
takes two people to have an ego battle, but it only takes one person to bring peace and 
love to the conversation, which instantly diffuses the situation. Conflict cannot exist 
without your participation. If you're fighting with somebody else, and you stop fighting, 
what is there? A person can’t continue to fight with only himself. 
 
Instead of criticizing other people by saying, "You did this or that,” say, "It makes me 
feel _____ when you _____." Talk about how their actions make you feel. This prevents 
your statement from sounding like a personal attack. Did you ever notice how difficult it 
is to argue with someone who is not obsessed with being right? It's nearly impossible. Let 
go of your ego's need to be right. When you're in the middle of an argument, ask yourself, 
"Do I want to be happy, or do I want to be right?" Relinquish your need to defend your 
point of view. After all, that’s all it is—your point of view. There is no “right” point of 
view. In any challenging situation, ask yourself this: “Am I part of the problem, or part of 
the solution?” 
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Who to Surround Yourself With 
 
When you face hard times in your life, you will find out who your friends are. It’s easy 
for friends to stick around when times are good. However, when the waters are rough, 
those who weren’t really your friends will fade away. At first, you may feel sad and 
lonely, but the positive side is that you now know on whom you can count.  
 
Who you choose to surround yourself with is an important part of your journey. The 
people closest to us affect our lives in big ways. The saying "opposites attract" is a myth. 
We are generally most attracted to people who are similar to the way we see ourselves. 
 
Exercise: Imagine that you are the average of the five people you spend the most time 
with. Write down things that come to mind when you think of each person. Look at these 
lists and determine how much of this reflects your own view of yourself. I would guess 
that you have a lot in common with your closest friends.  
 
An easy way to encourage change in yourself is to hang around people with qualities you 
desire. Find friends who are a reflection of your ideal self. If you're hanging around 
people who have average jobs and thoughts, it's going to be very difficult for you to break 
out of that. Average people will shoot down ideas that are outside of the norm and won’t 
offer much encouragement to you if you try to break out of the norm. Hang around those 
people who have the skills that you want to obtain or have already accomplished what 
you want to accomplish. 
 

 
“Being realistic is the most common path to mediocrity.” 
 
-- Will Smith 
 

 
I hang around with a group of very smart entrepreneurs. We meet up in different places 
around the United States throughout the year. They’re people who know how to have fun, 
but there’s also no shortage of intellectually stimulating conversation. In a matter of 
seconds, we can literally go from telling a totally inappropriate joke, having a blast, 
acting like we're twelve years old, to thinking up solutions to solve the world's problems. 
The interesting thing is that the transition between these topics is seamless. These are 
people whose journey is similar to the one I envision for myself. 
 
One thing I found as I started hanging out with people in these social circles is that 
money problems seemed to disappear for me. The people I was hanging around with 
never seemed to have money problems yet maintained a desirable lifestyle. They spent 
money on what they wanted and always knew there was a way to replenish it. Soon 
enough, that started to describe my thoughts about money, too. Money problems became 
a distant memory because I always knew I could make more. (See Chapter 10 for more 
on this principle.) 
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The goal is to surround yourself with people who are doing what you want to be doing. 
The average person is just that—average. Average people have dreams and wishes, but 
they never take action. Or if they do take action, they quit at the first sign of adversity. 
When you hang around people who have big ideas, take big actions, and assume risks, 
you're going to gravitate toward similar behaviors. They become more familiar and less 
frightening. Your idea of what is possible changes.  
 
You might be saying to yourself, "Who's going to want to hang out with me? A 
Hollywood star won’t hang out with an average person like me. I have nothing to 
contribute." The fact is, those are just judgments based on nothing. Most successful 
people want to help people who are up and coming because they were once in your shoes. 
You do have to show them that you are truly motivated and aren’t just going to waste 
their time. As long as you can show that you're willing to put in effort and use the advice 
they're giving you, most successful people will be more than happy to help you. There are 
those who are driven by ego that won’t be as eager to help, but generally the most 
successful people are those who give more than they expect to receive. 
 
There’s a misconception that successful people have an “us vs. them” mentality. For 
most, that's simply not true. I've sent emails to very powerful people, authors, and 
millionaires, and a lot more times than I expected, I received a response. In fact, I get a 
response about 20% of the time. The “hardest” part would probably be getting introduced 
to the person you want to meet, but networking is an incredible thing. Once you start 
creating a social circle of people who have the qualities of your ideal self, you won't 
believe how easy this becomes. There are so few people at high levels, that everyone 
worth meeting seems to be only one or two degrees of separation away. In my social 
circle, a friend or a friend-of-a-friend could introduce me to anyone I would ever want to 
meet. 
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Chapter 8: Learning 
 
You are enrolled in a full-time, informal school called life. Each day in this school, you 
have the opportunity to learn lessons. You may welcome the lessons, or you may think 
them irrelevant. Your thoughts on each lesson don’t matter because it will be presented to 
you in various forms until it is learned. Learning lessons does not end, and there’s no part 
of life that doesn’t contain its lessons. If you are alive, there are still lessons to be learned 
to direct your personal changes and fulfill your purpose. 
 
Acquiring Knowledge & Self-Education 
 
There’s no better investment you can make in yourself than self-education. I’m not 
referring to education as we know it in America. I’m referring to education that can help 
you move forward spiritually. You can still possess the knowledge of a traditional 
education but not accept it as truth. The important thing is to make sure that you're 
controlling the information that's coming into your mind, and you're not just allowing 
everything that’s spewed at you to take up residence.  
 
Usually, when a new idea is presented to us, we compare it to our own existing ideas. If 
it’s the same, we accept it and say, "That's correct." If it is not, we say, "Incorrect," and 
discard the new idea. When you do that, you make it very hard for a new idea to be tested 
for truth and potentially replace an old belief. When you compare a new thought to your 
existing thoughts, your existing thoughts almost always win out because you've had them 
longer and can justify them more easily. To learn anything, we must put aside the safety 
of our ignorance. 
 
Power rests in the kind of knowledge that you hold. There's an unlimited amount of 
knowledge out there, so you need to guard what you allow into your mind. There are over 
300,000 books published every year and thousands of new websites created every day. 
That’s a lot of information. May I suggest a speed-reading course that emphasizes 
comprehension? You need to make sure that the information you let in is positive 
information that’s going to move you forward. Be sure that it’s information that doesn't 
make you fearful or put you down in any way. 
 
The funny part about my emphasis on the importance of self-education is that I didn’t 
read a book cover-to-cover until after I was finished with college. I didn’t know any 
better at the time. In a way, I was both lucky and cursed. I always knew that there was 
something “off” about our educational system. I refused to read or put a lot of time into 
studying subjects I wasn't interested in. I wouldn’t read a book until it was my decision to 
read and I got to pick the topic. As soon as I was finished with college, I became an avid 
reader because I got to learn what I wanted to learn. 
 
Self-education is much better than any kind of forced education. When you delve into 
information to develop your skills or to learn new skills, you're going to acquire what W. 
Clement Stone called "activity knowledge." Activity knowledge is the knowledge that is 
necessary to perform a specific job or run a particular kind of business. For instance, if 
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you're going to open up a bakery you need to know the recipes and how to put them 
together. You also need to know how to run a business and market it effectively.  
 
If you want to become skilled at anything, it helps to study those who have already 
mastered that skill. If you'd like to feel more happiness, inner strength, clarity, and peace, 
it makes sense to learn from practitioners, not people who just talk about theory. Get 
advice from people who have already done the things you want to do. Don't reinvent the 
wheel. Older people have tons of amazing stories, but most of us don't know them 
because we don't ask. They might not be able to move around so well or think as quickly 
on their feet as they used to, but they have experience, which is invaluable. Older 
generations are usually very willing to teach the skills they know if somebody cares to 
ask.  
 
Try viewing everyone who comes into your life as a teacher. You can learn something 
from everyone who crosses your path. Be a student by staying open and willing to learn 
from anyone and everyone. Learning doesn't need to happen in school. Traditional 
education is becoming very outdated. In fact, it’s probably best that you limit your 
exposure to traditional education as much as you can because, for the most part, all it 
produces are people who think on an average level. Traditional education focuses on 
repeating what others have said. Self-education focuses on being able to challenge that 
information. 
 
Also recognize that the time you spend practicing a skill is a trillion times more 
beneficial than time spent studying it. A thinker is better than most, but a doer is better 
than a thinker. 
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Learning is a never-ending process. Either you're learning or you're dead. If you're not 
learning, then you've convinced yourself that you know it all. That’s the worst place to be 
because you’re not growing in any way. You're dying. Anyone who stops learning is old, 
whether they are 20 or 80. Anyone who keeps learning stays young. One of the best 
things you can do in life is to keep your mind young. Fill it with valuable information and 
remember that you get different things out of different experiences and information 
depending on where you are in your journey. Even reading this book at different times in 
your life will produce different results. As you’re reading this book now, you’ll only 
learn those things that you’re ready to learn now. If you read it again in six months, 
you’ll be able to learn a whole bunch of new things because you’ll have grown to be able 
to receive higher-level information. 
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What We Can Learn from Children 
 
Children have never been very good at listening to their elders, but they never fail to 
imitate them. While they are busy learning from adults, adults should be busy learning 
from them. Among other things, children teach us to really go out and live, to live in the 
present moment, to know why we believe what we do, to rejoice in simplicity, and to 
express our true feelings. 
 
A child is fearless. However, adults tend to view a child's fearlessness as a bad thing. 
We’re so worried about children touching a hot stove or falling off of things that we 
shelter them. Parents say, "I have to protect my baby from getting hurt.” I say let them 
learn. Let us all start learning. No matter how many times you tell children not to do 
something, most likely they’re going to try to do it anyway. This is because they need to 
experience the event themselves to determine whether it’s good or bad for them. They 
need to experience the pain of the hot stove to know not to touch it again. As a society, 
we've created a population that’s always in fear. We've become so afraid of being hurt 
that we forget to really live.  
 
Children are born with a clean slate. This is great because they are born knowing how to 
live in the present. They don't worry about the past or the future. This is evidenced in 
how quickly their emotions change. If they're happy in the present, they're happy. If 
they're sad in the present, they're sad. They can go from being happy one second to being 
sad the next. Have you ever noticed what happens when a child does something wrong or 
gets hurt? He cries it out, and it’s over with. He doesn't dwell on it. Children simply live 
in the present. They learn about time and all of its baggage from adults. Not being able to 
live in the present is one of our biggest problems. Don't mess up a new day with 
yesterday. The best way to predict the future is to create it in the present. 
 
There's nothing that can help you understand your beliefs more than trying to explain 
them to an inquisitive child because the child will keep asking, "What do you mean?" or 
"Why?" Most adults find it annoying. The reason it’s annoying is because they really 
don't know why their beliefs are what they are. It often takes a child saying, "Why is it 
so?" for them to realize this. When an adult says to a child, "You can't do that,” the child 
will respond with "Why can't I do that?" The adult usually comes up with an excuse that 
doesn’t really explain a reason like, “Because I said so,” or “You're just not supposed to 
do that,” or “That's not nice." The adult really doesn’t know the answer to why the child 
shouldn't be doing that.  
 
Another great thing about children is that they come up with simple solutions. Simple can 
be quite useful. Just	  because	  a	  problem	  seems	  complicated	  doesn’t	  mean	  that	  it	  
requires	  a	  complicated	  solution.	  Adults make things unnecessarily complex. Adults 
say, “Kids don’t know how good they have it with no responsibilities.” Well, there you 
go. If you want to "have it good," eliminating and re-defining responsibilities is an 
answer— a simple, useful answer.  
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There are an increasing number of Fortune 500 companies that are recognizing the riches 
of simplicity. They are calling in children to solve complex business problems. The 
company will put the children in a conference room and present the problem to them and 
leave the children to start coming up with solutions on their own. Typically, within a few 
minutes the children will have a solution that's cheaper and easier to implement than the 
solutions the adult executives were coming up with. The funny thing is, the adults get 
paid seven figures to come up with answers, and they’re turning to kids to help them. If 
that isn’t an indication that we need to change something about the way we’re doing 
things, I don’t know what is. In your life, choose the simplest explanation, the one 
requiring the fewest assumptions and principles. 
 
Almost all of the honest, unbiased truth-telling in the world is done by children. 
Sometimes we find the way kids respond to things to be humorous or embarrassing. If 
you ask a child if he likes something, he will tell you whether he does or not, without 
sugar coating anything. Children don’t feel the need to protect your feelings or the 
feelings of other people. They just say what's on their minds. It’s something that adults 
should consider getting back to. We learn to restrict our true feelings as we get older and 
assume that it’s what we're supposed to be doing. We’re taught to bury our true feelings 
for fear that someone else might be offended. No wonder so many people are depressed 
and we have so much illness. Burying our feelings can (and often does) cause illness. 
Hiding our feelings doesn't lead us any closer to happiness. Putting them out there and 
addressing them does. 
 
Remember to learn from children. Children know happiness. The way we teach people to 
live is what makes them unhappy. All of us were born with pureness and innocence. As 
we grow up, the clear eyes we had as children get clouded over by ideas, opinions, 
misconceptions, and distractions. We even knew how to love unconditionally until we 
were taught conditional love. Our simple, free beings end up trapped within the 
burdensome armor of the ego, and not until years later do we sense that something might 
be wrong with the road we’re traveling. After that day, we become seekers. That’s why 
you’re reading this book.  
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What We Can Learn from Plants and Animals 
 
As human beings, we’re taught that our species is superior to all others. We’re taught that 
humans are better than animals, plants, and, if our egos are really on a roll, nature as a 
whole. Look at the track records that humans have. We kill each other for ridiculous 
reasons. We destroy our environment and poison our food with chemicals. We constantly 
find reasons to put each other down. It doesn’t sound like we’re superior to anything to 
me.  
 
A seven year-old girl was asked which animals were her three favorites. Her responses, in 
order, were: humans, dogs, and cougars. That is… a totally correct answer. It probably 
took this child's response to remind you that, yes, we are included in the Animal 
Kingdom. It doesn't stop there though. As living organisms, we have more in common 
than not with plants, too. 
 
Humans have increased thinking capabilities, but we make the assumption that that's a 
positive thing. Having advanced thinking capabilities has some severe drawbacks (e.g. 
creation of an ego). Our thoughts tend to take over. As we talked about earlier, our 
thoughts may even be killing off other senses, such as the ability to see auras and 
listening to instinct. Our minds are constantly running to the point where it’s physically 
exhausting. Our minds run so much that there’s rarely a moment to stop and truly 
appreciate anything.  
 
Wouldn’t it be great to be a plant, perhaps a nice, tall Northern Red Oak, and grow 
effortlessly, without even thinking about it? Your only jobs are protecting yourself and 
regenerating yourself, which happens without thinking about it. I’m not a plant, but I 
would guess that they don’t live in fear like humans do. 
 
Or, perhaps you would like to be a dog. Dogs seem to have mastered unconditional love. 
Dogs will continue coming back to their people even if they have just been punished. 
You might be thinking that this makes the dog stupid. On the contrary, the dog is 
overcoming negativity and challenging it with love. The dog doesn't dwell on negative 
feelings that a typical human would let eat him up inside. Dogs, and most other animals I 
would guess, are great at sensing whether someone has positive energy or negative 
energy. Dogs can see and feel energy. The unfortunate thing is that humans are capable 
of this, too, until we are taught to suppress it or chalk it up to superstition. Animals don’t 
necessarily know where this ability comes from, but they don’t feel the need to question 
it either, with the exception of those high-thinking humans.  
 
We learn to question everything as adults and try to obtain a scientific explanation for 
everything that happens or doesn’t happen. Science doesn’t have all of the answers. 
Science is constantly finding errors in its theories and coming up with new conclusions, 
much like we are in our own lives. Be more inclined to trust that little something inside of 
yourself rather than those things outside of yourself. 
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There are advantages and disadvantages that come with being each life form. But the 
important thing to understand is that no one life form is better than another. Nature does 
what it does and doesn’t play favorites. We are all here, and we’re all the same energy. 
We’re energy, just like a frog and a toad are energy. You wouldn’t say a frog is better 
than a toad would you? So why would you say that a white person is better than a black 
person? Or that a person with a formal education is better than a person without one? 
We’re all existing. The frog and toad are just as alive as you and I are. 
 
Your ego is what says, “I'm separate. I'm better than a frog or a lemur or a banana tree. 
I’m better than that person over there.” That kind of thinking is learned behavior. Just 
because you believe it, it doesn't make it true. Just because a majority of people believes 
it, doesn't make it true either. When you put yourself on a pedestal above other life forms, 
you cut off your learning. You’re essentially saying, “I have nothing to learn from a frog, 
lemur, or banana tree because I'm better than them. They should be learning from me.” 
No life form has everything figured out, so there's something to learn from everything 
and everybody. 
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Meditation 
 
A state of inner peace and clarity of mind is necessary for enlightenment. Meditation is 
the way you practice maintaining that state. Meditation allows you to clear your mind of 
everything so you can be open to receiving truth and learning from the Universe. It helps 
eliminate stress and worries while bringing calmness to your being. Meditation is a tool 
that will expose you to an awakened state, which allows for true and lasting happiness.  
 
When you can assume a desirable state at any time, you will then have complete control 
of your life. But getting there will take practice. Maintaining a clear mind is an integral 
part of meditation—one that is not as easy to accomplish as it sounds. We are so used to 
being bombarded with sensory information and thoughts that many of us don't even know 
that we are capable of not thinking about anything. A lot of our suffering results from not 
being able to quietly sit in a room alone for even a short period of time. For you 
beginners, I'll walk you through how to reach a meditative state.  
 
First, find a quiet place where you can be truly alone. If you are experienced with 
meditation, I challenge you to attempt to achieve a meditative state in other settings, but 
for beginners, a quiet, secluded place is best. Lock yourself in a closet if you have to. 
This is important for your mental health and spiritual wellbeing. Get comfortable. 
 
Second, close your eyes, and relax the body. Inhale as much air as you can, then slowly 
exhale. Take twice as long to exhale as you take to inhale. While you are exhaling let all 
of the tension from your muscles go.  
 
Once you are relaxed, attempt to focus on your breathing and only that. As you’re 
breathing in say, “I am breathing in.” As you’re breathing out say, “Now, I am breathing 
out.” Saying these phrases may seem silly but they help you to focus on your breathing 
and cut all of the mental noise out. Once you become proficient at this, you can eliminate 
the words and just focus on your inhale and exhale. 
 
Thoughts will try to invade your mind. Don't let them take your focus away from your 
breathing. Just let them go. Don't punish yourself for thinking; just let the thoughts drift 
away. Meditating feels a bit like sleeping. The difference is that with meditation, you are 
truly aware. Meditation shatters the illusion of your separateness. Free from sensory 
information, tension, and thoughts, you can allow the unlimited knowledge of the 
Universe come to you.   
 
Once you get meditation down, your problems and misery will start to disappear. Peace, 
joy, and love will come to you. Even once you become awakened you should practice 
meditation for as long as you’re on this planet. The more peaceful you are on the inside, 
the greater you will be at determining how to use your success, influence, and power for 
greater good. 
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Intuition 
 
Intuition is one of your most valuable tools. Unfortunately, it’s probably the most 
underused tool as well. The average person writes intuition off as woo-woo stuff. Those 
who judge it usually misunderstand intuition. When people deny the power of intuition, 
they’re basically saying that human beings can’t really know anything on their own and 
that there’s nothing inside of us that knows the truth about anything. Those people think 
they need to go outside of themselves to seek the advice of a higher authority or power to 
figure out things like their own purposes. The only ones who benefit from the majority of 
people having that line of thinking are those in power. That way, those in power can tell 
the average person what he needs to know and what he should believe. 
 
Regardless of how you feel about intuition, you can't discount the way that your body 
feels in certain situations. You may meet a perfectly normal looking somebody from 
whom you just get an alarming feeling. Maybe the hair on the back of your neck stands 
up or you get a knot in your stomach. The average person mistakes these feelings as 
coincidences or labels them as unrelated to the person he just met. Sometimes it’s 
difficult to tell the difference between your brain and your intuition trying to tell you 
something. 
 
Feelings can result from thoughts or they can precede thoughts. Therefore, if you had a 
thought immediately before the physical feeling, then it’s probably related to your logical 
brain. However, if there wasn’t a thought preceding the feeling in your body, it’s not 
thought related; it’s your intuition or higher-self trying to communicate with you. 
 
Trying to figure out when your intuition is doing the talking can be tricky, but there are 
some times you can be certain that's what is going on. I was walking down the street in 
Chicago talking to a friend on the phone. I wasn’t paying attention at all to traffic. I was 
actively engaging in a conversation and all of a sudden what seemed like a thought shouts 
over the thing I was currently thinking about and says, “Watch out!” I was about to step 
out in front of a turning bus. I was about to be city road kill. I bet if you think hard, you 
can find similar situations in your own life. I get it; you’re probably skeptical. I was too 
when I first started trying to figure out my intuition. But what else could have been on the 
look out. My brain sure wasn't.  
 
Exercise: Try to think about two things at the same time. Now, I'm not talking about 
thinking about apples and scuba divers very quickly, one right after the other. I'm talking 
about thinking about apples and scuba divers at exactly the same time. Once again, I'm 
not telling you to think about apples and then scuba divers or scuba divers eating apples, 
so try again. I’ll bet that no matter how many times you try, you can’t think about two 
things at exactly the same time. By the time you are thinking about those scuba divers, 
you're thoughts have switched from apples. 
 
So how is it that I can be having a conversation with my friend and over the top of that 
conversation I hear a warning to stop? It can’t be the brain because the conscious brain 
can only think about one thing at a time. Interesting isn’t it? 
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I assure you that intuition is very real. Whenever someone says “I should have listened to 
my gut,” that was his intuition trying to communicate. Your intuition is always right. The 
challenging part is being able to tell the difference between your own judging thoughts 
and your intuition. 
 
When you get "that feeling" about somebody or a specific situation, listen to it. 
Obviously, this applies as long as it’s your intuition talking and not your mind that's 
trying to sabotage things or instill fear. Even if you’re not comfortable listening to your 
intuition at first, at least acknowledge the fact that you might have had an intuitive 
moment and write it down so that you can refer to it later to see if your intuitive feelings 
were correct. This will allow you to build confidence in your intuition. 
 
The answers to life’s questions lie inside of you. All you need to do is look, listen, and 
trust. You have perfect guidance all the time. If prayer is you talking to God, then 
intuition is God talking to you. Most people don’t listen to intuition because intuition 
isn’t the method of delivery they were expecting. Intuition is the all-knowing Universe, 
with which you are one, talking to you. Trust your intuitive voices and act on them. Your 
willingness to listen and act on your intuition, independent of the opinions of others, is 
imperative.   
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Chapter 9: Changing 
 
We generally resist change until the pain of making a switch becomes less than the pain 
of remaining in our current situations. Change is necessary for enlightenment, and it is 
necessary in fulfilling purpose. As Mahatma Gandhi said, “You must be the change you 
wish to see in the world.” One of the greatest discoveries of all time is that a person can 
change his future by simply changing his attitude. 
 
The Battle for Your Mind 
 
There’s a battle for your mind that’s been going on since the day you were born. It’s still 
going on right now. Sounds serious, doesn’t it? Well, it is. Very serious. When you 
entered this world as a child, you were a blank slate, except for some built-in survival 
mechanisms and your pure energy that made up your true self. Powers initially beyond 
your control molded you from the day you were born to be one of the herd as opposed to 
allowing you to create your own destiny and life’s work. One of the goals of this book is 
to deprogram the herd mentality and help you find your purpose. Give your true self a 
fighting chance! 
 
Society teaches us to cover up our true selves and become the products of learned 
behaviors. Society even tries to lead us to believe that learned behaviors are innate to our 
human condition. Contrary to popular opinion, the survival mechanisms that we are born 
with are few in number. Many people like to attribute the unexplainable things we do to 
“human instinct” or “human nature.” Most of these attributions simply aren’t true. If we 
don’t know the answer to why human beings do certain things, the default answer seems 
to be because of "human instinct." There are very few actions that can be attributed to 
“human instinct,” and most that can, usually can’t be applied in our modern society 
where survival skills aren’t nearly as important. We aren’t born with any thought 
processes or beliefs. Everything that we believe to be true, we were programmed with 
after birth.  
 
Society fights for us to join the herd mentality, while our true self fights for us to pursue 
our purpose and discover oneness. Most people simply accept the status quo and pick up 
certain beliefs because a majority of people believes them. The people who really have a 
chance at being happy are those who reject what the majority believes. They reject what 
we’ve been taught by corporations, government, and authority figures. When somebody 
tells you that there will be consequences for not following his advice, you'll be better off 
without that advice. Sometimes you might even need to ignore the advice of friends and 
family because their advice is tainted with an agenda.  
 
The false consequence filter is a good filter to run information through that other people 
try to present to you. This includes information coming from government, schools, 
media, and any other person or organization in a position of power. If someone is saying, 
"If you don't do what I’m telling you to do, something bad will happen," I would very 
much reevaluate the intention of the person or organization that is giving you that 
information. 
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Take media for example. Marketing companies are constantly trying to fill your mind 
with the latest products they want you to buy. Companies like Coca-Cola and Scott's 
Tissue want you to think of their brand when you need a soda or toilet paper. There are 
companies whose brand has even become synonymous with the product. When I sneeze, 
I don't grab a tissue. No matter what brand I actually bought, I grab a Kleenex. That’s the 
result of many years of Kleenex programming me. 
 
The news media's job is to make the news sensational to increase ratings (and allow for 
even more advertising dollars). To get higher ratings the news media will play on your 
fears. "If we don't institute the Patriot Act, terrorists will attack us. If we don't give up our 
civil liberties, terrorists will attack us. If we don't attack that country, they're going to 
come attack us." There seems to be a clear agenda. Rarely, do you hear anything positive 
on the news. It’s actually pretty depressing to watch. 
 
Know that for every act of apparent evil, there are millions of acts of kindness, and that's 
where you need to focus your attention. If you watch the news, stop. The news mostly 
focuses on the bad things in the world. When you watch the news regularly, you start to 
think that there’s very little good in the world. If you were to analyze all the actions of 
most people, you'd find that there are way more good actions than bad. However, stories 
of the bad actions are what entertain and sell. Turn off the news, and stop reading the 
newspapers. If there's news that’s actually important, you'll hear about it from some 
unhappy person you know who watches the news all of the time. I never watch the news. 
I do have a Facebook account though, and I know that if something is happening that I 
need to know about, I will find out about it on Facebook. 
 
Another easy way to determine if the information you're receiving has an agenda is to ask 
yourself what could potentially be in it for whoever is trying to get you to believe the 
information. For example, if you're watching the news and it’s being presented by a 
publicly traded news organization (ABS, CBS, FOX, NBC, CNN, etc.), be careful. Most 
of the advertisers that make the news programming possible are made up of other big 
corporations. This makes it very hard for the news organization to run negative stories 
against those advertisers for fear of losing advertising revenue. Also, keep in mind that 
the courts have ruled that news organizations are protected by the first amendment 
(freedom of speech) and don’t have to tell the truth. For more information, see New 
World Communication of Tampa, Inc. v. Akre, 866 So.2d 1231 (Dist. Ct. App. Fla. 
2003). Another thing to keep in mind is that the government issues a license to broadcast 
stations and can take it away at any time, for any number of reasons. The possibility is 
there for the government to wield power over the broadcast stations. That’s a very clear 
conflict of interest. 
 
Make sure that wherever you're receiving your information, there’s no conflict of interest 
or agenda. Unfortunately, most of the time you're going to find that there is an agenda. 
Keep in mind that an agenda doesn't have to be financial; it can be ego-based as well. For 
example, a lot of people don’t like to be proven wrong even in the face of many facts 
against them. We’re trained by society to like feeling powerful. We like to feel like we're 
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big, bad information sources or authority figures. It makes us feel good when people put 
us on a pedestal and ask us questions. A lot of people will give you advice, whether they 
have any business doing so or not, simply to save face from saying “I don’t know the 
answer.” They may be giving you the best advice they have based on their current 
knowledge level, but they may not know all that much. 
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Dangers of Fitting In 
 
The world goes up and down, and most people follow suit. Those who are enlightened 
don’t follow those ups and downs; they stay steady and balanced. If you follow the path 
less traveled, there’s no doubt you're going to have trouble fitting in. However, you have 
to ask yourself why you would ever want to fit in to the unhappiness that most people 
choose. Great spirits have always encountered violent opposition from mediocre minds. 
Because you're taking the path that's less traveled, don't compare your path with the paths 
of others. You have no idea what their journeys are all about. Keep in mind that others 
aren’t familiar with your journey either.  
 
Blaire was 23, married, had an education from a top private university, owned a 4-
bedroom home, drove a BMW, maintained a full-time job, and had a dog and a cat. 
Society said Blaire was rocking it. However, Blaire was completely and utterly 
miserable. Her marriage was on the rocks, her full time job left her sitting in a car or at a 
desk for 10 hours each day, and the payments for the mortgage, student loans, and car 
loan were daunting. From the outside, she had it all, but really, she was a hot mess. The 
mental unrest from her undesirable situation manifested in joint pain that made it difficult 
for her to even walk up a flight of stairs some days. Doctors diagnosed fibromyalgia, and 
she was given sedatives and sleeping aids, but little hope of ever being rid of the pain.  
 
Having a job you hate in order to make money to be able to buy more stuff you don’t 
need is not a good long-term plan. When the only thing you live for is your next day off 
or the one time a year that you get to take a one-week vacation, only to dread going back 
to work when it’s over, you need a new plan. Otherwise, you will literally dread over 
70% of your life! 
 
If you are an average worker (if you aren't, imagine you are), bosses reward your hard 
work with a 3% cost of living raise. You’re excited until you get home and sit down in 
front of the television only to learn that the inflation rate for the past year was 5% and the 
cost of groceries went up 10%. As of the writing of this book, the price of gas has 
doubled in the past two years. Most people plan to continue to do this all the way until 
they retire, clawing their way up the corporate ladder, getting those 3% cost of living 
raises every year. 
 
Here are just a few examples of out of control prices: 
The cost of raising a child in 1995 averaged $145,000. Today it costs $227,000. 
An ounce of gold sold for $58 in 1972. Today it costs $1,664. 
The price of one U.S. stamp in 1971 was 8 cents. Today it is 45 cents. 
A pack of cigarettes sold for 45 cents in 1968. Today it costs up to $11. 
The price of tuition at Yale was $1,950 in 1967. Today it is $38,300. 
The median new home in 1963 cost $17,200. Today it is about $212,000. 
A movie ticket cost 50 cents in 1962. Today it costs as much as $13. 
A child's ticket to Disneyland cost 35 cents in 1956. Today it costs $80. 
A 24-pack of Budweiser cost $2.93 is 1954. Today it costs $19.99. 
The average price of a new car in 1950 was $1,510. Today it is $30,748. 
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A box of Corn Flakes cost 12 cents in 1945. Today a similar size box costs $3.79. 
The price of a Coca-Cola bottle in 1944 was 5 cents. Today a similar size bottle costs 89 
cents. 
A Hershey Bar sold for 5 cents in 1937. A bar costs 99 cents today. 
The price of gas in 1923 was 21 cents per gallon. Today it averages $3.84 per gallon. 
 
You’re told that retirement is this grand milestone filled with joy. Some people die a year 
after they retire, never really having lived at all. They listened to the advice that you 
should work hard while you’re young so you can enjoy your life later. But as you get 
older, your risk of debilitating diseases and cancer increases. Your body doesn’t work as 
well as it used to, and you can't do all the activities that you dreamed of because you’re 
just not capable anymore. 
 
What really happens is you end up doing a lot of extra work for no additional pay, for a 
salary that doesn’t keep up with inflation, for benefits that are constantly cut, and ever-
increasing co-pays and deductibles. You keep spinning away in your wheel because 
you're told that if you work hard, you'll be rewarded with great Social Security and 
retirement benefits. Then you’re downsized because of outsourcing or company 
consolidation. All of this happens because you listened to the advice of those around you 
who are flat out miserable. 
 
Maybe you're doing the same things the average person is doing right now. That’s 
perfectly okay. You’re taking a great first step by reading this book right now. You’ve 
probably sought happiness in the traditional ways, and you’re realizing that there has to 
be a better way. The hardest part is realizing this, so I congratulate you. If you’ve known 
for some time that the typical way of doing things is not desirable, then you’re in an even 
better position. You realize that we’re taught low self-esteem, hate, limitation, fear, and 
all sorts of other negative thoughts and emotions. True self-esteem comes from the self, 
not from the approval of others. With time, you’ll also learn that the path that most 
people take is only a means to an end. The way that most people choose to live their 
lives, however, doesn’t result in the happy end goal we’re shooting for. We all must 
travel the frustrating path to nowhere to show us the need for a more purposeful path. The 
job of the conventional path is to help us realize that the common path isn’t the answer 
and to build up the desire to search for truth. 
 
It doesn’t matter to me which path you choose but I hope that you at least realize that the 
path that the average person chooses is a very painful one. I'm not advocating for any 
specific path. I don’t run some type of religion where you have to give me money to be 
happy or anything like that. My only hope is that you think about what the average 
person does and look at it from an outside perspective to see if it’s really the path you 
want to be on. If you do determine that the normal road IS the road to happiness, I’d love 
for you to contact me so I can hear your perspective. 
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Being Different & Creating Your Own Path 
 
One of the hardest things in life is to go against what everyone else is doing, especially 
when that includes your friends and family. When you start doing things differently than 
what’s accepted, people may start to look at you in a variety of negative ways. Some will 
look at you as if you are crazy. They will label you a nonconformist. Your family may 
look down on you. Your spouse or significant other may look at you in a negative way 
because your going outside of the norm is embarrassing to him.  
 

 
 
I’m not telling you this to make you fearful of the road ahead. I just want to paint an 
honest picture of what lies ahead so that you can adequately prepare yourself. It may be a 
rough road but it’s a far more rewarding road in the long run. It’s one of those things 
you’ll look back on and say, “I’m sure glad I did that.” 
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I look back at my life, and I’m so grateful that I overcame people judging my 
unconventional path and looking down on me because I attained a level of happiness that 
they only dream of. A simple piece of advice that has steered me right at least 90% of the 
time is: If you’re unsure of what action to take, start by doing the exact opposite of what 
most people are doing. 
 
Remember Blaire? Fitting in left her miserable. Her mental health and physical health 
were suffering. The girl cried at night, for goodness sake. One night, Blaire looked at the 
handful of prescription pills she was about to take and decided to just stop. At 23, she 
realized this was not her path. On a leap of faith, she quit her job, quit the medications, 
and decided to pursue her happiness. Her friends and family did not always agree with 
her decisions, but today, at age 26, Blaire is in excellent health, travels often, has an 
incredibly flexible schedule working with children, and is completely debt-free. She also 
smiles a lot.  
 
Whenever you find yourself on the side of the majority, it's a good time to pause and 
reflect. Being different and creating your own path is not an easy road. Paving your own 
way involves thinking thoughts that few minds have thought before. That can be a scary 
and lonely road. Thinking critically isn’t something that our society rewards you for until 
you reach the goal, and even then, it’s not so quick to reward you. 
 

 
“Those who are able to see beyond the shadows and lies of their 
culture will never be understood, let alone believed, by the 
masses.” 
 
-- Plato 
 

 
Straying from the pack is ‘difficult’ because, at least initially, you will stand alone. Don’t 
think that there’s something wrong with you. You just haven’t found your pack yet. 
There are people out there who have already walked the very lonely path. You will find 
them, and they will offer you guidance. I felt like an outsider for many years until I found 
like-minded people who encouraged me to grow at an even faster pace than I had ever 
grown on my own.  
 
There are grand rewards for those who choose the high, hard roads, but those rewards 
won’t be visible to you for quite some time. When you make the choice to go off on your 
own there are no guarantees from the world around you. You never know who or what 
you’ll find. The important thing is that you keep going and don’t give up. When you 
create your own path, your life will be like a dream of fiction to mediocre minds. 
 
There aren't just two or three paths. There are countless paths. Don’t try to understand 
and dictate anyone else's path. Nobody will fully understand your path either. It’s 
impossible to forge your own path and seek the approval of others at the same time. The 
opposite of courage isn’t fear. It’s conformity. Conformity is death to your purpose and 
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soul. It's easy to live the expected and conventional, but it's when you live the unexpected 
that you start having fun with your life. 
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Failure & Overcoming Obstacles 
 
One of the biggest threats to your growth is the belief that failure should be avoided. 
Your success is failure-dependent. Failure and defeat are only temporary circumstances, 
unless you quit. During war, your enemy is bound to win some of the battles, and that's 
perfectly okay. When you lose at something, say to yourself, "I fought for something and 
didn’t succeed. I lost the first battle but I didn’t lose the war. Tomorrow is another day." 
If you run into obstacles, keep going. You know the sayings. If you're going through hell, 
keep going. Winners never quit, and quitters never win. However difficult the goal, 
there’s always a way to overcome obstacles. Accept each challenge as an opportunity to 
transform your self. How you choose to meet and solve problems is what determines the 
outcome of your life. It’s how we represent the event, person, or circumstance in our 
mind that determines whether we’re happy or not.  
 
Think about all of the good things that have come out of your difficulties. They will serve 
as proof of your abilities and will give you confidence when you're faced with other 
obstacles. Each experience in your life was absolutely necessary to lead you up to this 
very moment. All of your experiences thus far have brought you to the point of reading 
this book.  
 
All problems contain the seed of opportunity. The seeds are hard to see because they 
aren’t the finished product we were expecting, but a problem is a gift. You see problems 
because you need their gifts. Once you realize that nothing can bother you but your own 
mind, you will be well on your way to achieving true and lasting happiness. Trust that 
when things don't seem to go your way there is a reason for it. Believe that the Universe 
has plans for you much greater than those you were thinking about.  
 
Whenever you have something you want to change, say to yourself, "Up until now, I've 
observed [insert problem]." This allows you to acknowledge the problem that you’ve had 
so far but also acknowledge that your view of the problem doesn’t have to continue. If 
life gets you down or isn’t going as you planned, find happiness in the simple joys of life. 
Concentrate on the basics. Focus on your breathing and the present moment. This will 
shift your focus away from what’s troubling you.  
 
Whenever something undesirable happens, ask yourself, "What can I learn from this 
experience? What’s the message the Universe is trying to tell me?" Learn to celebrate 
things like a stubbed toe. Maybe it’s the Universe trying to tell you that you’re moving 
too fast. Think of undesirable events as learning experiences that are teaching you how to 
better handle future situations. 
 

 
“I’ve missed more than 9000 shots in my career. I’ve lost almost 
300 games. 26 times, I’ve been trusted to take the game-winning 
shot and missed. I’ve failed over and over and over again in my 
life, and that is why I succeed.” 
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-- Michael Jordan 
 

 
The “failed” parts of the journey are just as important as reaching the goal itself. 
Everything that’s happened to you has happened to many people before you and will 
continue to happen to those after you. It's exactly what was, or is, needed for spiritual 
growth. Therefore, nothing wrong is happening and there is nothing to forgive or regret. 
 
When you “fail” or have a setback, do your best not to view it as a failure. Miriam 
Webster's dictionary defines failure as "A lack of success." Success is the ability to go 
from failure to failure without losing your enthusiasm or drive. Winners lose much more 
often than losers because they try a lot more than losers. Losing leads to winning. 
Today’s loser is tomorrow’s winner. If you worry about yesterday's failures, then today’s 
successes will be severely limited because you're spending too much time focusing on the 
failures. Being defeated is only temporary. Giving up is what makes failure permanent. 
 
Failure is simply the opportunity to begin again, this time, more intelligently and with 
more information. Never be disappointed when you fail because failure is an integral part 
of success. A successful person is always learning because he’s always failing. Have you 
ever heard of anybody who became successful his first time out, without any failures? Me 
neither. 
 
We aren't born knowing how to overcome society and be spiritually advanced. Mistakes 
are okay and are part of the journey. If we were born with all the knowledge, we wouldn't 
have the ability to learn. Learning simply wouldn’t be necessary. You can never really 
fail at anything; you just produce results. If those results bring you closer to your goal, 
great. If they don’t, adjust your plan and try again. In the game of life, you’ll have plenty 
of wins and losses, regardless of who you are or your talent level. 
 
Life isn’t a struggle; it’s an adventure. Always remember that every obstacle is both a test 
and an opportunity. Either you do it like it's a burden on you or you do it as part of the 
adventure. Give up all your inhibitions and beliefs that you can't do things, and go do the 
things that scare you. 
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Change & Affirmations 
 
If you can attain all of your dreams by changing your attitudes, what could possibly be 
holding you back? Most of the time, it's actually the fear of change itself. Fear of change 
is the reason why we resist growth. It is the reason why we don’t just go do the things 
that we really want to do. We're afraid we will no longer be what we are, and if we are no 
longer that, what unknown person will we be? In other words, your ego is afraid it will 
die.  
 
We have been taught that change is bad, but change is a natural forward movement. The 
reason a lot of relationships and friendships end is because they started off a certain way 
and then changed, while we didn’t adjust. That very change may actually have been what 
was best for both parties, but change is scary, so we avoid it. If you find yourself 
believing that you must always be the way you've always been, you are arguing against 
your growth. All energy goes through changes as it interacts with other energies. The 
only constants in life are Universal Laws and change.  
 
To stop being so afraid of change, realize that you are in control of changes. You can 
always change yourself and what’s inside of you. If you wish to be great at anything, you 
must begin where you are with what you are, and then be ready to make changes. When 
we want to change something, we tend to think about all of the conditions that aren't 
perfect. Examples of these excuses include: 

• I need more _____ (money, time, etc.). 
• ____ isn’t perfect. 
• I need to wait until ____. 

Start where you are and stop making excuses against your own growth. Massive change 
is best done in small steps because it doesn't set off your emotional alarm system. Don't 
think of how “hard” it’s going to be to quit smoking. Set a goal that you’re going to stop 
smoking for an hour. When you reach that goal, extend it for another hour. Then set a 
goal for another four hours. Just think of it as a staircase, and it's one step at a time, as 
opposed to just focusing on the end goal. 
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When you hit an obstacle, that's the time to refocus on the end goal because it will help 
you get around whatever obstacle is in your way. Notice that I didn’t say, “If you hit an 
obstacle.” That’s because you will run into obstacles. When you’re focusing on the end 
goal, be sure to specifically focus on the benefits you will experience when your goal 
comes to fruition. If it’s to quit smoking, some benefits might include: running further, 
walking up a flight of stairs without feeling winded, being healthier, and increasing the 
chances that you’ll be around to see your kids grow up. 
 
When trying to change, I’ve found that affirmations are very helpful. When you use 
affirmations, phrase them in the present tense, not in the future tense. This isn't lying to 
yourself. It's acknowledging the fact that everything is created first on an inner plain 
before it can manifest in external reality. Always say things as if they're true right now 
like, “I am a successful business owner,” or “I am one hot tamale.” Don't say things like, 
“I want to be,” or “I will be.” 
 
The secret of change is to focus all your energy, not on fighting the old, but on building 
the new. Always phrase affirmations in the most positive way you can. Affirm what you 
do want, not what you don't want. Don't say, “I don't want to smoke anymore.” Instead 
say, “I am a non-smoker” or “I am smoke-free.” An even better way to say it would be, 
"I'm going to feed my lungs with fresh oxygen everyday because that’s what they need 
and deserve." There are always ways to take a negative statement and turn it into a 
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positive statement in the present tense. Speak in the frame of what you want to be; don’t 
focus on what you don’t want. Here are some of my own affirmations: 
 
Positive Self-Suggestion Statements 
 

• Everything that happens is my choice. 
• I feel healthy; I feel happy; I feel terrific. 
• I am successful. 
• All things are possible through belief in myself; I can accomplish anything. 
• I’m enthusiastic and positive. 
• I really do have the world by the tail. 
• I accept and love myself completely exactly as I am. 
• The world is full of beauty and abundance. 
• I am peaceful and serene at all times. 
• I am in charge of my life and my thoughts. 
• I am a radiant person of positive energy and love. 
• I have unlimited potential and deserve the very best in life. 
• I am kind and loving. 
• I am talented, intelligent, and creative. 
• I have a lot to offer. 
• Everything good comes to me easily and effortlessly. 
• The more I receive, the more I give. 
• Nothing can harm me unless I let it. 
• I give before I’m asked, without expectation. 
• I always have everything I need and the Universe always provides for me. 
• I live in the now. 
• My thoughts and actions are a positive inspiration for those around me. 
• I go with the flow; the Universe unfolds perfectly. 

 
Rather than just reciting affirmations by memory, try to get the feeling that you really 
have the power to create that reality, which, in fact, you do. Try to take on the feeling of 
the affirmation already fulfilled. In the case of quitting smoking, imagine how it would 
feel to have your lungs fully expand and fill with air. You have to believe that you're 
going to achieve your goal. The trick is to stop seeing yourself as trapped inside a limited 
body and see that your true nature is one of limitless potential. 
 

Download the affirmations that I use and adapt them for your own use as well 
as your Free Happiness Toolkit with over $85.00 worth of free worksheets, 
interviews, and videos to help you on your happiness journey. You’ll also get 
free updates to the book. Just head over to www.HappinessBookBonus.com, 
and get it now. 
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Training Your Mind & Your Thoughts 
 
People can be prisoners of their own concepts and ideas, and that can be just as restricting 
as physically being behind bars. They can be slaves to their selves. The bars are invisible. 
You may not even know that they're there, but they limit you because you’ve developed a 
belief system of what you believe is and isn’t possible and what should and shouldn’t be. 
Your mind is the source of all of your problems. Your own mind is the biggest challenge 
you need to overcome in your life on this planet.  
 
Hopefully you’re realizing, at least to some degree, that you’ve been programmed 
without your consent. The real question becomes, how do you break down these beliefs? 
Everything you'll ever need to know is inside you. Most of our thinking is simply based 
on beliefs that we've picked up along the way. So first, you must rid yourself of the 
information you've been programmed with. 
 
Exercise: Take a journey through your past and experience how your beliefs were 
formed. Close your eyes and start with your earliest memory and move forward. Pick a 
belief that you currently hold and see if you can pinpoint how and where you came to 
believe that it was true. For instance, if you believe that you, manly-man that you are, 
can't like to dance ballet or you'll be a pansy-faced tutu wearer, maybe it’s because your 
parents or the kids at school told you so. After you’ve pinpointed where certain beliefs 
came from, acknowledge the purpose that they’ve served on your journey and let them go 
to make way for more helpful belief systems. 
 
As you go through this exercise, you might start to feel anger toward those who helped to 
program you. Don’t. Let it go. They didn’t know any better, just like you didn’t know any 
better. They learned their belief systems the same way you did. They passed on their 
belief systems to others just like you did. Most likely, there are people who have picked 
up some of your belief systems along the way, too. 
 
Beliefs and knowing are two different things. Beliefs are handed to you. Because of this 
they are received with some doubt. Knowing comes from within. When you know 
something, there is no doubt. If you have first-hand knowledge of something, trust 
yourself over the beliefs of somebody else. You don't know the sources of their belief 
systems. 
 
When you know, rather than believe, you will discover the necessary abilities to carry out 
your purpose. Everything you know about yourself corresponds to a belief you are 
holding. Examine what you believe to be impossible, and then change your beliefs. If you 
want to find deeper meaning in your life, you can't find it in the opinions or the beliefs 
that have been handed to you. Those are other people's beliefs, and they are on a different 
path. One of the greatest blunders you can make is to believe that you can't be anything 
other than what you have been.  
 
You have total control over your thoughts. If you don't, who else does? Really think 
about that for a second. It's easy to blame other people. "Well, this person caused me to 
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be upset," or “Ya'll gonna make me lose my mind up in here.” But who really causes you 
to think about anything? It's you. Don't justify your actions. You're the user of your mind, 
and you are responsible for whatever you allow to go on in there.  
 
Exercise: You are a PC computer. As a PC that has been running for years without 
Norton to filter what's coming in, your functions have been taken over by all kinds of 
thought viruses (and honestly, you're lucky to be turning on). It's time to reboot your hard 
drive. Make love the hardware. Decide what programmed software is allowed. If you are 
a Mac, you may skip this exercise. 
 
It’s important that you use your mind but don't let your mind use you. If your mind is 
going off on uncontrollable tangents, constantly labeling, thinking, bouncing from idea to 
idea, you aren’t in control of it. If you want to focus on A, and it keeps thinking about B, 
C, or D, you’re not in control. If you can't fall asleep at night because you're constantly 
thinking or worrying, you’re also not in control. If you find that you can’t control your 
emotions, you’re not in control. 
 
When you learn to limit your internal chatter, a new world opens up to you and 
everything becomes possible. The most farfetched ideas become possible. Stop thinking 
so much. It's perfectly okay to not know all the answers. We’ve been taught that if we’re 
not constantly thinking about or doing things, then we’re lazy.  
 
You can tell that thoughts are not part of your true nature because you had to learn them. 
It's not something that you were born with. Thinking, and ways to go about it are learned 
behaviors. People learn different languages all around the world that have words with 
different meanings. Some words don’t translate and some do. Living from thought 
instead of living in the present is the cause of all human suffering.  
 
If you control your thoughts, and the majority of your feelings come from your thoughts, 
then you control those feelings, too. You create your thoughts, your thoughts create your 
intentions, and your intentions create your reality. Everything is related, and it's all within 
you. It doesn't have anything to do with the external world. 
 
One of the biggest challenges is that your mind likes to find equilibrium to make sense of 
things. However, in a constantly changing world, nothing will be in equilibrium. To help 
combat this lack of equilibrium, your brain keeps trying to stop the river. It struggles to 
hold everything in place, find patterns in this variable world, and to construct permanent 
plans for changing conditions. As a result, your brain is always chasing after the moment 
that has just passed, trying to understand and control it. 
 

 
“When you change the way you look at things, the things you look 
at change.” 
 
-- Wayne Dyer 
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Our society puts an emphasis on logic. Logic is death to the part of you that is the miracle 
worker. Logic will tell you that you can't do all kinds of things. The problem is that logic 
deals with what is most likely to happen, based on your set of belief systems. Don't let the 
logic of the mind get involved. There's magic in knowing those things that transcend 
logic. Turn your thoughts to what it is that you'd prefer to experience. Eliminate those 
mental bars you’re always creating. You can create bigger and better things once you 
eliminate those invisible bars. Don't be trapped within the cave of your own mind. Don’t 
create your own jail. 
 
Your logical mind is a master at proving that you are right, and that the other guy is 
wrong. Coincidentally, the other guy's logical mind is a master at that as well. That's why, 
in an argument, rarely, if ever, do you magically convince the other person that he is 
wrong. Rarely, will you ever admit you’re wrong either. Set aside your own beliefs and 
ask yourself, "Is there any other way I or anyone else can look at this?" 
 
You need to continually remind yourself that you can't justify being angry, irritable, 
resentful, fearful, jealous, or anxious at any time. Don't blame the other person. You’re 
choosing to be that way. Unless you can say that every single person who was in your 
situation would respond the same way, and I mean every single person, you can't say that 
it's the other person. It's you.  
 
No one knows everything about everything. Not you, your parents, leaders, or friends. 
You progress to greater degrees of achievement by getting rid of prior techniques, not by 
continuing to do the same things. Determine what you believe is impossible. Then all you 
need to do is change your beliefs and the impossible becomes possible. 
 
When you try to change your thoughts and beliefs, you may experience cognitive 
dissonance. Cognitive dissonance is the state of having inconsistent thoughts, beliefs, or 
attitudes, especially as they relate to behavioral decisions and attitude change. Human 
beings don’t like being in this state. When our actions don't match our beliefs, or when an 
opinion we hold doesn't go along with another opinion we hold, we tend to justify and 
rationalize our existing beliefs to bring us back to a safe place. We make all kinds of 
justifications to keep our current thoughts. Be mindful and weary of letting cognitive 
dissonance keep you from changing what you think.  
 
Being mindful allows us to recognize our habits and prevents them from controlling us. 
Habits are a roadblock to happiness because we do them on autopilot without even 
realizing it. Habits are second nature, like driving a car or breathing. Habits stop you 
from living in the present. Every action should be deliberate. Have you ever been driving 
a route you take often, get there, and realize that you can’t exactly remember large 
chunks of the trip? That’s because you drove there on autopilot, without being fully 
present. You were lost in thought, living in the past or the future, but definitely not in the 
present. Change and growth naturally quash routines. 
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Being routine was never the start of any new and important movement. Don't get caught 
in your habits. Everything should have a purpose. If you’re having trouble breaking 
habits, something called paradoxical intention might be of help to you. The idea is that 
instead of trying to force yourself to stop doing something, you do more of it until you 
realize how silly it is to be doing it in the first place. 
 
For instance, let’s take caring about what others think. Instead of trying to force yourself 
to stop doing this, put all of your energy into caring at all times what people think about 
you. What you will find is that this will be exhausting. You’ll also find that you won’t be 
able to accomplish much during your day because you’re always concerned about what 
other people are thinking about you. This will make you realize how much of a waste of 
time it really is.  
 

 
 

Our minds can be compared to a garden, which can be intelligently cultivated or allowed 
to run wild. Whether you choose to cultivate your mind or neglect it is up to you, but you 
will reap what you plant. If you don’t plant any useful seeds or take care of it, then it will 
be overrun with weeds. If you don’t consciously control your mind, you are asking 
everything outside of you to control you. There's no shortage of people on this planet that 
want to control the way you live because they think they have it figured out. 
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Chapter 10: Getting What You Want 
 
Let me start off by saying that there are no such things as coincidences, luck, accidents, 
or anything similar. The Universe isn't random. As is commonly said, good luck happens 
when preparation meets opportunity. It’s all about taking action.  
 
Detachment & Attachment 
 
One of the main causes of suffering on this planet is attachment. The goal is to detach 
from expectations that you have about anything. This includes detaching from the 
expectations you have of others, how the world should be, and how the events in your life 
should unfold. Surrender your attachments. 
 
Be flexible. Things may not go the way you wanted or expected but sometimes progress 
may not be visible to you because you’re so involved. Have you ever done something that 
you weren’t impressed about? But then someone comes along and views it as the greatest 
thing ever? For instance, when the editor of this book started editing it, she began ripping 
it apart grammatically and structurally. I knew it wasn’t the greatest in terms of grammar, 
but I didn’t know it was that bad. At the same time, she said the content was “genius.” I 
didn’t know the content was that good. Good or bad, I couldn’t see certain things because 
I was so involved in the project. 
 
Detachment allows you to really see the wonders of this world. In order to acquire 
anything in the physical world, you have to eliminate your attachment to having it. Every 
day, after completing your tasks for the day, go home and forget about everything you 
did. Tomorrow is a new day. 
 
The more we’re attached to something, the greater the pain or pleasure will be. That's 
why we experience the extremes of both happiness and sadness. It’s the same reason that 
most people’s emotions are like a roller coaster. Give up attachment. Detachment is not 
needing to hold on to anyone or anything. It’s a way of thinking and being which gives 
you the freedom to flow with the current of life, instead of paddling against it. 
 
Going with the flow means holding onto your goals lightly, even though they might be 
important to you at the time. It also means being willing to change your goals if 
something more fitting comes along. Don't be addicted to the outcome of anything. See 
your life unfold like it’s on a movie screen. Act freely, but don't be addicted to the 
outcome. At first, it may take a day or two to realize that you’ve been beating yourself up 
about something you shouldn’t be. After awhile, it will only take an hour to realize this. 
Soon enough, you’ll notice within minutes and seconds. Eventually, you will be able to 
stop yourself from letting it happen at all. 
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Law of Attraction 
 
Life is a mirror. Everything that appears to be happening is merely a projection of our 
consciences. This personal control over each of our realities is commonly referred to as 
the Law of Attraction. It’s the idea that you create your own world based on the beliefs 
that you have as you project them onto the world around you. I know the idea might 
sound a little hokey, but stick with me for a second. 
 
The Law of Attraction is a Universal Law, which holds that "like attracts like." A person 
who produces positive or negative thoughts and who puts out corresponding energies will 
attract positives or negatives into his life. The premise is that thoughts precede physical 
form. To illustrate, if you believe that your old car is on its last leg and you focus your 
thoughts on the old hunk of metal breaking down, it is bound to happen. On the other 
hand, if you believe that your car was built to last and you focus on how wonderful it is to 
have a car that will keep on chuggin', you'll have no problem putting the extra miles on it. 
According to this law, anything you can dream up, you can attract into your life.  
 
If you don't believe something can happen, the odds of it happening are slim. If you don't 
believe you can be a millionaire, then you most likely won’t become a millionaire. If you 
don't believe you could ever be jobless, odds are, you’ll always have a job. If you don’t 
believe that you can permanently travel the world, then that probably will never be a 
possibility for you. This is because if you don't believe that a certain outcome is possible, 
you’ll never think to take action to attain it. Or, if you do take some action to attain 
something that you don’t believe is possible, you will give up the second you hit a 
roadblock because that roadblock will be proof to you that you can’t attain it after all. 
 
Most goals start off as a dream or wish. Dreams and wishes are the seeds of everything 
you could ever want. Sadly, that’s where most dreams and wishes end. Bringing desire 
and intent into the picture is what turns dreams and wishes into reality. Vision without 
action is just a daydream. Action without vision is a nightmare. If you want to make your 
dreams come true, the first thing you have to do is wake up. Your dreams are the promise 
of what you will be one day, but you have to take the reigns. You can't sit on the couch 
and expect the world to come to you. You are never given a wish without also being 
given the power to make it come true. You will have to work for it though. The currency 
in which you are going to pay for your order to the Universe is in belief. You have 
everything. Just choose what you want to experience. Everything is already at your 
disposal. 
 
When you're figuring out what you want out of life, make sure that you're keeping 
moderation and simplicity in mind. If you're searching for more than you need, trying to 
acquire it at the expense of somebody else, or trying to beat somebody else out of 
something, you're going to be out of balance with yourself. The Law of Attraction states 
that when you say, "Give me, give me, give me," it responds in like fashion. When you 
ask, "How may I share?" the Universe responds with, "How may I share with you?" 
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Our dreams are often plucked from a place outside of our belief systems. This doesn’t 
mean that the dreams are impossible. In fact, your dreams are all possible. It’s just that 
we take our dreams that usually aren’t subject to our conscious belief systems, and bring 
them into the perceived limitations of our society and our belief systems. Our belief 
systems label them as “impossible.” Wouldn’t it be a cruel trick for the Universe to let us 
think up dreams that we couldn’t fulfill? In the dreaming world, we believe anything is 
possible so shift that thinking to your waking state.  
 
Whatever you do, be sure to put your whole mind to it and focus on the task until it is 
done. The creation process starts in thought form. Sadly, that's where it ends for most 
people. They let the distractions of society win out over their belief that the goal or wish 
will come to fruition. Tune out distractions. You have the ability to turn any thought into 
form with the power of your mind.  
 

 
 
To harness the Law of Attraction, you must first have clarity of intention. You need to be 
truly ready to accept whatever it is that you say you want. Not all intentions are the same. 
Some intentions have a lot more energy behind them than others. Your intention should 
be specific and definite. You want to be sure that your actions are in alignment with your 
purpose. For instance, if you want to lose weight but you’re eating four donuts everyday, 
your actions aren’t in line with your purpose. 
 
To embark on the journey of making your wishes and dreams a reality, you have to have 
motivation behind your intent. When you want something with all of your heart, that's 
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when you hone in on your purpose. Your purpose is something that you are so passionate 
about that neither obstacles nor shiny little distractions will hinder your intent. Find your 
purpose, your motivation, and the path of intent will usually work itself out. Motivation is 
that fire within. If someone else tries to light that fire under you, chances are it will burn 
very briefly. If you’ve ever been to a motivational seminar, you’ll know that you come 
out all pumped up with extremely high energy, but that motivation will burn out quickly 
because it wasn’t your own. Your purpose is your own, and it will be your strongest 
motivation.  
 
Once you have your wish, your clarity of intention, and your motivation, you need a plan 
of action. Now, you don't need to have a complete and rigid idea of what you'll be doing 
next week or next year because then you'd just be setting yourself up for disappointment. 
If you have a very clear idea of what you want to happen and get rigidly attached to it, 
then you shut out a whole range of possibilities. If you are too set on becoming a 
millionaire and following an exact plan to get there, you might miss that billion-dollar 
opportunity that is strolling on by. The other downside is, if you have a specific way that 
you expect things to happen, and it doesn't go down in exactly that way, you may get 
discouraged and quit. 
 
The next thing you need to do is actually take action. Take action because you are 
passionate about your purpose, not because you're expecting a reward. This is where most 
people fall down. Action just requires giving the best you have to offer at that moment. 
It's as simple as that. If you’re embarking on something new, you may not know much, 
but simply get started and you will learn. In pursuing dreams, the best thing you can do is 
the right thing. The next best thing you can do is the wrong thing. The worst thing that 
you can do is nothing. 
 
Here are 3 simple rules to guide you: 

1. If you do not GO after what you want, you’ll never have it. 
2. If you do not ASK, the answer will always be NO. 
3. If you do not step forward, you’ll always be in the same place. 

 
Many will wait for the perfect time or situation but the key is to take imperfect action. 
Get something rolling. You can always adjust later, and it's much easier to adjust once 
you're moving. It's like having your car’s power steering go out while you’re driving 
versus having it go out when you’re trying to get out of a parallel parking spot. It’s a lot 
easier to steer with no power steering if you’re in motion. It's also a lot easier to make 
adjustments while you're moving and taking action than when you're standing still.  
 

 
“Twenty years from now you’ll be more disappointed by the things 
you didn’t do than by the ones that you did do.” 
 
-- Mark Twain 
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Accountability is a great way to make sure we keep moving forward. A famous 
choreographer gets in a cab that's waiting outside her home every morning to bring her to 
the gym to make sure she works out. In other words, high achievers rely on more than 
just will power to make it happen. They make themselves accountable. They tell other 
people their plans. Do whatever it takes to make sure you succeed. A lot of people in this 
world are going to hope that you fail. Most people will play the victim and end up giving 
those people exactly what they were hoping for. You can turn that around and make their 
hopes for you an immense driving force. Tell those who want you to fail about your 
plans, and give yourself some extra motivation. You'll think about them when you're 
trying to convince yourself not to wake up in the morning to work out. 
 
We get precisely what we tell the Universe we are ready to receive with no exceptions. 
Our judgments of what we get determine whether we experience those things as joyful or 
painful. Many of us think we know what we want, and we may even believe that we 
deserve to get it, but when it comes down to it, we’re not really open to receiving it 
because we don't believe that it will happen. It's kind of like what happens when we say 
one thing and our body language says something completely different. 
 
Most of us want a lot of different things but we never believe that we’ll actually get them. 
A lot of people think big, but they believe that some kind of miracle would need to 
happen for those thoughts to become reality. Personally, I don’t believe in miracles per 
se. I always believe that great things should and will happen in my life. Tell yourself 
today that you're willing to accept miracles as reality. Miracles are a part of who you are. 
Look at all of the miracles that had to happen to bring you to this present moment. 
Examine all of the miracles that had to occur to keep you alive until this day. Once you 
believe in yourself and see your soul as divine and precious, you will be converted to 
someone who can accept miracles into your life. If you believe in the miraculous, 
miracles will begin to happen. Because you’re sure that thoughts can change your life, 
your life will begin to change. 
 
The key is to truly believe that you will get what you want. Those positive thoughts and 
their resulting actions are what signal the Universe that you are ready to attract positive 
things. When you fear you might not get what you want, you may actually be feeding just 
as much or more energy to the idea of not getting what you want as you are to the goal 
itself.  
 
One of the best ways that I’ve found to get what I want is to simply get a clear idea of 
exactly what I want. Most people miss this step. They might say, “I want a million 
dollars,” but that’s not enough. You have to know why you want that, how it will make 
you feel, and what you’re going to do with it. The next step is to map out the easiest 
possible way to get it. Now, it doesn’t mean that life is going to make it easy on you, but 
a lot of times we tend to overcomplicate things before we even start. 
 
Take the first step in faith. You don't have to see the whole staircase, just take the first 
step and start from where you are. Wherever you're at, even if you think it's the worst 
position that anybody's ever started in, all you need to do is take the first step. If a bear is 
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chasing you and 5 other people through the woods, you don't have to be the fastest; you 
just have to make sure that you aren't the slowest. Success is very much connected with 
action. Successful people keep moving. They make mistakes, but they don't quit. If 
hindsight shows that you could have done something better, put that information in your 
memory bank to use on future missions. Don’t use that information to beat yourself up 
about the past. Successful people don’t win victories by beating their heads against walls; 
they win by overtaking the walls. Here’s a quick chart to explain the differences between 
the average person and the successful person. 
 
The Successful  Average People 
Only need one or two steps to begin taking 
action toward their goals 

Wait until they know each and every step 
before they take even one 

Focus on WHY they are headed that way Only focus on HOW to do it 
Start now regardless of circumstances Wait until everything is perfect 
Only take on tasks that move them closer 
to their goals or purposes 

Take on all sorts of tasks that are appealing 

Have a mentor/Are part of a mastermind Learn only on their own and refuse help 
Never go where the crowd goes Follow the crowd 
Stand in the face of adversity Change their minds depending on who is 

listening 
Pay little or no attention to the opinions of 
others 

Are all about pleasing others 

Have a mindset of abundance Have a mindset of lack 
Study daily Study now and then 
Invest 10% of their incomes in their own 
personal growths 

Invest as little as possible in their own 
personal growths 

Write down their goals and dreams Keep it in their heads 
Identify and emulate those who are 
successful in their field 

Don’t see the value in emulating those in 
their industry 

Believe they can be, do, or have anything Do not believe they are capable of success 
Think like the people they wish to be 
before they start 

Wait until they are finished and hope they 
will be who they wished to become 

Take 100% responsibility for all their 
actions 

Look for others to assume responsibility 
for poor results 

Are always moving toward higher 
awareness and growing 

Are typically backsliding, forgetting, and 
simply making it through their days 

Fly past the problem and land on the 
solution 

Stay hung up in the problem 

Move away from those who aren’t moving 
towards their goals 

Find solace spending time with those 
complaining instead of taking action 

Think for themselves Let other people do their thinking for them 
Avoid negative environments or 
conversation 

Try to thrive on negativity 

Are achievement driven Are looking to get something for nothing 
Are leaders Are followers 
Respond rather than react React rather than respond 
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The difference between who you are and who you want to be is the action that you take. 
If you don’t go after what you want, you'll never have it. Don't think about the fifty steps 
you’re going to need to accomplish on the way to your goal, just think about the first one. 
The journey of a hundred miles begins with one step. After each small step you take, the 
next small step will become obvious. When you start, you may not know what the third 
and fourth and fifth steps are going to be, but once you take the first step you're going to 
know what the second step should be. Once you take the second step, you're going to 
know what the third step should be. Don't be attached to a plan. Will power is about the 
unrelenting sense of purpose to carry a task that you set for yourself to fulfillment. If you 
do not step forward, you'll always be in the same place. 
 
Exercise: Write a letter from your ideal self to give to your present self. Include advice 
on how to get where you want to go. You’ll be surprised at the wisdom your ideal self 
can impart on your present self. 
 
Ask for help when you need it. If you don’t ask, the answer will always be no. I had an 
issue with this myself. I refused to ask for help. I was always afraid that I’d be rejected or 
that I’d be bothering someone. In all honesty, I had a long, silly list of reasons why I 
wouldn’t do it. I still don’t like to ask people for help, but I’m in a place where I can do it 
when needed. Since conquering this, I've found that if I ask for things, at least 40% of the 
time, I get what I’m asking for. This ranges from asking for a discount on something to 
asking a business to include something else with my purchase. I also find that sometimes 
people just offer me things simply because I’m being nice to them.  
 
Focus your energy on one thing at a time or you’ll find yourself wasting your time. Don’t 
have shiny-object syndrome where you scatter your energy or leave something halfway 
done to begin a new venture. The real rewards come to those who know what they want 
and can outlast the competition.  
 
Work smart, not hard. The Pareto Principle, also known as the 80/20 Rule, maintains that 
everything in the universe is unequal. The 80/20 Rule says that 20% of your efforts 
produce 80% of your results. That means that 80% of your efforts only produce 20% of 
your results. Now the rule acknowledges that the numbers aren’t always 80 and 20, but 
the idea is to recognize that everything is disproportionate. It could be 10% of your 
efforts produce 90% of your results. Or it could be 35% of your efforts produce 65% of 
the results. Whatever the case, wouldn’t you want to be spending your time doing the 
most productive activities? 
 
For instance, if you spent 60 minutes working on a project, both 30-minute blocks of time 
are not necessarily equal in terms of productivity, or anything else. The takeaway is that 
you want to focus on your actions that are producing the greatest results. I’ve found that 
the best productivity system to use is to focus on small pieces of what you need to get 
done. When you focus on a huge goal, it tends to overwhelm. Set your phone to ask you 
once an hour whether you're being productive or not. I know it sounds silly, but it'll help 
increase your productivity. The goal is to discover what methods allow you to do the 
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minimum possible to affect the largest possible results. I’d highly recommend picking up 
The 80/20 Principle by Richard Koch at: http://brian-bagnall.com/book/80-20/ 
 
As it turns out, every event, thing, and person in your life is there because you've drawn 
them there. What you choose to do with them is up to you. Go forward taking action to 
draw what you really want to have into your life. 
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Positive Thinking & Thinking Big 
 
Before we talk about positive thinking and thinking big, we should discuss negative 
thinking so that you can really understand positive thinking. Plain and simple, negative 
thinking is focusing your attention on what you don't want. What you think about 
expands. If your thoughts are centered on what's missing, then what's missing, by 
definition, will have to expand. Do you know someone who is negative and worries about 
bad stuff happening to them all the time? Did you ever notice that bad stuff does always 
seem to happen to him, much more often than other people? He always seems to be 
facing some perceived crisis.  
 
We either make ourselves miserable or we make ourselves happy. The amount of work is 
the same and the choice is up to us. What comes to us depends on what we think about 
and what we focus on. Being against something only adds to its energy. This can be 
compared to hating the Joker character in Batman. A villain feeds off of the negative 
energy. An example you may be familiar with is The United States' “War on Drugs.” The 
focus for several decades has been against drugs, yet there has been no significant, long-
term decline in their presence. 
 
Most people have mastered negative thinking. We’ve been taught to pay great attention to 
unpleasant circumstances. No one knows enough to be a pessimist. Nobody has all the 
answers, so you have to have an open mind to every possibility. As long as you’re 
thinking, you might as well be thinking positive. Luckily, you can always rephrase a 
negative comment and turn it into a positive one. For example, you can change "I don't 
want to be overweight," into, "I want to be healthy so I can keep up with my kids and be 
around for their big life events.” No matter which statement you choose, you're putting 
the same amount of energy into it.  
 
Every occurrence in your life starts with a thought. Whether that initial thought was 
positive or negative will be the determining factor as to whether what comes back to you 
is a perceived positive or a perceived negative. That which we resist, persists. What you 
see showing up in your life is evidence of what you believe. Believe it and you'll see it. If 
you're only seeing undesirable things come into your life, start to question what you 
believe.  
 
Mindset is everything. Doing the impossible is often easier than you might think. Most 
don't try to find the real limits of life; they just trust the boundaries that other people have 
put up. Your only limits are your beliefs. The answer is to instill beliefs that don't 
encourage limits. You can have anything you want if you are willing to give up the belief 
that you can't have it. The mind is its own place and in itself can make a heaven of Hell 
or a hell of Heaven. 
 
We aren’t disturbed by the events that happen to us. We are disturbed by our thoughts 
about what happens to us. Besides, nothing ever really happens to us. Life just happens. 
The Universe doesn’t say, “Gee, today I’d like to watch Brian squirm. Mother Nature, 
toss me my voodoo Brian, would ya? I’m going to give it to him good.” 
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Keep your thoughts positive because your thoughts become your words, your words 
become your actions, your actions become your habits, your habits become your values, 
and your values become your destiny. You might believe that you’re responsible for your 
actions but not your thoughts. The truth is you are responsible for what and how you 
think. The actions you take come from what you think. Therefore, if you really want to 
start or stop doing certain things, remember that everything starts with a thought.  
 
As you become more enlightened, you’ll find yourself able to do certain things that you 
weren’t able to do before or never even thought you could do. The activities themselves 
didn’t change. What changed was the idea that you had of yourself. The basic difference 
between the average person and an enlightened person is that an enlightened person takes 
everything as a challenge while the average person takes everything as a blessing or a 
curse. The average person labels things. 
 
Some will claim that positive thinking doesn’t work. It doesn’t work for most people 
because most people just try to trick themselves into believing that they’re thinking 
positive. Let me explain. Most people will try to recite certain positive phrases and act in 
a positive way, but they really don’t believe what they’re doing or saying. This is 
incongruent with how they really feel. In that case, positive thinking won’t help. You 
can’t trick the Universe. You're either emitting positive energy or you aren't. 
 
Deep down inside, you really need to believe this stuff. The outer conditions of your life 
will always be directly related to your inner state. Basically, what's on the inside comes 
out on the outside. When remembering the feeling of something unpleasant, change your 
thought to something that makes you feel good. If you feel angry, change your thought to 
something that makes you feel happy. If you're feeling fearful, change your thought to 
something that makes you feel calm and secure. 
 
In your vocabulary, change the words "I can't" to "I will" and notice your life change in 
big ways. Changing “I can’t” to "I am" is even better. Everything you’re against can be 
restated in a way that puts you in support of something. Instead of being against war, be 
for peace. Your thoughts are all seeds that you plant.  
 
Know that you will receive all the help that you need with whatever you persist with and 
do without force or attachment. Act and feel as if whatever you intend to bring about is 
already reality. Acting as if you are already what you want to become and knowing that 
you can become it is a fantastic way to remove self-doubt and the yammering of the ego. 
Use your actions, words, and thoughts to create benefits rather than negatives for yourself 
and others. Create a perfect day. It's your choice. As my friend Tom Beal says, “Make 
today great!” 
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Visualization & Imagination 
 
Visualization is using your imagination to see what you want before it technically 
happens. In visualization, you're using your imagination to create a clear image, idea, and 
feeling of something you want to manifest. Then you continue to focus on the picture and 
feeling regularly, giving it positive energy until it manifests. Here's the process: 

1. Go into a peaceful, relaxing, deep meditative state. 
2. Imagine yourself in the physical setting or environment that you would like to be 

in. Be very specific. If you want to be lounging with a dozen of your friends in a 
field of Brazilian hammocks, you better know if they're a cotton blend or a silk-
polyester.   

3. Feel in yourself that it’s possible. Experience it as if it is already happening. In 
short, imagine it exactly the way you'd like it to be, as if it were already so. Smell 
the grass, imagine the conversations you would be having with your friends, feel 
the soft breeze and the warm sunshine. 

4. Repeat the process often. For me, twice a day is ideal. 
5. Only use this process to manifest positive things for yourself and for others. Never 

attempt to use it to harm others. 

For some, this exercise is easier when practiced just before going to sleep. Perhaps this is 
because your conscious brain is too tired to effectively inhibit your imagination. Have 
you ever woken up to an epiphany? While you are resting, your subconscious is capable 
of putting together all those things that your conscious mind told you weren’t important 
during the day. Visualizing just before you fall asleep directs your subconscious to work 
on creating the reality while you're sleeping.  
 
Remember, all things are possible. Your imagination is able to give you everything that 
you ask for with one caveat. It will do so in proportion to the amount of attention you 
give it. It's like a sliding scale. The more time you spend imagining it, the more you’ll get 
what you want. Despite how much it might seem like you’re living in a physical world, 
you're actually living in a world of imagination. The passage from your present state to 
your feelings of your wish fulfilled isn’t a gap. There is continuity between the so-called 
real and unreal. Think Willy Wonka and the Chocolate Factory (1971) when they enter 
the chocolate room and Wonka sings "Pure Imagination." 
 
Exercise: Close your eyes, and say to yourself, "I am the creator of my reality, and when 
I open my eyes, I will see a world that I've dreamed into existence and for which I, and 
only I, am completely responsible." Then slowly open your eyelids like curtains lifting 
from a stage. You’ll see your world, just the way you built it. If you don’t like what you 
see right now, no big deal. Just practice visualization, and you’ll be well on your way. 
 
The more you see yourself as what you’d like to become and act as if what you want is 
already here, the more you'll activate those dormant forces that will collaborate to 
transform your dream into reality. Keep a solid picture of the task you want to 
accomplish in your mind and refuse to let the intention disappear for any reason. Every 
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single condition in your life can be improved if you learn to be more effective at 
visualizing what you want and having the intention to manifest it. 
 
The use of mental imagery is one of the strongest and most effective strategies for 
manifesting things. When you’re visualizing, you should think of it in the present tense as 
already existing the way you want it to be. Imagine yourself in the situation, as you desire 
it now. Include as many details as you can and try to engage all of your senses. Bring the 
mental picture of what you want to manifest into your mind often. After visualizing, be 
sure to release all expectations of getting what you want. Detach from the outcome. 
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Making Decisions & Analyzing Risk 
 
As your birthright, you were given your greatest power, the power to choose. Your 
quality of life is a direct reflection of the choices you've made up to this moment. 
Everything is a choice. When making any choice, ask yourself these questions: 

1. Is what I’m about to do based on truth? 
2. What are the consequences of this choice that I am thinking about making? 
3. Does it cause a disturbance for anyone concerned? 
4. Will this choice that I am thinking about making bring happiness to me and to 

those around me? 
 
When making decisions, decisiveness pulls more weight than correctness. Make a 
decision and adjust, based on the feedback that you receive as you go along. Making a 
decision, and acting upon it is what’s important. Imperfect action is much better than no 
action at all. When you stumble upon obstacles or things that you didn't expect or want to 
happen, that's feedback. It’s not failure. When that happens, simply adjust, and don’t give 
up.  
 
The most important quality you can have on your journey is courage. Courage is the only 
thing that can remove the invisible bars of the prison you’ve been living in. Courage is 
being scared to death but taking action anyways. Courage lies in the decision that 
something else is more important than fear. When you don’t have anything to lose, you’ll 
be courageous. We’re only scared when we still have something to cling on to. That’s 
where eliminating your attachment to places, things, and certain outcomes will become a 
great deal of help. You have nothing to lose and everything to gain. 
 
You might worry about the potential risks of being courageous. Big risks either pay off or 
wipe you out. However, even if they wipe you out, you can still come back from it. When 
analyzing risk, I always try to think of the worst possible scenario. I usually quickly 
discover that the worst scenario involves losing my physical body. When you understand 
that you can never really die, losing your physical body isn’t the end all, be all. If I’m not 
really living life, what’s the point of being here anyway? Taking the risk is usually the 
answer. 
 

 
“A life spent making mistakes is not only more honorable, but more 
useful than a life spent doing nothing.” 
 
-- George Bernard Shaw 
 

 
A life is lived by acting, not by thinking about acting. Live like you’re going to die 
tomorrow. No good thing comes without risk. I challenge you to look back at the source 
of every good thing that has happened in your life. Most of the time, what you’ll find is 
that a series of risks led up to that moment when that great thing manifested into your 
life. 
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If we always listened to our logic, we'd never fall in love, befriend a stranger, stand out 
from the pack, or start a business because we'd be too cynical. Our intellect is always 
there to remind us of what could go wrong. The key is to jump off a cliff and build your 
wings on the way down. Put the cart before the horse, as they say. Life is about risks. 
Great things happen and life truly begins where your comfort zone ends. Everything you 
want is just outside of your comfort zone. Go get it.
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Part Four: 
The Big Picture 
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Chapter 11: Ultimate Happiness 
 
How does a butterfly come into existence? He must want to fly so much that he's willing 
to give up being a caterpillar. When you’re completely dissatisfied with your current 
circumstances, that's when you'll be most inspired. The build up of negative emotion 
becomes fuel for positive experience. The people who suffer the most are those of us who 
know there’s more, and yearn for it, but aren't taking steps toward enlightenment. 
Everything we have discussed in this book is to encourage you to find your path to 
enlightenment. Most people won’t awaken, and that’s perfectly fine. Those who aren’t 
awakened are still in service to others in this lifetime. While they stay asleep, they help to 
create all sorts of situations, which enable those on the path to awaken to the truth and the 
ultimate happiness we all desire.  
 
Awakening 
 
Your primary purpose for all of your time on this planet is to awaken. There isn’t only 
one road that leads to awakening. Guidance and suggestions can be helpful, but there’s 
not one way that works for everybody. You’ll get to a point where you’ll realize the 
normal way of society is the main cause of suffering, and you’ll start to think that there 
must be a better way. Even though you won’t understand what that “best way” might be, 
you’ll begin to search for it. Your search will begin by bringing your focus inward. You 
will shift your focus from what’s outside of you to what’s inside. Then the search for real 
truth begins. At some point the illusion starts to breaks down, which creates an 
opportunity for the start of your spiritual journey to begin.  
 
Begin your journey to enlightenment wherever you are. There’s no better time to start 
than right now. There won’t be a perfect time. Don’t let your ego trick you into believing 
things like, "This person is in a better position than me to start now,” or “This person had 
better opportunities than me.” There will always be an unlimited number of reasons you 
can use to put it off until tomorrow. To develop a higher consciousness, you have to have 
the courage to leave your comfort zone and explore the unknown. Start by taking that 
first step. You're not going to know the path to awakening until you're on it. You have to 
trust yourself and the Universe. You’ll be guided in the right direction. You might be 
asking yourself, "Why do we even have to go through the process of awakening? Why 
can’t we just understand it from birth?" You have to know separation and suffering to be 
able to understand and appreciate your awakening. 
 
When you awaken, everything changes, yet nothing changes at the same time. Nothing 
changes because it was always there. Everything changes because of your perception.  To 
wake up, you must first be honest with yourself and admit that you don't like things as 
they are. This is a critical step. If you never admit that you don't like your present 
circumstances, you're never going to change because if you don't realize there's a 
problem, there's no need to change. Realizing that you’re not happy is the first step. Just 
take the first step and you'll be guided through every step thereafter. Don't get 
discouraged. Realize when you go on that journey you, as you are now, can never get to 
the destination. In order to get to the destination and be awakened, your ego, that part of 
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your present self, must die. Your spiritual journey is a transformation like that of our 
eager-to-fly caterpillar into a butterfly.   
 
As humans we expect everything to happen immediately. If things don’t happen on our 
timeframe, we get discouraged and quit. Remember, there’s no such thing as time, so the 
amount of “time” that we perceive is neither good nor bad. It is what it is. You will wake 
up when you need to wake up. We’ve been asleep for a quite some time, so it makes 
sense that we won’t wake up instantaneously. It will occur gradually. 
 
When you do wake up from the waking dream you’ve been living, you'll start to search 
for something else. You'll discover that the planets, people, animals, plants, stars, etc. 
were never really there to begin with. It’s all made up. What makes a planet a planet? 
Where did the word planet even come from? Start asking yourself these questions and 
you’ll begin to know. De-hypnotizing yourself requires that you realize that you've been 
hypnotized in the first place.  
 
As part of this process, you might be curious how you’ve been asleep for so long. You’ll 
wonder how society came to believe that the way to happiness is to go to school, get a 
good job, create a family, buy a house with a white picket fence, and have 2.5 kids. What 
you’ll discover, is that when you're safe and comfortable, you won't go looking for 
anything more. You’ll stay focused on external things, like maintaining physical comfort 
and accumulating more money and physical things. It's only when your physical and 
emotional comfort is threatened that you begin to direct your energies inward. This is 
when you begin to question who you really are, what drives you, and what you would 
consider fighting for, even dying for.  
 
You will begin to awaken when you start to focus on the inside, rather than things 
outside. The more you attach your value and self-worth to those things outside of 
yourself, the more you give away your control. The more you can bring your focus 
inward, the more in tune you will be with your emotional guidance system. What we 
actually long for is to find out who we really are. Your goal is to know your true self. 
Enlightenment is not a mystery; it is simply the breakdown of non-helpful beliefs that 
were taught to you. Awakening consists of breaking down all the years of conditioning 
that society, parents, and school systems have pumped into you. 
 
The purpose of having a physical body is so that you have the opportunity to awaken to 
higher levels. After you acquire the necessary spiritual wisdom, you never have to have a 
physical body again. You aren’t a human being having a spiritual experience. You're a 
spiritual being having a human experience. The human experience is temporary, while 
the spirit lives on. Go within, discover your invisible higher self, and love others and 
yourself. All of the great spiritual leaders have relayed a similar message to us. 
 
Life provides our paths to awakening. It offers many experiences. However, if experience 
alone brought about wisdom and fulfillment, then the elderly would all be happy. 
Unfortunately, the elderly are often the unhappiest because they expected things to be a 
certain way when they got older, only to find out it wasn’t true. They expected to be more 
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enlightened and have the answers, but they’re usually just left with more unanswered 
questions. 
 
Just because the truth isn’t known by the masses, doesn’t stop the truth from being true. 
Truth is not determined by a democracy. Even if only a thousand people in the world 
know the real truth, it doesn’t make it any less true. Your journey to awakening will 
demand a search for truth on which you can reconstruct beliefs. 
 
When you squeeze an orange, you get orange juice because that's what's inside. The same 
principle applies to you. When someone squeezes you and puts pressure on you, what’s 
on the inside is what will come out. If you don’t like what comes out, you can change it 
by changing your thoughts, perceptions, and attitudes. You can only give what you have 
inside. The events that we encounter are shaped by our inner thoughts. Two people can 
go through the exact same circumstances but react in very different ways.  
 
There are solutions at opposite ends of the spectrum for everything that happens. There 
are always people who can move on quickly and others who let their whole lives be 
destroyed by an event. It comes down to thought patterns. We aren’t meant to be 
creatures of our outside conditions. We tend to blame circumstances outside of ourselves 
for any undesirable thing that comes our way. You can control who you are all the time. 
You control what upsets you and what doesn't. 
 
Changing your outlook is an important part of awakening. It allows you to see the 
wonders of the Universe. Most people yearn to travel the globe to discover new things. 
Real discovery doesn't come by visiting different places but by viewing everything, even 
the places you have been many times, through new eyes. It’s not about changing what 
you look at; it’s about changing how you look at everything. 
 
Society puts a lot of emphasis on intelligence and knowledge without regard to 
perception, so that’s where most people’s focuses lie. It’s sometimes more challenging 
for those that are logic-based to wake up. Logic is simply the ego talking. Logic based 
seekers want hard facts before they begin the journey. There are none. Only those who 
have already awakened understand the facts, and the facts can’t be fully described in 
words. Truth transcends anything that can be explained in language.  
 
Knowing your true nature and abandoning your ego as something that’s void and unreal 
is true wisdom. Any knowledge that isn’t directly related to advancing your spiritual 
journey is ignorance and not wisdom. You're either becoming enlightened or you're not. 
When you experience the power of your true self, there is a sudden absence of fear. 
You'll know exactly how to harness and use your power, because you’ll be acting from 
love. You won’t be compelled to control external circumstances or struggle for approval 
from others. Empowerment is the inner joy of knowing that you don’t need to force 
anything external and that you can be at peace with yourself.  
 
Being intelligent is not being studious. It is knowing how to be fulfilled in all 
circumstances. We only use 10% of our minds. Why do you think that is? Maybe it’s 
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because, until we’re awakened, we can’t be trusted with the full range of our possibilities 
because we don’t yet know how to use them responsibly. We’re powerful beyond our 
imagination. As you become more awakened, you’ll use more of your brain. 
 
Here are 12 Symptoms of Spiritual Awakening: 

1. An increased tendency to let things happen rather than make them happen. 
2. Frequent attacks of smiling. 
3. Feelings of being connected with others and nature. 
4. Frequent overwhelming episodes of appreciation. 
5. A tendency to think and act spontaneously rather than from fears based on past 

experience. 
6. An unmistakable ability to enjoy each moment. 
7. A loss of ability to worry. 
8. A loss of interest in conflict. 
9. A loss of interest in interpreting the actions of others. 
10. A loss of interest in judging others. 
11. A loss of interest in judging self. 
12. Gaining the ability to love without expecting anything. 

Unfortunately, there’s no hard blueprint for becoming enlightened. It’s not something 
that one person can simply explain to another. There are guidelines and advice that can 
help you, which is what this book is all about. You’re going to cross paths with many 
people who aren’t going to seem like they’re on the path to awakening. In reality, we’re 
all on that path. Some are further along than others, and that’s perfectly okay. Those who 
are further along most likely have lived more lives and are more advanced because of it. 
 
Only when you know what you truly are, will you know what’s really possible. A journey 
that never goes beyond dreams, words, ideas, thoughts or concepts, is not a journey at all.  
Awakening transcends all logic. Happiness and love will get you there. Awareness and 
peace are awaiting you.
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Bringing it Together 
 
If you don’t remember anything else in this book, remember this: 
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Here’s a quick recap that you can post near your computer to remember the key points in 
this book, just in case you've forgotten after hours of reading.J 
 

1. Trace the origin of all of your main belief systems, and know real truth. Ask 
yourself, “How do I know this to be true?” Run all of your beliefs through your 
internal guidance system and throw out those beliefs that aren’t helpful to you. 
Listen to your own intuition and first hand experiences over trusting someone 
else. Be careful what information you allow into your world. Make sure the 
source is trusted and has no agenda. 

 
2. Claim responsibility for your past and where you are. Everything that’s happened 

to you so far has been needed to bring you to this very path to awakening. 
Everything has been helpful so there’s no reason to criticize your past or assign 
blame. 

 
3. Let go of any negative feelings. They aren’t helpful. Period. Get rid of ‘em. There 

are no such things as mistakes, so there’s nothing to forgive.  
 

4. Find your purpose. Find out what you’re here to do. What makes you excited? 
What could you do all day, every day that doesn’t feel like work? 

 
5. Maintain love and peace. Love yourself, and then love everyone else, too, because 

they are you. 
 

6. Quiet your mind. Meditate daily. You, and you alone, are in control of your 
thoughts.  

 
7. Don't act on autopilot. Don't let your mind run rampant with weeds. Break self-

defeating habits. Your life is decided in that split second between stimulus and 
your response. Make sure you are always in control of that split second. 

 
8. Be present in this moment. Live your life to its fullest. The past is a good place to 

visit sometimes but not a good place to live. And the future is unseen, so let it be 
unseen. Live and enjoy your present instead of brooding over the past and the 
future. 

 
9. Eliminate your ego. You aren’t separate from everyone else. You are the same. 

Don't be bothered by what others think or say about you. People will label you as 
"crazy" and a whole bunch of other clever words. They’re on their own journey, 
and you’re on yours. 

 
10. Go after what you want. Take action. Surround yourself with people who do the 

same. 
 

11. Detach from the outcome. After you’ve created a plan, let go of the idea that it 
must end in a certain outcome. If you don’t succeed, use the knowledge you 
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gained from not hitting your target to increase your chances of success next time. 
 

12. Redefine the word “failure.” Never give up. You will have setbacks. A lot. Get 
used to it.   
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Chapter 12: Tools 
 
 
Here’s What to Do Next 
 
Your journey doesn’t stop here. Take a look at the resources at the back of this book. 
Check out my products and services and see if any of them might be a good fit. You 
don’t need me or anyone else to be awakened, but my resources can help it happen a lot 
quicker. 
  

Also, if you haven’t already done so, you’re going to want to grab your Free 
Happiness Toolkit with over $85.00 worth of free worksheets, interviews, and 
videos to help you on your happiness journey. Just head over to 
www.HappinessBookBonus.com and grab it now. 

 
Wishing you love, happiness, and harmony in life. 
 
To Your Happiness, 

 
 
Brian Bagnall 
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I want to issue you a master's certificate, but really, you're the only one who can issue it. 
Feel free to rip out this page and place it in a place where you can see it every day to 
remind yourself that you’re the master of your own Universe. 
 

 
Master’s Certificate 

 
This is to certify that the bearer has been given permission to be anything he/she 
desires. You are authorized to command absolute control over all personal life 
events and an indefinite number of simultaneous life experiences, to focus 
consciousness among them at will, to freely choose triumph or tragedy as he or 
she wishes, and to magnetize such like spirits as he or she desires for his or her 
personal education and entertainment. 
 
This certificate is subject to the following limits: SELF-IMPOSED 
 
 

__________________________________ 
(Your own name here) 
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Other Products & Services 
 
Personal Development/Motivation 
Mark Joyner    www.markjoyner.name 
Tony Robbins    www.tonyrobbins.com 
T. Harv Eker    www.harveker.com 
Brian Tracy    www.briantracy.com 
Jack Canfield    www.jackcanfield.com 
Mark Victor Hansen   www.markvictorhansen.com 
Steve Pavlina    www.stevepavlina.com 
James Malinchak   www.malinchak.com 
Stephen Pierce    www.stephenpierceinternational.com 
Les Brown    www.lesbrown.org 
 
Spiritual 
Joe Vitale    www.mrfire.com 
Wayne Dyer    www.waynedyer.com	  
Don Miguel Ruiz   www.miguelruiz.com 
John Assaraf    www.johnassaraf.com 
James Redfield   www.celestinevision.com 
Neale Donald Walsch   www.nealedonaldwalsch.com 
Marianne Williamson   www.marianne.com 
 
Health & Healing 
Louise Hay    www.louisehay.com 
Andrew Weil    www.drweil.com 
Tim Ferris    www.timferris.com 
Caroline Myss    www.myss.com 
 
Productivity 
David Allen    www.davidco.com	  
Tim	  Ferris	   	   	   	   www.TimFerris.com	  
 
Happiness 
Gretchen Rubin   www.happiness-project.com 
Dalai Lama    www.dalailama.com 
 
Leadership 
Ken Blanchard   www.kenblanchard.com 
 
Business/Marketing 
Joe Rubino    www.centerforpersonalreinvention.com 
Mike Filsaime    www.mikefilsaime.com 
Perry Marshall    www.perrymarshall.com 
Brendon Burchard   www.brendonburchard.com 
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Sales 
Tom Hokpins    www.tomhopkins.com 
 
Money Management/Investing 
Suze Orman    www.suzeorman.com 
Dave Ramsey    www.daveramsey.com 
Robert Kiyosaki   www.richdad.com 
Felix Dennis    www.felixdennis.com 
 
Hypnosis 
Marshall Sylver   www.sylver.com 
 
The Secret Teachings 
Rhonda Byrne    www.thesecret.tv 
Bob Proctor    www.bobproctor.com 
Michael Bernard Beckwith  www.agapelive.com 
 
Living in the Now 
Thich Nhat Hanh   www.tnhtour.org 
Eckhart Tolle    www.eckharttolle.com 
Dan Millman    www.peacefulwarrior.com 
 
New Age 
Deepak Chopra   www.deepakchopra.com 
Gregg Braden    www.greggbraden.com 
Doreen Virtue    www.angeltherapy.com 
Paulo Coelho    www.paulocoelho.com 
Richard Bach    www.richardbach.com 
 
Relationships 
John Gray    www.marsvenus.com 
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Recommended Reading 
 
Here are some of my favorite books in no particular order. Use the links below to be sent 
directly to the Amazon page for the book so you can be sure you’re getting the correct 
version. 
 
The Four Agreements by Don Miguel Ruiz 
http://brian-bagnall.com/books/4-agreements/ 
 
The 5 Love Languages by Dr. Gary Chapman 
http://brian-bagnall.com/book/love-languages/ 
 
Jonathan Livingston Seagull by Richard Bach 
http://brian-bagnall.com/book/seagull/ 
 
The Celestine Prophecy by James Redfield 
http://brian-bagnall.com/book/celestine-prophecy/ 
 
Think and Grow Rich by Napoleon Hill 
http://brian-bagnall.com/book/grow-rich/ 
 
How to Win Friends and Influence People by Dale Carnegie 
http://brian-bagnall.com/book/win-friends/ 
 
The Road Less Traveled by M. Scott Peck 
http://brian-bagnall.com/book/less-traveled/ 
 
Psycho-Cybernetics by Maxwell Maltz 
http://brian-bagnall.com/book/cybernetics/ 
 
Handbook to Higher Consciousness by Ken Keyes, Jr. 
http://brian-bagnall.com/book/higher-consciousness/ 
 
The Power of Now by Eckhart Tolle 
http://brian-bagnall.com/book/power-now/ 
 
The Power of Awareness by Neville Goddard 
http://brian-bagnall.com/book/power-awareness/ 
 
The Alchemist by Paulo Coelho 
http://brian-bagnall.com/book/alchemist/ 
 
Rich Dad, Poor Dad by Robert Kiyosaki 
http://brian-bagnall.com/book/rich-dad/ 
 
Man’s Search for Meaning by Victor Frankl 
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http://brian-bagnall.com/book/search-meaning/ 
 
The Science of Getting Rich by Wallace D. Wattles 
http://brian-bagnall.com/book/getting-rich/ 
 
The Seven Spiritual Laws of Success by Deepak Chopra 
http://brian-bagnall.com/book/spiritual-laws/ 
 
The Power of Intention by Wayne Dyer 
http://brian-bagnall.com/book/power-intention/ 
 
The Success Principles by Jack Canfield 
http://brian-bagnall.com/book/success-principles/ 
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Over $85 Worth of Happiness Tools & Updates 
 
I really appreciate you picking up my book and making it to the end.  It really takes a lot 
of courage to self analyze and recognize that there’s room for you to grow.  So kudos to 
you! 
 
To both congratulate and thank you, I’ve prepared an awesome list of free bonuses that 
will really help continue your quest on your search for happiness. 
 
Please visit www.HappinessBookBonus.com to validate your purchase and claim them. 
 
Happiness is an expansive topic. As part of your purchase, you’ll also get free updates 
and additions to this book, but you have to let us know who you are first by going to the 
link above. 
 

Another Free Bonus Just for Giving Me Your Opinion 
 
I really hope this book has helped you in big ways. 
 
I am truly interested in your feedback.  There’s a bonus waiting for you if you send me 
feedback, whether good or bad, about your experience with this book. 
 

So please visit: 
 
http://www.brian-bagnall.com/submit-testimonial/ 
 
Let me know what you think.  I promise a reply, and a bonus gift. 

 
Did I Miss Something? 

 
Did I miss something? Were you expecting to read about something in this book but 
didn’t find it? Or did something I say need further clarification? 
 
If so, please let me know by visiting my support desk at http://support.brian-bagnall.com 
and my staff will forward it to me. 
 
If your question is relevant, I will be sure to include it in my next edition of The 
Happiness Bible. 
 
Thanks for your help. 
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Accelerate Your Life with Expert Resources 
from Brian Bagnall 

 
Happiness Club: Membership includes The Brian Bagnall Rant, a monthly newsletter 
that delivers the latest tips and strategies to design your ideal life, right to your doorstep. 
Also, every other issue contains an audio or video interview on with a notable expert on 
CD or DVD. With this membership, you will receive an amazing set of bonus gifts and 
resources just for giving it a try. You’ll also get free call-in days a few times per year 
during which Brian will personally help you overcome any blocks that are keeping you 
from ultimate happiness. For more information or to join, visit www.brian-
bagnall.com/happiness/club/. 
 
Happiness Mastermind: Get everything that’s included in the Happiness Club above, 
and join the circle of the happiest people on the planet. Join this level, and your monthly 
subscription gets you private access to the members’ forum, where you’ll find fast and 
accurate feedback from experts who know how to live happy and fulfilled lives. You’ll 
also get access to a monthly Private Members' Call, during which members work with 
Brian Bagnall to dissect hurdles right on the call. Even if you’re shy and don’t want to 
share your problems, you can bet other members are having similar problems, and you 
can benefit from their insights and the feedback they receive. Visit www.brian-
bagnall.com/happiness/mastermind/ to join. 
 
Movers and Shakers Advanced: In addition to everything included in the Happiness 
Mastermind above, you will get personal, one-on-one expert tune-ups for your life with 
live intelligence every single month. Brian Bagnall will get on the phone with you and 
quickly find changes that can be implemented to improve the quality of your life with one 
phone call. You’ll get a digital recording of the phone call after you’re done. In addition, 
you’ll receive access to everything included in the Happiness Mastermind above. You’ll 
also get access to other membership privileges, including special discounts and archives 
of prior Happiness Mastermind calls. For more information, visit www.brian-
bagnall.com/movers-shakers/ 
 
Mastermind Exclusive: This is where you’ll get to harness the power of other successful 
entrepreneurs through beneficial mastermind sessions! Mastermind groups consist of 
three, 2-day, closed-door meetings where the best and brightest get together to work on 
each other’s marketing programs, suggest solutions, and catapult each other to success! 
We also set personal goals and make sure that your work and personal life balance.  
Members of our mastermind groups are very exclusive as there are only 16 spots open 
each year. Please go to www.MastermindExclusive.com to apply. 
 
30-Minute/60-Minute One-on-One “Happiness Boost” Consultation with Brian 
Bagnall: Get personal feedback for immediate growth. All of the most successful people 
get one-on-one coaching. That’s why you should get a personal 30- or 60- minute 
consultation with Brian Bagnall. He’ll personally go over anything you want to go over 
(usually the 3 biggest challenges you’re facing right now) and give you immediate, 
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actionable suggestions to get you feeling happier and fulfilling your purpose. Go to: 
http://brian-bagnall.com/happiness/consultations/	  to	  setup	  a	  time. 
 
Personal Coaching: Work personally with Brian. Brian has a few openings each year for 
clients who want to work 1-on-1 with him. He will personally help you transform every 
area of your life into something you thought you could only experience in the dream 
world. This is very exclusive and pricing is based on demand. If you would like to work 
with Brian personally, apply here: www.brian-bagnall.com/happiness/coaching/	  
	  
Joint Ventures/Partnerships: If you feel you have complimentary products and 
services, please visit www.JVwithBrian.com to find out about our partner requirements. 
 
Bulk/Group Purchases: If you’d like to purchase more than 50 copies of The Happiness 
Bible, we can assist you here: www.brian-bagnall.com/happiness/book/bulk/ 
 
Speaking & Media: Finally, Brian Bagnall is available for speaking engagements, media 
appearances, coaching, and training for self-help and inspirational topics. Contact our 
support desk to get more information at: http://support.brian-bagnall.com. 
 
For more information on our host of other products and services, visit www.brian-
bagnall.com 
 
 
 


